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This dissertation provides the first systematic analysis of the development of 
the Roman concept of magic as expressed in extant Latin literature down to the 
Augustan era. Using digital corpora of Latin texts, it identifies key points of 
convergence in terminology and argues that a distinctive Roman concept of magic 
first emerges in Augustan poetry. A general introduction discusses the prior 
scholarship on magic in Latin literature and outlines the methodology used to 
quantify and analyze collocations of key terminology. The resulting data is presented 
in the appendices that follow the dissertation’s conclusion. 
Chapter 1 examines six key word families (carmen, uenenum, superstitio, saga, 
deuotio, and magus), each in its own section, tracing their development from the 
earliest sources down to the last decades of the first century BCE. It specifically 
examines the many nuances of meaning and conceptual associations that accompany 
each word family and influence the development of the concept of magic. 
 Chapter 2 takes a more chronological approach as it turns to the literature of 
the age of Augustus. The first section examines how the early poetry of Vergil and 
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Horace laid the foundations for the subsequent construction of magic. The second 
section examines in depth the elegies of Tibullus and Ovid in which, I argue, a 
distinctive Roman concept of magic first emerges. The third section discusses the 
appearance of magic in the great epics of Vergil and Ovid, while the fourth examines 
its absence in contemporary prose texts. The final section looks at the associations that 
developed between magic, gender, and social marginality. 
 Chapter 3 is divided into two halves, each of which looks ahead to later 
developments of the Roman concept of magic. The first considers the further 
evolution of the literary concept of magic through Lucan’s Bellum Ciuile and Apuleius’ 
Metamorphoses. The second investigates how the literary concept of magic is used to 
describe and shape an audience’s perception of “real world” events in Tacitus’ Annals 
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Ancient authors and works are abbreviated as in the OLD, OCD, and LSJ. All 
texts that I have quoted or cited with any frequency, including editions of fragmentary 
authors, are listed in the bibliography. For consistency, I have modified all texts’ 
spelling conventions to replace lowercase V with lowercase U, so that the noun 
“poison,” for instance, is not venenum but uenenum. 
Translations of the Greek magical papyri are from Betz (1992). All other 
translations are my own. In many instances, I have left certain key words deliberately 
untranslated or translated them only vaguely in order to approximate their broadest 
semantic range without imposing a particular interpretation.
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The study of magic in the ancient Greek and Roman world has its origins in 
the publication of several key corpora in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. The 
texts of a large number of curse tablets were published by Richard Wünsch and 
Auguste Audollent, and a collection of papyrus texts containing formulas and recipes 
of varying length was edited by Karl Preisendanz.1 For the first time, a wealth of 
documentary evidence on ancient magic was made widely available to scholars. At 
the same time, new theoretical frameworks for the study of magic were being 
                         
 
1 Curse tablets (called by scholars κατάδεσμοι or defixiones) are thin sheets of lead 
inscribed with names and short texts that are often folded, pierced by nails, and then 
deposited in tombs, wells, or other significant locations. For an overview, see Gager 
(1992: 3–30) and, with more detail, Ogden (1999: 1–90). For examples of texts in 
translation on representative topics such as love, law, and business, see the various 
chapters of Gager (1992).  
The Greek magical papyri (PGM) is a modern collection of over one hundred 
separate papyri containing formulas, rituals, prayers, and recipes ranging from the 
second century BCE to the fifth century CE. The standard introduction to the Greek 
Magical Papyri is Brashear (1995). Preisendanz published the first edition of the PGM 
in two volumes in 1929–1931. Albert Henrichs edited the second edition in 1973–1974. 
For a translation of the PGM, including a number of Demotic spells, see Betz (1992). 
2 
proposed in the field of anthropology by Edward Tylor and James Frazer.2 Both took 
an evolutionary approach to the development of human culture, regarding “magic” 
as a characteristic of the most primitive societies that was abandoned in favor of 
religion and ultimately science.  
The scholarship that resulted from these foundational works generally fell into 
one of two types. The first of these were simply collections of passages, primarily from 
literary texts, with varying degrees of interpretation framing them.3 Even when such 
studies engaged in analysis, they tended to view magic as a monolithic and universal 
concept that did not change over time.4 The second type of study, assuming that 
“magic” was a degenerate form of religion, examined the new documentary evidence 
in order to uncover the original or “pure” strain of religion buried beneath.5 Others 
                         
 
2 Originally two volumes, Frazer’s The Golden Bough was ultimately expanded to 
twelve volumes in its third edition (1906–1915) and has since been abridged a number 
of times. 
3 For example, Heim (1892) collected over two hundred examples of incantations in 
both Greek and Latin, separating them into categories (e.g., euocationes morborum, 
minae, similia similibus) with some minimal commentary. Such studies remain useful, 
because they are often exhaustive in their compilation of the source material. 
4 So, for example, Tavenner (1916), despite objections that he himself acknowledges, 
defines the Roman concept of magic by using passages from Pliny the Elder, pseudo-
Quintilian, and St. Augustine—authors separated by several centuries as well as the 
enormous cultural influence of Christianity. 
5 An example of such a reconstruction involves the so-called “Mithras Liturgy” (PGM 
4.475–834), which Dieterich (1903), its first translator, identified as an authentic record 
3 
approached the issue from the opposite direction, attempting to identify elements of 
magic that persisted into later Roman religious practice.6 In neither case, however, 
was magic studied for its own sake: it was simply a means to an end—a better 
understanding of religion. Despite later advances in the anthropology of magic, the 
Frazerian triangulation of magic, religion, and science remained the standard 
interpretive model in classical studies for the better part of the twentieth century.7 
Only in the late 1980s and early 1990s did ancient magic truly become a topic 
of inquiry in its own right.8 English-language translations of the Greek magical papyri 
and selected curse tablets were published by Hans Dieter Betz and John Gager 
                         
 
of Mithraic ritual. For an overview of the scholarship on this text since Dieterich as 
well as a useful bibliography, see Alvar Ezquerra (2010). 
6 For example, Burriss (1928) examined public rituals of the Roman state, such as the 
Lupercalia and Fordicidia, for their supposedly magical origins. Burriss later (1930) 
turned his attention to Roman prayers, which he characterized as fundamentally 
magical incantations except for the invocation of a distinct deity. 
7 For theoretical advances in the anthropology of magic, see, e.g., Malinowski (1935), 
who examined the function of magic as an attempt to control inexplicable natural 
phenomena among the Trobriand people of New Guinea, and Evans-Pritchard (1937), 
who studied the ideology of accusations of witchcraft among the Azande people of 
Africa. Graf (1997: 1–19) and Collins (2008: 1–24) offer useful summaries of these 
theoretical developments; the latter is more clearly laid out. 
8 The earlier works of Garosi (1976) on magic in the Roman world and Tupet (1976) 
on Roman literary depictions of magic were important harbingers of these later 
developments. 
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respectively, which made these sources available to an even wider range of scholars.9 
Christopher Faraone and Dirk Obbink published the first edited volume on the topic, 
Magika Hiera, a landmark work that challenged the traditional magic-religion 
dichotomy of Frazer and redirected the focus of scholars toward functionalist and 
ideological approaches to magic that had been developed by anthropologists.10 The 
first synthesis of the various threads of these recent magical studies was written by 
                         
 
9 Betz has since been updated and expanded in a second edition (1992). Kotansky 
(1994) published an edition of a large number of Greek amulets (lamellae or 
phylacteries) that includes translations and commentary. Two English-language 
sourcebooks have also been produced, combining selections from literary and non-
literary sources: Luck (1985) and Ogden (2002), both since updated with second 
editions (2006 and 2009, respectively). 
10 Further edited collections and conference volumes have since appeared and remain 
key texts in the study of ancient magic: Schäfer & Kippenberg (1997); Jordan, 
Montgomery, & Thomassen (1999); Meyer & Mirecki (2001); and Mirecki & Meyer 
(2002). More recently, these volumes have begun to focus on specific topics within the 
study of magic: Gordon & Marco Simón (2010) on magic in the Latin-speaking 
western empire; Stratton & Kalleres (2014) on the role of women in magic; and 
Boschung & Bremmer (2015) on the physical remains of magical practice. A highly 
anticipated handbook edited by David Frankfurter is forthcoming. 
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Fritz Graf; it remains the standard introductory text despite later additions by 
Matthew Dickie and Derek Collins.11 A steady stream of publications has followed.12 
This outpouring of new scholarship brought greater theoretical sophistication 
and more focused approaches to the study of magic as a social force and as a literary 
conceit. In the study of ancient law, scholars have moved away from the idea of a 
monolithic concept of magic that was universally condemned, towards a more 
nuanced appraisal of magic as constructed by specific legal texts.13 The study of magic 
has also benefited from and contributed to the field of gender studies, with 
examination of the gender politics present in magical spells and particular focus on 
                         
 
11 The English translation of Graf (1997) is an updated and expanded version of the 
initial French publication (1994). Graf’s selection of material is somewhat 
idiosyncratic, providing a sampling rather than an exhaustive survey of the available 
material. Dickie (2001) is more thorough, with a focus on practitioners, but takes a 
highly positivist approach to the sources. Collins’ (2008) survey of Greek magic 
includes a chapter on Roman law. A new synthetic survey by Radcliffe Edmonds is 
forthcoming. 
12 Calvo Martínez (2001) provides a useful bibliography organized by topic rather than 
alphabetically. Much more exhaustive bibliographies can be found in Brillet & 
Moreau (2000) and Fabrini (2006). See also Gordon & Marco Simón (2010: 1–4). 
13 For an example of the former in the realm of Roman law, see Pharr (1932). More 
recently, Kippenberg (1997), Hoffman (2002b), and Rives (2002, 2003, 2006) have 
turned a more critical eye on the laws of the Twelve Tables, the lex Cornelia, and the 
trial of Apuleius (among others). 
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the emerging concept of the witch in classical antiquity.14 Scholars have also been 
more critical in distinguishing between the discourse of magic in literary texts and 
actual magical practice; I shall turn to this topic in more detail shortly.15 
One of the central debates in recent years has been the use of the term ‘magic’ 
in modern scholarship.16 Some have questioned whether ‘magic’ is a useful or indeed 
valid term of scholarly inquiry, arguing that it is too burdened with western European 
conceptual baggage to be used as a universal category. Most, however, have opted to 
continue to use the term as a scholarly convenience, while acknowledging the various 
ideological pitfalls its use presents. Consequently, a second issue is raised concerning 
the precise definition of the word ‘magic’ itself. There are two positions: either 
scholars use their own definition of magic and apply it to antiquity (the so-called etic 
approach, to use anthropological terminology) or they treat as magic only what the 
                         
 
14 For the role of gender in Greek erotic magic, see especially Faraone (1999), but also 
Winkler (1990, 1991). For the witch, see Stratton (2007), Stratton & Kelleres (2014). This 
topic will be discussed in greater detail in the following chapters. 
15 See especially Gordon (2009), but also Kippenberg (1997), Stratton (2007: 15–18), and 
Gordon & Marco Simón (2010: 5–14). For similar work on the discourse of 
superstition, see Smith & Knight (2008). 
16 Some of the key works, which are cited to time and time again in this debate, 
include: Phillips (1991), Versnel (1991), Braarvig (1999), Bremmer (1999: 9–12), 
Thomassen (1999), and Hoffman (2002a). For a more recent appraisal of the 
scholarship, see Bailey (2006). Most of these works also treat the emic vs. etic debate, 
which is discussed below. 
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ancient Greeks and Romans labeled ‘magic’ (the emic approach). Scholarly consensus 
has, for the most part, come down on the side of the emic approach and the 
examination of Greek and Roman concepts of magic. However, the lack of ancient 
terminology that corresponds to English ‘magic’ means that almost all work on 
ancient magic is to some extent necessarily etic. 
The attention of earlier scholarship on ancient magic was focused largely on 
the Greek material from the eastern Mediterranean. This is, in many ways, 
understandable, as the majority of our documentary evidence—the magical papyri 
and curse tablets—is written in Greek and comes from the Greek-speaking east. Greek 
literature likewise has a long history of depicting magical phenomena, beginning with 
Homer.17 It has been only recently, in the past ten to twenty years, that attention has 
been given directly to Roman magic in the Latin west as a subject separate from 
comparison to Greek antecedents. This shift has been precipitated by the availability 
of new corpora of Latin curse tablets and recent archaeological finds in Rome and 
northern Europe.18 The study of Roman magic likewise has its seminal conference 
                         
 
17 For example, the hunting injury on Odysseus’ leg that identifies him to his nurse 
was said to have been healed by a “song” (ἐπαοιδῇ δ᾽ αἷμα κελαινὸν | ἔσχεθον, 19.457–
458). 
18 For the Latin curse tablets, see especially Kropp (2008), which includes a digital 
database on CD-ROM. New findings from the temple of Mater Magna and Isis at 
Mainz and the fountain of Anna Perenna at Rome are discussed by Blänsdorf (2010a, 
2010b) and Piranomonte (2010). 
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volume, Magical Practice in the Latin West, edited by Richard Gordon and Francisco 
Marco Simón, which charted new directions for the study of a specifically Roman 
concept of magic. 
One of these new directions is the examination of ancient discourse on magic—
that is, not as a stable cross-cultural phenomenon but as a constructed category, a way 
of describing behaviors rather than a distinctive set of behaviors. The recognition of 
magic as a discourse is not new; since the re-emergence of the study of magic in the 
past several decades, many scholars have discussed its discursive nature.19 Key to this 
discussion is an understanding of the terms of the discourse itself—the words that the 
Romans used to describe their concept of magic. Considerable attention has been 
given to the Greek term μάγος and its cognates, but more recently there has been a 
focus specifically on the Latin term magus.20 Brief, broader surveys of the terminology 
of the Roman discourse on magic often serve as introductions to larger works.21 But 
                         
 
19 The pioneering work of Garosi (1976) argued for a more nuanced approach that 
acknowledged the different ways that the ancients used the concept ‘magic’ 
(specifically referring to the opposing views of Apuleius and his accusers). For more 
recent discussions, see above n. 15. 
20 The seminal study of the Greek term is that of Nock (1933). Bremmer (1999) is more 
recent and comprehensive but extends only to the 4th century BCE. See also Rives 
(2009). For the Latin term, the most exhaustive discussion is Rives (2010), but see also 
the more general surveys of Graf (1997: 36–41, 49–56); Dickie (2001: 130–132); and 
Stratton (2007: 32–33). 
21 See especially Graf (1997: 36–60) on magus, carmen, and uenenum; Dickie (2001: 14–
17) on magus, uenenum, carmen, saga, defigo, and deuotio; and Stratton (2007: 30–33) on 
9 
as yet there has not been a comprehensive study of the specific Latin terms in which 
the discourse of magic was expressed nor of when this discourse emerged.22 
This dissertation therefore aims to study the first and most crucial stage in the 
process of constructing Roman ‘magic,’ which culminates in the age of Augustus. It 
does so in several key ways. First of all, it acknowledges that the concept of magic 
emerges not from individual words in isolation but from their combination and 
repeated use together—what Stratton (2007: 2) has called a “semantic constellation.”23 
Rather than simply define “the discourse” as this constellation, however, I trace its 
gradual construction over time from a number of initially disparate threads. Foremost 
among these are five word families that eventually came to comprise the initial core 
                         
 
carmen, uenenum, magus, maleficium, and saga. Works that focus specifically on a single 
word or word family will be discussed in the appropriate sections of chapter 1. 
22 Gordon (1999) locates the development of a “strong view” of magic in the Hellenistic 
period. In the specific context of Rome, Dickie (2001) argues for the second century 
BCE, while Graf (2001) posits the time of Cicero, and Garosi (1976) suggests that a 
concept of magic is operative by the time of the Augustan poets. 
23 “In its origin this discourse employed a combination of terms designating foreign, 
illegitimate, subversive, or dangerous ritual activities and integrated them into a 
powerful semantic constellation. Through the repeated combination of these terms 
with each other, the discourse drew on and amplified connotations of each term so 
that the use of one could harness or invoke a network of meaning created by 
association with the others. I designate this constellation with the English term magic” 
(2). 
10 
vocabulary of the Roman idea of magic: carmen, deuotio, magus, saga, and uenenum.24 
The story of the semantic convergence of these terms is the story of the development 
of a Latin vocabulary for magic. 
I have chosen to focus on these particular word families for a variety of reasons, 
not least of which is their regular inclusion in previous lists of Latin words referring 
to magical concepts.25 Three of these—the carmen, uenenum, and magus families—
appear in nearly all such studies and therefore became central to my investigation.26 I 
chose others, such as the saga and deuotio families, for their ties to categories often 
associated with magic, namely the ‘witch’ and the ‘curse.’27 A number of terms, 
including the maleficus family and words denoting divination experts, are drawn into 
                         
 
24 By “word family” I mean a set of words derived from a common root that all, 
because of their shared etymology, apparently refer to a single semantic category. For 
example, the carmen word family includes not only the noun carmen, but also the 
related verb cano and its derivatives—cantus, canto, cantator, cantatrix, etc.—all of 
which share some association to the notion of song. The constituent members of each 
word family and a discussion of their common roots will be included in a footnote at 
the beginning of each section of chapter 1. 
25 For which see chapter 1 (n. 21). 
26 These three word families are also each connected to a parallel Greek concept 
(ἐπῳδή, φάρμακον, and μάγος, respectively) that, given Latin literature’s frequent 
reference to Greek culture, further recommended their inclusion. 
27 The deuotio family was also included for its frequent connection to the vast material 
record of curse tablets though, as we will see, its explicit connection to such a concept 
comes in a later period. 
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the semantic constellation of magic only in later periods and therefore lay outside the 
scope of my study. I have, however, included one such term. I initially assumed that 
the superstitio family was associated with the language of magic because of its early 
link to the saga family, but this connection turned out to be tangential, as superstitio 
did not play a role in the realization of the saga figure in elegy. Nevertheless, I chose 
to retain it, partly as an example of a word family that is only later drawn into the 
semantic constellation of magic and partly because, like magic, it denotes a 
constructed category used to marginalize religious behaviors and beliefs, and so 
provides a useful comparandum. 
My examination is not limited to the terminology with which magic is 
described but also the larger associations that gathered around this terminology and 
the contexts in which it developed. For example, the allusions to Greek antecedents 
that pervade Roman poetry serve to link Roman magic with parallel Greek concepts, 
a link that simultaneously legitimizes the Latin concept while also giving it an air of 
exotic foreignness. Central to the issue of context is the fact that the concept of magic 
emerged in poetic genres (particularly in elegy) which do not claim to depict the 
world precisely as it is but instead construct a fictive world that imitates the real while 
also adhering to generic conventions and constraints. Such generic conventions are an 
understudied factor in the development of magic’s seemingly fundamental 
association with issues of gender and class: the concept of magic emerges in elegy; 
12 
elegy prominently features women of low social status; therefore, magic prominently 
features women of low social status. Whether this accurately describes the reality of 
magical practices in the Roman world is an interesting—but separate—issue.28 
Finally, I refine the methodology of traditional lexical studies to examine 
broader patterns of usage connecting a set of terms.29 Determining the semantic range 
of individual terms is only the first step in understanding the larger development of 
the concept which those terms describe. More important is examining when and how 
those terms are used together, which amplifies the connotations of each while also 
creating new associations and meanings. Thus, my focus is not on simple frequency 
but on the appearance of words in close proximity to one another. Key to such an 
examination is the availability of electronic resources, especially large digital 
collections of text that can be searched and analyzed in a systematic way. By means 
of such resources, I have been able to map collocations chronologically and to identify 
key points in the convergence of terminology—many of which have not previously 
                         
 
28 Untangling the complex interaction between the imagined and the real is key to our 
understanding the discourse of magic. I explore this more fully in chapter 3. For 
others’ attempts, see n. 15 above. 
29 In this I heed the warnings of Smith (2004: 134): “lexical definitions are almost 
always useless for scholarly work” and Gordon & Marco Simón (2010: 7): “to be 
effective, Begriffsgeschichte must be based on more than word-counting.” 
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been recognized as such—and thus the development of the discourse of magic in the 
Roman world.  
A brief description of my methodology: it was first necessary to identify each 
occurrence of the word families in extant Latin literature through the end of the age 
of Augustus. I accomplished this by searching and recording occurrences of each 
word under investigation from the many digital databases and corpora that are now 
generally available.30 I performed redundant searches across multiple databases in 
order to minimize errors and maximize the number of results. Any discrepancies were 
checked against current critical editions. Texts that were not accessible digitally, 
particularly those of fragmentary authors, had to be searched the old-fashioned way: 
by hand. 
Once I had compiled a list of all of the occurrences of each word family, I next 
examined each instance to determine whether any other significant words appeared 
in close proximity to it. By ‘significant words,’ I mean any word belonging to the same 
or a different word family, as well as certain related words that appeared with a 
frequency that is more than coincidental.31 I describe the appearance of two or more 
                         
 
30 A list of these digital corpora can be found in the bibliography. 
31 Examples of such words include terms for particular kinds of women (anus and 
lena), terms for plants (herba especially), geographical or ethnic terms (Aeaeus, Colchis, 
Thessalicus), mythological names (Circe and Medea), and several Greek loanwords 
(hippomanes, strix, rhombus). 
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significant words in close proximity as a ‘collocation.’ I set the following guidelines 
when identifying such collocations. First, I examine only the ten words that preceded 
and followed each instance, ignoring enclitics. Second, I regard the co-occurrence of 
words from the same family as a collocation, because it helps to establish the semantic 
range of the entire family. Finally, I do not consider the co-occurrence of the same 
word as a significant collocation. 
To illustrate these last two points, consider the word carminibus (70) in the 
following passage from Vergil’s Eclogues (8.68–71):  
 
ducite ab urbe domum, mea carmina, ducite Daphim. 
carmina uel caelo possunt deducere lunam;  
carminibus Circe socios mutauit Vlixi; 
frigidus in pratis cantando rumpitur anguis. 
 
Nine words after carminibus, the gerund cantando appears. I consider this a significant 
collocation, since it is evidence that the noun carmen and the verb canto operate in the 
same semantic realm. But in the ten words preceding carminibus, the word carmina 
occurs twice (68, 69). This is not considered a significant collocation, since it is merely 
a repetition of the same word and is evidence only that carmen means the same thing 
as itself. Such co-occurrences are fairly rare but appear most often in the carmen family. 
Merely recording such collocations, however, is not enough. A means of 
quantifying each collocation was needed in order to compare different authors and 
works and determine where the most significant clustering of words occurred. I 
15 
therefore assigned a numerical value to each instance of a word based on how many 
significant words appear around it. I also weighted each word based on its proximity, 
such that its value is inversely proportional to its distance.32 An example will more 
easily illustrate this method of quantification. Consider the word carmen (28) in the 
following passage from Ovid’s Amores (3.7.25–30): 
  
 exigere a nobis angusta nocte Corinnam 
 me memini numeros sustinuisse nouem. 
num mea Thessalico languent deuota ueneno 
 corpora? num misero carmen et herba nocent, 
sagaue poenicea defixit nomina cera 
 et medium tenuis in iecur egit acus? 
 
I first identify the ten words that precede it: 
10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
nouem num mea Thessalico languent deuota ueneno corpora num misero 
 
As well as the ten words that follow it: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
et herba nocent sagaue poenicea defixit nomina cera et medium 
 
                         
 
32 Unlike a simple linear progression, this model preferentially weights words that are 
closer to the target word being examined and distinguishes comparatively less 
between words at the outermost limits of the range. 
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Of these words, I consider five significant: Thessalico, deuota, ueneno, herba, and 
saga. The word herba is only two words away from carmen, saga and ueneno are both 
four, deuota is five, and Thessalico is seven words away. Each of these words is then 
assigned a value according to its distance, based on the formula ¹⁄x where x is distance. 
When added together (½ + ¼ + ¼ + ⅕ + ¹⁄7) these give a collocation value for the word 
carmen of 1.34.33 
This collocation value quantifies how close together words are—that is, it 
represents numerically the clustering of words. A higher collocation value indicates a 
greater degree of clustering: more words packed more closely together. If we assume 
that words placed more closely together on the page are also more closely linked in 
the mind—that is, if we can associate physical with conceptual proximity—then the 
collocation value can also serve as a measure of the degree to which a word 
participates in the meaning evoked by the other words around it. It is worth pointing 
out that my quantitative methodology is meant as a complement to, not a replacement 
for, old-fashioned close reading. 
What remained was to use these collocation values to compare authors and 
individual works in order to pinpoint those that were most significant for my study. 
                         
 
33 These collocation values, organized chronologically and separated by word-family, 
can be found in appendices B – G. 
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But simply comparing the sums of the collocation values in two works can be 
misleading. For example, Tibullus’ first book of elegies has a combined collocation 
value of 15.99 and Ovid’s Metamorphoses has a value of 16.89.34 One might be tempted 
to conclude from this data that Ovid’s work is slightly more significant than Tibullus’, 
because it contains more collocations. Such a conclusion, however, ignores the fact 
that Tibullus’ book of ten poems is significantly shorter than Ovid’s fifteen book 
magnum opus.  
Therefore, I divided the total collocation value of each work by its length in 
number of words.35 The resulting percentage represents the amount of clustering in a 
work relative to its length and thus allows for a meaningful comparison of works. 
Returning to the example from above, we find that Tibullus’ first book of elegies, 
which contains about 5,200 words, has a value of 0.31%. Ovid’s Metamorphoses, on the 
                         
 
34 The combined collocation values for each author and work, as well as the total 
values for each word family in them, can be found in appendix A. 
35 It proved impossible to analyze fragmentary texts in this way. First of all, it is 
extremely difficult to separate a fragment from the text that frames it. To attempt such 
a separation, we must assume that the author has included a direct quote (meter can 
help when dealing with prose authors citing poetry) rather than a periphrasis 
(common for prose authors citing other works of prose) or a general attribution (as 
often happens in the jurists). And even if it were possible to make this distinction, the 
meager amount of surviving text would artificially inflate the apparent significance 
of any collocations and skew the data. For an example of this, see the discussion of 
Ovid’s Medicamina below. 
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other hand, which is nearly sixteen times longer, has a value of 0.02%.36 What this 
means in practical terms is that, although both works have roughly the same 
collocation value, those collocations are packed into a much smaller space in Tibullus 
and make up a greater percentage of the total work. This strongly suggests that 
Tibullus’ first book of elegies is, in fact, much more significant than Ovid’s 
Metamorphoses for studying the development of the discourse of magic. 
At this point it is useful to examine some of the broad trends in the data, as 
these shaped the direction of my study. Let us first look at a simple chronological 
chart, which plots the collocation value of each work against its date of publication 
(as closely as that can be determined): 
                         
 
36 In practical terms, this means that for every 100 words in Tibullus 1, we can expect 
to find a collocation with an approximate value of 0.3, which is equivalent to two 
significant words with two other words separating them. In Ovid, these same words 
would be separated by 50 others, well beyond the range of significance. 
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This clearly shows that, beginning in the 50s BCE, there was a gradual increase in the 
collocation of the word families under investigation—that is, these words were used 
in close proximity to one another with increasing frequency. This gradual 
development was punctuated by two spikes of activity: one in the late 30s and early 
20s BCE, in the early Augustan period, and another some two decades later in the last 
years BCE.37 The data give a clear chronological scope for the investigation of the 
development of the Roman discourse of magic; I therefore focus most of my attention 
                         
 
37 It should be noted that these chronological trends are not simply a product of the 
abundance of texts in these periods. If this were the case, we should expect to see 
much higher collocation values in, for example, the early 2nd century BCE with 
Plautus’ and Terence’s comedies or in the 50s and 40s BCE during the peak of Cicero’s 
literary production. The fact that the data do not correspond precisely to these trends 
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FIGURE 1: Collocations over Time
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on the second half of the first century BCE, with special attention to the Augustan 
period, and include earlier material primarily to establish the meanings of word 
families prior to their later convergence.38 
Even after narrowing the focus to the late first century BCE, the sheer 
abundance of texts remains daunting. Here the ability to compare the collocation 
values of different authors and texts becomes crucial:39 
 
                         
 
38 Note that this is the same time period identified as significant by both Garosi (1976) 
and Graf (2001). My analysis adds quantitative evidence to their qualitative 
assessment. 





The authors and works are arranged in roughly chronological order, but the what is 
important is not a sense of progression but identifying which texts have collocation 
values that are significantly higher than others. Several immediately stand out: 
Horace’s Epodes, Tibullus book 1, and Ovid’s Medicamina. The fragmentary nature of 
Ovid’s text, however, artificially skews its importance, and from a developmental 
standpoint, the earlier texts of Tibullus and Horace are more significant.40 Other texts 
                         
 
40 Although only one hundred lines survive, its original length has been estimated to 
be between 500 and 800 lines (Watson 2001: 457). Even the more conservative of these 






















FIGURE 2: Comparison of Works
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that stand out include Vergil’s Eclogues, Horace’s Odes, Ovid’s Amores and Ibis, and 
Grattius’ Cynegetica. It is immediately apparent that poetry rather than prose is central 
to the development of the discourse of magic, and that lyric and elegiac poetry are 
more important than other genres such as epic or didactic. These conclusions help to 
provide structure to my more focused examination of the texts of the Augustan 
period. 
In chapter 1, I examine the six key word families (carmen, uenenum, superstitio, 
deuotio, saga, and magus) each in its own section, tracing their development from the 
earliest sources through the middle of the first century BCE, when the first 
collocations begin to occur. I specifically investigate the many nuances of meaning 
and conceptual associations that attend each word family and that ultimately 
contributed to the development of the discourse of magic.  
In chapter 2, I take a more chronological approach as I turn to the age of 
Augustus, the critical period in which we find our first evidence for a uniquely Roman 
concept of magic. This chapter is divided into five sections. In the first I show how the 
early works of Vergil and Horace set the stage (so to speak) for the construction of 
magic that occurs in the elegists. The second section closely examines the elegies of 
Tibullus and Ovid in which, I argue, a uniquely Roman discourse of magic first fully 
emerges. The third section discusses the appearance of magic in the great epics of 
Vergil and Ovid. The fourth section looks at contemporaneous prose texts, which are 
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largely unaffected by the developments in poetry, while the fifth delves deeper into 
the fundamental associations with gender and social marginalization that magic came 
to have.  
In chapter 3, I look briefly ahead to the later development of the concept of 
magic in two distinct sections. In the first, I examine the further development of the 
literary concept of magic through Lucan’s Bellum Ciuile and Apuleius’ Metamorphoses, 
with particular focus on the new associations with violence and secrecy. In the second 
section, I take up Tacitus’ Annals and Apuleius’ Apology to investigate how the literary 
concept of magic intersects with the “real” world through accusations of magic and 
the shaping of the audience’s perception of such accusations.  
Central to my study is the idea that the concept of magic is constructed 
gradually over a period of time in specific historical and literary contexts. There was 
not, at any point, a concept ‘magic’ with a prescribed vocabulary and ready-made 
associations that Roman writers could take up and insert into their work. Rather, the 
very act of poetic composition created the vocabulary from pre-existing but 
previously unrelated concepts while the idiosyncrasies of genre and the allusive 
nature of Hellenistic poetry formed the associations that ultimately made magic such 




The Foundation of Magic 
 
In this chapter, I will examine six word families—the carmen, uenenum, deuotio, 
superstitio, saga, and magus families—from their first appearance in extant Latin 
literature through the first collocation of two or more relevant words. As previously 
discussed, these six word-families, although at first largely independent of one 
another, gradually come together to form the foundation upon which a uniquely 
Roman concept of magic will be built. This chapter is divided into six sections, one for 
each of the word families mentioned above. Although each section will necessarily 
conform to the peculiarities of the word family in question, all will focus on answering 
three central, but interrelated questions. First, what is the semantic range of each word 
family? Second, what cultural and literary associations does the word family have? 
And third, how do the meanings and associations of each word family relate to the 






The uses of the carmen family are far too varied and numerous to allow for an 
exhaustive survey, and such completeness would be neither useful nor desirable for 
the task at hand.1 Instead, a brief survey of the most common uses of the carmen family 
will suffice to establish the semantic range that these words occupy. From this wide 
range of meanings, one sense, that of “efficacious utterance,” can be singled out as 
particularly important for the development of a Roman concept of magic. Three 
salient features will merit further attention. First, hostility is not an inherent 
characteristic of the carmen family, although it can describe hostile actions. Second, 
Latin authors link this hostile use of the carmen family to similar concepts in the Greek 
mythic tradition, particularly those surrounding Circe and Medea. Third and finally, 
                         
 
1 All words in this family are based on the Latin root *can- which derives from the 
Proto-Indo-European root *kan-, whence also Greek καναχή “sharp sound” and 
ἠικανός “rooster” (lit. “dawn-singer”), OHG hano “rooster,” and modern English 
“hen.” See Mallory & Adams (2006: 358–359). The most basic constituents of this 
family are the verb cano and the related noun carmen (now analyzed as *can + men; cf. 
Var. Ling. 7.27–28). From cano come a number of nouns (cantor, cantrix, cantio, 
cantiuncula, cantus, canticum) as well as the verb canto, which is itself quite productive 
(cantator, cantatio, cantamen, cantabundus, cantito). Both cano and canto take prefixes 
freely, creating a number of compound forms (accino, concino, decanto, excanto, incino, 
incanto, occino, occento, praecino, praecanto, recino, recanto, succino) each of which may, 
in turn, produce new forms (e.g., praecantrix, incantatio). In addition to this abundance 
of words, one must also contend with metaphorical uses (concinere “agree”), idiomatic 
expressions (intus canere “look after one’s own interests”), and technical terminology 
(receptui canere “sound a retreat”). 
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this use of the carmen family is collocated with the uenenum family in the works of 
Cicero—a crucial stage in the development of the Roman concept of magic. 
In the broadest possible terms, the carmen family denotes “song,” that is, the 
production of melodious or rhythmic sound by humans or animals. In the case of 
humans, the source can be either vocal or instrumental. From the latter comes the 
notion that the instruments themselves can sing, which is then extended to other 
inanimate objects. Because poetry emerged from a tradition of sung performance, the 
carmen family also denotes such verbal compositions, both in their original 
performative context as well as in written form.2 Thus, the carmen family describes a 
wide range of aural productions, from wordless birdsong and music to lyrical song 
and poetry, including the more specific labels that may be applied to them according 
to genre or subject (e.g., hymn, dirge, prayer). 
One particular strand in the use of the carmen family focuses on the artificial 
(in the sense of artfully crafted) quality of the utterances being described. So, lessons 
learned by rote from a teacher are called carmina, those who give formulaic procedural 
                         
 
2 I provide only a handful of references, for these uses are numerous and may be 
readily found in the OLD and TLL. Of humans singing: Enn. Ann. 214. Of the calls of 
animals or birds: Cic. Brut. 200; Tib. 1.5.52. Of the music of instruments: Cic. De or. 
2.338; Catul. 63.22. Transferred to the instruments themselves: Var. Ling. 5.99. Of 
poetry, both oral performance and written composition: Cic. De or. 2.352; Brut. 71; Hor. 
Od. 3.1.4. 
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statements in the law courts are called cantores, and rumors and popular sayings are 
described using the verb canto.3 What distinguishes these examples from mere 
random noise or everyday speech is the presence of some kind of structure that lends 
the utterance an added layer of meaning or significance. It is the repetitive and 
formulaic nature of the lesson, the law formula, and the rumor—that is, their form 
rather than their substance—that separates them from more mundane, spontaneous 
utterances.4 
Perhaps as a result of such purposeful structure, carmen-family utterances are 
thought to have concrete effects on the world—that is, they are “efficacious 
utterances.”5 To carry on with the examples given above, the specific form of the 
                         
 
3 For a teacher’s lessons, see e.g., Cic. De or. 1.245 and Leg. 2.59. For cantores in the 
courts, see e.g., Mur. 26 and De or. 1.236. And for popular sayings and rumors, see e.g., 
Cato orat. 8.96 Malcovati = Fronto Fer. Als. 2 and Ann. max. 6 FRHist = Gell. NA 4.5.5. 
4 Cf. Cicero’s argument that the Sibylline Oracles cannot be the product of a divinely 
inspired, oral tradition because of the presence of carefully constructed acrostics and 
other signs of deliberate artistry (est enim magis artis et diligentiae quam incitationis et 
motus, Div. 2.111–112). Habinek (2005) explores carmen as ritualized speech in depth 
and examines its social, political, and cultural implications. 
5 Desport (1942) identifies two key elements that define carmen: the formal 
arrangement of words and the effects attributed to this form—she offers “formule 
efficace” as the best definition of carmen. Hickson-Hahn (2007) interprets the ritual 
power of prayer and spells according to the ideas of performative language (i.e., 
speech acts) put forward by Austin (1962). Tambiah (1973) applied similar ideas to the 
anthropology of magic, which Graf (1997: 205–233) transfers to specific issues of magic 
in the ancient world. Kropp (2010) uses the same ideas to the texts of defixiones and 
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teacher’s lesson creates a lasting impression of the knowledge in the hearer’s memory. 
The repetition of the rumor creates and manipulates opinion, reputation, and social 
standing. And the recitation of the legal formula actually enacts the motion or 
procedure that is spoken. The formulaic language of Roman prayer likewise creates 
the contract that binds both humans and gods. It is this idea of efficacious utterances 
in particular that is critical to understanding the role of the carmen family in the 
development of Roman magic.6 
The earliest evidence for such a use of the carmen family comes from the Twelve 
Tables, written around the middle of the 5th century BCE. The texts of these laws are 
necessarily reconstructed from later sources, but their archaic linguistic style (albeit 
with some updated orthography) and the consistency across such widely varying 
sources suggest that the original texts may well have been preserved.7 Two passages 
are of interest to the present discussion, both of which come from Tabula 8. The first 
                         
 
suggests a new class of speech acts: transformatives. Versnel (2002) examines the 
paradoxical power of nonsense words in magical formulas. 
6 Graf (1997: 41–46), identifies the carmen family as an early designator of magic but 
only in the form of the malum carmen mentioned in the Twelve Tables. Stratton (2007: 
30–31), likewise identifies two connotations of the word carmen in a magical context, 
one positive (charm) and one negative (curse). Dickie (2001: 14–16) identifies carmen 
family words as generally focused on the spoken element of magical practice, whereas 
the uenenum family marks those whose skills tended toward physical substances. 
7 For a general discussion of how the text of the Twelve Tables can be reconstructed, 
see Crawford (1996: 555–571). 
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concerns the composition or performance of a “bad carmen” (qui malum carmen 
incantassit … <quiue> occentassit carmen<ue> cond<issit>, 8.1), while the second deals 
with influencing crops by means of a carmen (qui fruges excantassit… ?quiue? alienam 
segetem pellexeri<t>, 8.4).8 Although the precise nature of these laws remains uncertain, 
they nevertheless reflect the fundamental assumption that certain utterances—
represented here by the words carmen, incanto, occento, and excanto—can have an 
immediate effect on the real world.9 The power of such utterances was considered 
serious enough to merit attention among Rome’s first written law code. 
In order to understand better what the forms excanto and occento signify, it is 
useful to examine their uses elsewhere in early Latin literature, particularly in the 
comedies of Plautus. A tantalizing but infuriatingly brief fragment from the beginning 
of Bacchides describes one character’s belief that another could “sing out anyone’s 
heart” (nam credo quoiuis excantare cor potes, Bac. fr. 19).10 It is unclear whether excanto 
                         
 
8 On the sources and reconstruction of the text of these laws, see Crawford (1996: 677– 
679; 682–684) 
9 For the specific relationship between magic and the law of the Twelve Tables see 
Graf (1997: 41–43), Kippenberg (1997: 144–147), Gordon (1999: 253), Collins (2008: 142–
145), and especially Rives (2002), who offers a useful and much-needed 
reconsideration of these laws, arguing that they were not in origin laws against 
“magic.” 
10 For ease of reading, I translate carmen family verbs with the deliberately broad and 
neutral word “sing,” adding the appropriate preposition where necessary. 
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should be understood literally—in which case the heart would be physically 
removed—or figuratively as referring to arts of persuasion or enticement. The text of 
the Twelve Tables suggests both meanings: excanto is paired with the figurative 
pellicio, but the crops must also be enticed literally to move. A later example from 
Varro confirms this interpretation: after failing to “sing out” something from an altar, 
the people instead snatch it down.11 The implication is that singing and snatching are 
two different means to the same end: the removal of something from the altar.12 The 
Plautine fragment is therefore bit of comic hyperbole, and the humor relies on the 
audience’s understanding of both the literal and figurative meanings of excanto. 
The meaning of excanto is more elusive due to the fragmentary nature of our 
sources. The passages containing occento, on the other hand, are much more 
substantial. There are three examples of occento in Plautus, and all three describe 
individuals singing at a door that blocks them from the object of their desire. In 
Curculio (145–157), the young man Phaedromus sings at the door of the leno’s house 
                         
 
11 “When they see that by singing they cannot sing [it?] out from the altar, they begin 
to pull [it?] down” (ubi uident se cantando ex ara excantare non posse, deripere incipiunt, 
Var. Sat. Men. 151 Lindsay = Non. 102.11). 
12 A fragment of Lucilius is relevant here: qua ego nunc <huic> Aemilio prae-| canto atque 
exigo et excanto (62–63 Marx = Non. 102.10). As with so many fragmentary texts, the 
passage is difficult to translate in the absence of further context. What is clear, 
however, is that something is being done with words and that exigo (”drive out”) and 
excanto are to be regarded as synonymous. 
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in an attempt to reach Planesium. In Mercator (404–411), Demipho disingenuously 
explains to his son Charinus that the beautiful girl he’s brought home can’t be his 
mother’s ancilla, because she would attract crowds of young men who would sing at 
their door. And in Persa (564–573), Toxilus tries to convince the leno Dordalus to buy 
a girl from him because she will attract lots of customers who will sing at his door. 
(What would be an annoyance for a private household is good business for the leno!)  
In Curculio, we even have a text of Phaedromus’ song (145–157):13 
 
Ph.  quid si adeam ad fores atque occentem?  Pal. si lubet, nec ueto nec iubeo 
 quando ego te uideo inmutatis moribus esse, ere, atque ingenio. 
Ph.  pessuli, heus pessuli, uos saluto lubens, 
 uos amo, uos uolo, uos peto atque opsecro, 
 gerite amanti mihi morem, amoenissumi, 
 fite causa mea ludii barbari, 
 sussilite, opsecro, et mittite istanc foras 
 quae mihi misero amanti ebibit sanguinem. 
 hoc uide ut dormiunt pessuli pessumi 
 nec mea gratia commouent se ocius! 
 respicio nihili meam vos gratiam facere. 
 st, tace, tace. Pal. taceo hercle equidem.   Ph. sentio sonitum: 
 tandem edepol mi morigeri pessuli fiunt. 
 
Ph. What if I were to approach the doors and sing at them? 
                         
 
13 Moore (2005) discusses the similarities between Phaedromus’ song and the 
language of Latin prayer, including repetition, supplication, and Palinurus’ 
observance of ritual silence. Phaedromus’ use of a different meter in lines 147–154 
with little variation further separates it from the surrounding dialogue. Moore also 
notes the magical overtones of the passage, emphasized particularly by the verbal 
transformation of the doors into dancers and the beloved into a blood-sucking 
creature. 
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Pal. If you want. I’m not saying yes or no, master, since I see that your 
character and disposition have changed. 
Ph. Door-bolts—hey! door-bolts—I happily greet you. I love you, I 
want you, I ask and beseech you: obey me as a lover, most 
pleasant of door-bolts. Become for my sake barbarian dancers: 
leap up, please, and send outdoors that woman who sucks blood 
from me, a miserable lover. Look here: how these worst of door-
bolts sleep and don’t move themselves more quickly for my sake! 
I see that you don’t value my goodwill at all. Shh! Quiet, quiet! 
Pal. I am quiet, dammit. 
Ph. I hear a noise: by the gods at last the door-bolts begin to obey me! 
 
The purpose of Phaedromus’ address is neither to convince the leno to release 
Planesium nor to encourage the girl to come out herself. Rather the song intends to 
make the door-bolts themselves unlock in response to blandishments and prayers. 
Demipho and Toxilus must certainly refer to the same kind of songs in Mercator and 
Persa, respectively. Just like excanto examined above, occento describes the use of 
words to bring about changes in the world without the use of physical force. In each 
case, the change that the song attempts to bring about is contrary to the natural 
tendencies of the object (e.g., the heart’s remaining in the body, the object’s remaining 
on the altar, the door’s remaining closed). It is likely that this same meaning can be 
read back onto the uses of excanto and occento in the Twelve Tables, which intended 
to prohibit particularly hostile or damaging uses of such “efficacious utterances.” 
Not all such utterances are hostile, however, nor are all uses of the verb occento. 
In Stichus, the brothers Pamphillipus and Epignomus laugh at old man Antipho’s 
eagerness to procure a girl for the night (570–573): 
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Pam. graphicum mortalem Antiphonem! ut apologum fecit quam fabre! 
Epi. etiam nunc scelestus sese ducit pro adulescentulo. 
 dabitur homini amica, noctu quae in lecto occentet senem. 
Pam. namque edepol aliud quidem illi quid amica opus sit nescio. 
 
Pam. Antipho’s the picture of a person! How craftily he constructed his story! 
Epi. Even now the bastard thinks he’s a youth. The old man will get a 
lover-girl… to sing at him in bed at night! 
Pam. Yep! Gods, I don’t know why else he would even need a lover-girl. 
 
The joke, of course, is that the girl can do nothing for Antipho but sing. Despite his 
youthful lust, Antipho’s age has rendered him impotent. But what exactly does occento 
mean in this context? There is no obvious reason why the girl would “sing at” Antipho 
antagonistically (as in the songs directed at doors) nor what the intended result would 
be. If the song is meant to arouse Antipho sexually (i.e., to cause his “bolt” to “leap 
up”), it could hardly be considered hostile! Regardless of the song’s intended results, 
however, what matters is that here occento must at the very least be understood as 
neutral if not actually beneficial. 
Cato the Elder provides a clear example of the carmen family being used to 
describe an unambiguously beneficial utterance in the following procedure for 
treating a dislocated limb (Agr. 160):14 
 
                         
 
14 For discussions of this passage as it relates to magic, see especially Tupet (1976: 169–
172), Graf (1997: 43–46), and Versnel (2002: 106–109). 
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luxum si quod est, hac cantione sanum fiet. harundinem prende tibi 
uiridem p. iiii aut quinque longam, mediam diffinde, et duo homines 
teneant ad coxendices. incipe cantare (in alio s. f.15 “moetas uaeta daries 
dardaries asiadarides una petes” usque dum coeant) “motas uaeta 
daries dardaris astataries dissunapiter,” usque dum coeant. ferrum 
insuper iactato. ubi coierint et altera alteram tetigerint, id manu 
prehende et dextera sinistra praecide; ad luxum aut ad fracturam alliga: 
sanum fiet. et tamen cotidie cantato (in alio s. f. uel luxato uel hoc modo 
“huat hauat huat ista pista sista dannabo dannaustra”) †et luxato† uel 
hoc modo: “huat haut haut istasis tarsis ardannabou dannaustra.” 
 
If there is any dislocation, it will be healed by this cantio. Take a green 
reed four or five feet long and split it down the middle; two people 
should hold it to the hips. Begin to sing: (another manuscript reads: 
“moetas uaeta daries dardaries asiadarides una petes” up until they meet) 
“motas uaeta daries dardaris astataries dissunapiter” up until they meet. 
Brandish a sword over it. When they meet and one touches the other, 
grasp it with the hand and cut right and left; bind it to the dislocation or 
fracture: it will heal. Nevertheless, sing every day, (another manuscript 
reads: either for the dislocation or in this way “huat hauat huat ista pista 
sista dannabo dannaustra”) and for the dislocation or in this way “huat 
haut haut istasis tarsis ardannabou dannaustra.” 
 
It is worth pointing out, first of all, how this passage reflects the perceived power of 
words. Cato calls not only the spoken words but the entire process a cantio and thus 
privileges the verbal component over the physical. The presence of the uoces magicae—
the so-called “nonsense” words that accompany this and many other ancient ritual 
                         
 
15 The phrase in alio s. f., repeated twice in the formula, is an abbreviation of in alio 
codice sic fertur “in another manuscript it is rendered thus” and indicates that multiple 
versions of the spoken formula were attested in the manuscripts consulted by the 
scribe. On this issue, see Versnel (2002: 107–110). 
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formulas—indicate that words did not even need to be intelligible in order to be 
effective.16 Unlike the hostile uses of excanto and occento examined above, here carmen-
family words (cantio and canto) are used in the beneficial context of healing, an 
outcome that is presumably very much desired. Even the underlying tactics of the 
song are positive: the focus is on the creation of healing rather than on attacking or 
driving out the injury. These examples show that the carmen family is neither 
intrinsically hostile nor intrinsically beneficial; such judgments depend upon the 
context in which particular words are used. 
The carmen family can also be found in literary contexts describing the 
supernatural abilities possessed by certain Greek mythic figures. The historian Cn. 
Gellius reportedly describes the power of Circe to change a person’s appearance using 
the word carmen (Gel. hist. 18 FRHist = Solin. 2.28):17 
                         
 
16 Pliny the Elder mentions Cato’s cantio but seems reluctant to reproduce the formula 
itself because of mixed opinions about such carmina (NH 17.267, 28.21, 28.29). For a 
succinct overview of uoces magicae, see especially Ogden (1999: 46–50). Graf (1991: 
191–195) argues that uoces magicae generally take the place of the credentials included 
in a more normative prayer and thus are used to establish the authority of the speaker. 
Versnel (2002: 113–122) undertakes a much deeper interrogation of the meaning of 
meaninglessness in magical texts. For the ancient debate about uoces magicae in late 
antique theurgy, see especially Addey (2011). Where it is possible to identify them, 
these words tend to be the names of eastern deities. See, for example, Bohak (2003) for 
examples of Hebrew names and phrases used in magical formulas. 
17 As so often with fragmentary texts, it is not clear precisely which words are Gellius’ 
and which are Solinus’. The term maleficium is not used in the context of supernatural 
abilities until the 1st or 2nd centuries CE. If the term stood on its own, it would almost 
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Cn. Gellius Aeetae tres filias dicit, Angitiam, Medeam, Circen: Circen 
Circeios insedisse montes, carminum maleficiis uarias imaginum facies 
mentientem; Angitiam uicina Fucino occupauisse, ibique salubri 
scientia aduersus morbos resistentem, cum dedisset homines uiuere, 
deam habitam; Medeam ab Iasone Buthroti sepultam, filiumque eius 
Marsis imperasse. 
 
Gnaeus Gellius says that Aeetes had three daughters: Angitia, Medea, 
and Circe. Circe settled in the Circeian mountains, imitating various 
appearances of figures with the evil-doing of her songs. Angitia 
occupied the area near the Fucine Lake and, opposing diseases with 
health-giving knowledge, was considered a goddess in that place since 
she had given the people life. Medea was buried by Jason at Buthrotum, 
and her son ruled the Marsians. 
 
Here, the power of words is explicitly stated (Circe creates forms using carmina), but 
it is also linked to a tradition of efficacious utterances already operative in the Greek 
world.18 This fragment reflects the Roman appropriation of a Greek tradition: Circe 
comes to settle in Italy, as does the son of Medea. But by linking Circe and Medea to 
                         
 
certainly belong to Solinus. However maleficium in the sense of “misdeed, crime, 
harm, fraud” is certainly current in the 1st century BCE, and the phrase maleficiis 
carminum may be understood as maleficis carminibus. On this passage, see also Tupet 
(1976: 197–199). 
18 The Greek equivalent to Latin carmen is generally understood to be ἐπῳδή (or 
uncontracted ἐπαοιδή), which is first attested in the Odyssey (19.457) where it is used 
of healing Odysseus’ hunting wound. For a general work on “efficacious utterances” 
in the Greek tradition, see Lain Entralgo (1970) and Giordano (1999). For ἐπῳδή in the 
context of Greek magic, see Furley (1993) and Rocconi (2001). 
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Angitia and the Marsians, who are not Greek but Italian, Gellius fuses Greek mythic 
tradition with a native Italian phenomenon.  
The ancient Marsians were widely believed to have peculiar powers over 
snakes, including the ability to make them explode with mere words.19 The Marsians 
and other central Italic peoples also worshiped a historical goddess called Angitia.20 
Her name suggests a connection with snakes (anguis), but in Gellius she is described 
as a healing goddess. The association of snakes with healing, however, is not 
uncommon in the ancient world (cf. Aesculapius), and the morbi that Angitia combats 
could well be snake bites (though Gellius’ salubris scientia is a far cry from exploding 
snakes). The association of Angitia and the Marsians with Aeetes and his daughters, 
however, is a literary conceit. Its purpose is to offer an aetiology for the Marsians’ 
extraordinary ability by linking them, through Angitia, to other supernaturally 
powerful figures such as Circe and Medea. The Marsians’ abilities are thus explained 
and, in a sense, legitimized by both their physical and conceptual association with a 
similar Greek tradition of efficacious utterances. 
                         
 
19 iam disrumpetur medius, iam, ut Marsus colubras | disrumpit cantu uenas cum extenderit 
omnes (Lucil. 575–576 Marx = Non. 201.21). 
20 Dench (1995: 154–174), explores the cult of Angitia among the peoples of the central 
Apennines and argues for a disjunction (perhaps deliberate) between local attitudes 
toward the cult and Roman perceptions of it. 
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What remains in this section is to examine briefly when and how the carmen 
family participates in the construction of the Roman concept of magic. The crucial first 
step appears in the works of Cicero, where the carmen family first appears together 
with a word from the uenenum family, (which will be discussed in the next section). 
Cicero recounts the following anecdote about C. Scribonius Curio, an orator whose 
memory failed him in the middle of a trial (Brut. 217):21 
 
memoria autem ita fuit nulla, ut aliquotiens, tria cum proposuisset, aut 
quartum adderet aut tertium quaereret; qui in iudicio priuato uel 
maximo, cum ego pro Titinia Cottae perorauissem, ille contra me pro 
Ser. Naeuio diceret, subito totam causam oblitus est idque ueneficiis et 
cantionibus Titiniae factum esse dicebat. 
 
Moreover, he had such a bad memory that several times, after he had 
laid out three points, he would either add a fourth or forget the third. In 
an extremely important private trial, when I had concluded my speech 
in defense of Titinia, the wife of Cotta, he spoke against me in defense 
of Servius Naevius. Suddenly he forgot the entire case and said that it 
happened because of the ueneficia and cantiones of Titinia. 
 
As in all the previous examples, here the use of a carmen-family word (cantio) 
emphasizes the power of words to effect real change in the world. Like the use of 
excanto in Plautus and carmen in Gellius, Titinia’s cantio is directed against a person 
(Curio) and is meant to produce an unwanted result (memory loss). This is, therefore, 
                         
 
21 On this episode see Graf (1997: 105–106) and Rives (2006: 54–55). 
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a hostile use of the carmen family. Furthermore, the plausibility of Curio’s accusation 
relies on a shared cultural acceptance that words can and do produce changes such as 
a lapse in memory. Indeed, Cicero may doubt this specific claim, but he does not 
discredit the notion itself. Presumably others would have believed Curio or claims 
like his. The potential difficulty of either proving or disproving such an accusation 
would have made it an especially attractive option for an individual confronted with 
a sudden and inexplicable change in present circumstances. And, as I will discuss 
more fully below, the association with ueneficium is not accidental, but reflects a 
conceptual congruence in the 1st century BCE linking efficacious utterances to 
similarly efficacious substances.22 
 
Venenum 
The words belonging to the uenenum family can be divided into two groups: 
the basic, uncompounded forms (uenenum, ueneno) and those forms compounded 
with the verb facere (ueneficus, uenefica, ueneficium).23 The basic forms will be treated 
                         
 
22 Stratton (2007: 31) also recognizes the importance of the collocation of carmen and 
uenenum, which suggests “the combined or juxtaposed use of herbal and verbal 
technologies.” 
23 An adjective ueneficus, -a, -um is attested only once (uenefice uir, Pl. Rud. 1112), if one 
accepts the reading of praecantia for uenefica at Ov. Met. 14. 365. Although all words in 
the uenenum family are obviously derived from a common root, it is not at all clear 
what that root is. The most common explanation links uenenum to a Proto-Indo-
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first, establishing their semantic range as describing “efficacious substances.” Two 
features of the uenenum family in particular will merit further investigation. First, 
although uenenum-family words often describe lethal substances, lethality is not a 
necessary characteristic of such substances. Second, just as with carmen-family words, 
Latin authors link the uenenum family to related concepts in the Greek tradition, 
particularly those associated with Circe and Medea. Once the semantic range of the 
basic forms has been established, I will show that the compounded forms have a 
similar range but with the addition of a marked connection to illegality. Finally, I will 
return to Cicero’s anecdote about Curio’s memory loss, revealing the full significance 
of the collocation of the carmen and uenenum families. 
Words of the uenenum family have a fairly clear and consistent meaning 
throughout the literature of this period. They describe “efficacious substances,” that 
is, substances that produce changes in the objects to which they are applied.24 This 
                         
 
European root *wenhx- “desire, strive to attain,” which is also the source of Latin 
Venus, ueneror, and uenia as well as modern English wish (OLD s.v. uenenum; Mallory 
& Adams 2006: 341). 
24 Although authors of this period never define precisely what a uenenum is, the 2nd 
century CE jurist Gaius does in the fourth book of his commentary on the Twelve 
Tables: “One who uses the word uenenum should specify whether it is a bad one or 
good one; for medicines are also uenena, since in that word is contained everything 
that, when applied, changes the nature of that to which it was applied” (qui uenenum 
dicit, adicere debet, utrum malum an bonum: nam et medicamenta uenena sunt, quia eo 
nomine omne continetur, quod adhibitum naturam eius, cui adhibitum esset, mutat, D. 
50.16.236 pr.). 
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meaning is admittedly rather broad, but in practice, uenenum-family words are used 
to describe only a few types of substances that produce specific effects. The most 
common of these effects is death, which has led to the erroneous assumption that all 
uses of the uenenum family refer to lethal substances (i.e., poisons).  
It is used in this sense as early as the second century BCE, in a fragment 
attributed to the historian C. Sempronius Tuditanus, who describes how the 
Carthaginians gave a slow-acting poison to the captured Roman general Regulus to 
ensure that he would return from his mission to Rome.25 Natural philosophers such 
as Lucretius use uenenum-family words to describe deadly plants, venom produced 
by certain animals (especially snakes and snake-like creatures), and the noxious gases 
that seep out of the ground in the so-called Avernian places.26 And the works of Cicero 
teem with examples of uenenum-family words denoting substances used to kill for 
personal and political gain.27 
                         
 
25 “A poison… not quick-acting but of the kind which brings on death gradually” 
(uenenum… non praesentiarum, sed eiusmodi quod mortem in diem proferret, Semp. Tud. 8 
FRHist = Gell. NA 7.4.1). 
26 For examples of plants that are deadly to humans, see Lucr. 4.640 and 5.900. Of 
poisonous snakes, see Cic. Har. 50, the anonymous fragment (perhaps by Accius?) of 
a Philoctetes at Cic. Fin. 2.94, and the description of Clodius as a viper at Tusc. 2.19. 
Lucretius similarly describes the snake-like hydra at 5.27. For the poisonous gases 
found in Avernian places, see Lucr. 6.820–827. 
27 The speeches Pro Cluentio and Pro Caelio famously involve uenenum as material to 
the case at hand, but others are also accused of attempted and/or successful use of 
uenenum: T. Roscius Capito (S. Rosc. 100), L. Sergius Catilina and his associates (Catil. 
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As an extension of this meaning, the uenenum family is used by these same 
authors in a related but more metaphorical sense to describe anything that harms or 
destroys something else. Lucretius refutes Empedocles’ theory of the four elements 
by explaining that the elements are poisonous to each other and would be annihilated 
if brought together (1.759–762). Catullus equates books of bad poetry with poisons 
(14.17–19) and even claims to have caught a cold after reading one of Sestius’ 
speeches, because it was so full of poison (44.10–15). And both Cicero and Sallust 
highlight the destructive potential of certain vices by describing them as poisons (Cic. 
Amic. 89; Sall. Cat. 11). This metaphorical usage also extends to the verb ueneno, 
particularly to the use of the past participle. In Plautus’ Rudens, the enslaved Gripus 
describes a rusty spit as “poisoned” as it falls apart in his hand (1300–1302). Cicero 
says that false accusations are as destructive as a “poisoned weapon” (Quinct. 2) and 
that loyalty may be bought with “poisoned gifts” (Phil. 13.35). Such figurative uses 
assume that the predominant association of the uenenum family is of a substance that 
is literally lethal. 
But the uenenum family is not limited only to those substances that produce 
death or destruction. One fairly benign way that an “efficacious substance” can affect 
                         
 
2.23), Q. Gallius (Brut. 277), P. Clodius Pulcher (Dom. 115), Q. Varius (N.D. 3.81), 
Domitius Apulus (Phil. 11.13). 
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an object is by changing its color. A fragment of the early 1st century BCE poet Cn. 
Matius describes treating pieces of cloth with purple dye. The act of dyeing itself is 
described by the verb ueneno, which in context is synonymous with imbuo.28 And we 
have already seen the uenenum family implicated in Curio’s sudden loss of memory. 
Even if death does result from the using of an “efficacious substance,” that is certainly 
not always the intended outcome. Varro describes a certain Servius Clodius who 
contracted gout while in exile for plagiarizing his father-in-law. In order to rid himself 
of the disease, he applied some manner of substance (uenenum), which did not cure 
his affliction. In fact, it had the opposite effect—it necrotized his feet!29 What was 
meant to act as a beneficial medicine instead proved to be harmful or hardly better 
than the disease itself. The nature of “efficacious substances” is ambiguous, and their 
potentially dramatic effects are sometimes difficult to predict.30 
                         
 
28 “Now the cut cloth, saturated with dye, which he treated, soaking them in the 
purple mussel” (iam tonsiles tapetes ebrii fuco, | quos concha purpura imbuens uenenauit, 
Mat. poet. 13 Blänsdorf = Gell. NA 20.9.3). 
29 Seruius, cum librum soceri nondum editum fraude intercepisset et ob hoc repudiatus pudore 
ac taedio secessisset ab urbe, in podagrae morbum incidit; cuius impatiens ueneno sibi perunxit 
pedes et enecuit ita, ut parte ea corporis quasi praemortua uiueret (Varro gram. 320 Funaioli 
= Suet. Gram. 1). 
30 Graf (1997: 46–49) discusses the uenenum family mostly as it pertains to Roman law, 
stating that it originally denoted an inexplicable death and only later came to be 
associated with magic. Dickie (2001: 14–16), stresses that the uenenum family focuses 
on the use of material components and, unlike magus, potentially identifies 
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Some of the earliest extant uses of uenenum-family words describe even more 
extraordinary effects than these. Just as with the carmen family, Latin authors link the 
uenenum family to supernatural abilities familiar from the Greek mythic tradition. A 
fragment of Pacuvius’ tragedy Niptra describes Circe’s transformation of Odysseus’ 
shipmates as brought about by “efficacious substances.”31 Pacuvius’ use of the noun 
uenenum is presumably meant to evoke the Greek term φάρμακον, which has a similar 
semantic range and is often used when describing Circe.32 The same is true of Medea, 
whose abilities are invoked by the unnamed cook in Plautus’ Pseudolus as part of his 
boastful advertisement for Ballio’s birthday feast (866–873):33 
 
Coq. habe modo bonum animum.  Bal. quaeso qui possum doce 
 bonum animum habere qui te ad me adducam domum? 
Coq. quia sorbitione faciam ego hodie te mea, 
 item ut Medea Peliam concoxit senem, 
 quem medicamento et suis uenenis dicitur, 
 fecisse rursus ex sene adulescentulum, 
 item ego te faciam.  Bal. eho, an etiam es ueneficus? 
Coq. immo edepol uero hominum seruator [magis]. 
 
                         
 
practitioners as poisoners. Stratton (2007: 31), ascribes the same ambiguity to the 
uenenum family (potion and poison) as she did to the carmen family. 
31 “She who bent the hearts of my allies with uenena” (quae | meum uenenis flexit socium 
pectora, Pac. trag. 275–276 Warmington = Serv. auct. ad Aen. 5.28) 
32 For a discussion of the semantic range of φάρμακον, see Pharr (1932: 272–274), 
Scarborough (1991: 139–140), Graf (1992: 276–277), Collins (2008: 59). 
33 On this passage, see Lowe (1985a; 1985b: 89–90). 
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Coq. Oh, cheer up! 
Bal. Please tell me, how can I “cheer up” when I’m letting you into 
my house? 
Coq. Because today with my soup I’m going to make you the same as 
Medea made Pelias, when she boiled up the old man and (so it’s 
said) with her medicine and uenena turned him from an old man 
back into a strapping youth—I’m going to do just the same to 
you. 
Bal. What? Are you a ueneficus too? 
Coq. No no no… more a savior of mankind!  
 
The cook’s boast reveals a fairly sophisticated knowledge of Greek myth. On the one 
hand, Medea’s skill with various concoctions and her ability to rejuvenate old men 
with them is a well-known aspect of her mythic narrative. On the other hand, the 
careful listener will recall that it was not Pelias, the king of Iolchus, who was 
rejuvenated by Medea but Aeson, Jason’s father. Pelias was, in fact, murdered by his 
own daughters at the instigation of Medea, who claimed that she could restore his 
youth but secretly sabotaged their efforts. Either the cook is aware of this tradition, 
and thus subtly threatens Ballio, or in his hyperbolic boasting he gets the story wrong. 
The ambiguity inherent in the uenenum family (and in the synonymous term 
medicamentum) permits both interpretations, and both likewise serve Plautus’ comedic 
goals. 
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Plautus also draws on the Greek tradition of associating Thessaly with 
supernatural powers.34 In Amphitruo, the titular hero blames the near total ruin of his 
household, and especially his marriage, on his troublesome doppelganger, who is 
actually Jupiter in disguise (Am. 1039–1044): 
 
Am.        perii miser. 
 quid ego <faciam>, quem aduocati iam atque amici deserunt? 
 numquam edepol me inultus istic ludificabit, quisquis est; 
 [nam] iam ad regem recta me ducam resque ut facta est eloquar. 
 ego pol illum ulciscar hodie Thessalum ueneficum, 
 qui peruorse perturbauit familiae mentem meae. 
 
Am. I’m dead. What will I do, when supporters and friends are 
already abandoning me? By the gods, that man—whoever he is—
won’t ridicule me without paying for it. I’ll go straight to the king 
now and explain how it happened. Gods, I’ll get even with that 
Thessalian ueneficus, who so completely confounded my 
household’s mind. 
 
Amphitruo’s use of a uenenum-family word to describe Jupiter and his actions 
depends upon the acknowledgment that such “efficacious substances” could actually 
cause the kind of insanity that Amphitruo describes. And, although the hijinks are 
heightened for comedic effect, the mental confusion and physical transformation 
effected by Jupiter and Mercury are consistent with uses of the uenenum family 
                         
 
34 More will be said about specific associations between Roman magic and Thessaly 
in chapter 2 (pp. 106–135 passim) and chapter 3 (pp. 183–184). For the Greek tradition, 
see especially Phillips (2002) and Mili (2015: 259–299). 
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elsewhere in Latin literature. But the addition of the qualifier Thessalian draws on a 
Greek tradition—an ethnic one—which not only reinforces the accusation (since 
Thessaly is the proverbial heartland of supernatural powers) but makes it more 
damning because of the overtones of the foreign and the strange. Such Greek 
traditions, and the Roman audience’s ability to recognize and engage with them, will 
be critical to the further development of a uniquely Roman concept of magic. 
The basic words in the uenenum family describe a range of “efficacious 
substances,” from clothing dye and foot ointment to the deadliest poisons. It therefore 
follows that the compound forms (ueneficus, uenefica, ueneficium) should have a similar 
semantic range, with a shift in focus from the substances themselves to their 
manufacture and use. Although the compound words of the uenenum family show the 
same variety of lethal and non-lethal substances, there is a pronounced tendency for 
ueneficium to be associated with the Roman judicial sphere and specifically with 
concepts of criminality. 
One of the earliest literary use of ueneficium occurs in a fragment of Cato 
preserved by Quintilian, in which the orator is reported to have said that no adulteress 
is not also a uenefica.35 The equation is one of character rather than of literal fact. What 
                         
 
35 “If an adulteress defends herself on a charge of ueneficium, does she not seem to be 
guilty in the judgment of Marcus Cato, who said that no adulteress is not also a 
uenefica?” (si causam uenefici dicat adultera, non M. Catonis iudicio damnanda uideatur, qui 
nullam adulteram non eandem esse ueneficam dixit?, Cato orat. 8.240 Malcovati = Quint. 
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Cato is noting is a similarity between the two actions, both of which involve deception 
and secret hostility, traits that the Romans commonly attribute to women.36 On this 
basis, Cato suggests that any woman accused of adultery must also be capable of 
ueneficium. Whether one agrees with Cato’s argument is beside the point. What is 
important is that, by the mid-second century BCE, ueneficium can be described as a 
criminal charge. Cato’s use of the term ueneficus during his defense of L. Autronius is 
further indication that the term was current and being used in a public context.37 
Clear evidence for a legal charge of ueneficium is described in a fragment of L. 
Calpurnius Piso Frugi, a historian of the late second century BCE, preserved by Pliny 
the Elder.38 C. Furius Cresimus was a freedman who worked a small but prosperous 
                         
 
5.11.39). It should be noted that, in Cato’s time, neither adultery nor ueneficium were 
as yet crimes in the public sense. 
36 The Romans famously rejected deceptive military tactics such as assassination 
during the Pyrrhic War. When Pyrrhus’ doctor offers to poison him, the Romans 
instead warn Pyrrhus of the plot out of a sense of honor (Plu. Pyrrh. 21). 
37 uenefici postridie iussisti adesse in diem ex die; non ausi recusare (Cato orat. 8.207 
Malcovati = Prisc. GL 2.482). It is unclear to whom Cato is speaking. In Roman judicial 
oratory, the second person generally refers to the jurors, but here it is likely that Cato 
has turned to speak directly to his opponent(s). Their number is uncertain because of 
the lack of agreement between the singular verb iussisti and the plural uenefici. 
38 C. Furius Cresimus e seruitute liberatus, cum in paruo admodum agello largiores multo 
fructus perciperet quam ex amplissimis uicinitas, in inuidia erat magna, ceu fruges alienas 
perliceret ueneficiis. quamobrem ab Spurio Albino curuli <aedile> die dicta metuens 
damnationem, cum in suffragium tribus oportet ire, instrumentum rusticum omne in forum 
attulit et adduxit familiam suam ualidam atque, ut ait Piso, bene curatam ac uestitam, 
ferramenta egregie facta, graues ligones, uomeres ponderosos, boues saturos. postea dixit: 
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farm along with his family. His neighbors grew suspicious of his farm’s fecundity and 
accused him of using efficacious substances (ueneficia) to draw their crops to his own 
fields.39 Fearing the outcome of a trial, Cresimus paraded his family, livestock, and 
various farming implements (all well taken care of) before the people. He then pointed 
to them and said: “Fellow citizens, these are my ueneficia. I can’t put on display for 
you or bring into the marketplace how hard I work through the night without sleep.” 
The gamble paid off: Cresimus was unanimously acquitted in the eyes of the people. 
The tale of Cresimus provides several important insights into the concept of 
ueneficium. First, accusations required little to no material evidence. The means by 
which Cresimus transferred his neighbors’ crops to his field are not mentioned; the 
substance itself is less important than the threat of its use. Second, trials were ad hoc 
affairs conducted not by a praetor but by an aedile. This suggests that the primary 
concern in Cresimus’ case was not his supposed actions but the effect they would have 
                         
 
‘ueneficia mea, Quirites, haec sunt, nec possum uobis ostendere aut in forum adducere 
lucubrationes meas uigiliasque et sudores.’ omnium sententiis absolutus itaque est (Calp. hist. 
35 FRHist = Plin. N.H. 18.41–43). For a detailed discussion of this passage, see Forsythe 
(1994: 376–384). On its importance with respect to Roman laws against magic, see 
Garosi (1976: 33–36), Graf (1997: 62–65), and Gordon (1999: 253–254). 
39 The language which the neighbors use to describe Cresimus’ supposed crime (fruges 
alienas perliceret ueneficiis) is very similar to that found in one of the laws of the Twelve 
Tables discussed above (qui fruges excantassit… ?quiue? alienam segetem pellexeri<t>, 
8.4). The interchangeability of the carmen and uenenum families in this context is 
further proof of their conceptual congruence in this period. 
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on the markets. A charge of ueneficium is not yet the automatic concern of Rome’s 
highest officials. Finally, public opinion and individual hostility were influential in 
both producing and resolving charges of ueneficium. It is certainly no coincidence that 
the accused was a relatively poor freedman, socially and economically marginalized, 
nor that his self-defense took the form of a parade of traditional Roman values. As in 
the example from Cato above, a charge of ueneficium seems to be more an indictment 
of character than a case of literal fact. 
In fact, we find ueneficus and uenefica used not as specific accusations but as 
general terms of abuse throughout Roman New Comedy.40 With two notable 
exceptions, none of the comic uses of ueneficus or uenefica are connected to the actual 
or even implied use of uenena.41 Instead, they form part of the colorful vocabulary of 
insults that range from fairly tame descriptors of low moral character, through names 
for criminals, to terms for physical torture of slaves.42 As terms of abuse, ueneficus and 
                         
 
40 The masculine ueneficus appears at Pl. Am. 1043, Per. 278, Rud. 987, and Ter. Eun. 
648. The feminine uenefica is used at Pl. Epid. 221, Mos. 218, and Truc. 762. Each also 
produces a humorously intensive form involving the number three: terueneficus (Pl. 
Bac. 813) and triuenefica (Pl. Aul. 86). An adjective ueneficus is found only in Plautus 
(Rud. 1112). 
41 The exceptions are those discussed above in relation to the Greek tradition (Pl. Am. 
1043 and Ps. 872), where the use of “efficacious substances” is attributed to Medea 
and to Jupiter; that is, to mythic or divine figures operating outside the bounds of the 
everyday. 
42 Low moral character: impudicus “shameless,” scelestus “bastard,” impurus and 
caenum “filth.” Criminal: fur “thief,” parricida “kin-slayer,” periurus “oath-breaker,” 
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uenefica belong to the group of words that describe criminals. Just as Pseudolus can 
call Ballio a parricida to indicate that he’s a particularly nasty individual without any 
implication that he actually murdered his parents, so others who have not been 
formally charged with ueneficium may be labeled ueneficus or uenefica.  
The accusations of ueneficium described thus far predate by at least a half 
century Sulla’s lex Cornelia de sicariis et ueneficiis, passed in 81 BCE.43 The law is 
concerned primarily with clandestine murder—that is, murder accomplished secretly 
or by deceit in which the cause or culprit is not immediately obvious. Under this 
heading, ueneficium (in the sense of poisoning) is linked to assassination (by a sicarius) 
and to fraudulent conviction on a capital charge. From the evidence examined above, 
it is clear that Sulla’s law neither made ueneficium a crime nor initiated judicial action 
                         
 
sociofraudus “friend-cheater,” sacrilegus “temple-robber,” legirupa “law-breaker,” 
bustirapus “pyre-snatcher.” Slaves and slave torture: fugitiuus “runaway,” uerbero 
“whipping-boy,” furcifer “fork-carrier.” All terms were drawn from one scene (Pl. Ps. 
357–366). Elsewhere in the same play: carnufex “torturer, executioner” (707), flagritriba 
“whip-ruiner” (137). 
43 For the text of the law and considerations of its reconstruction, see Crawford (1996: 
749–753). Gaughan (2010: 134–140) examines the motivations and implications of the 
law, arguing that Sulla was moved by a desire to display the restored order of Roman 
society following a bloody civil war. For the lex Cornelia specifically in the context of 
Roman magic, see Graf (1997: 46–47), Gordon (1999: 253–266), Dickie (2001: 146–149), 
Collins (2008: 145–148), Harries (2007: 118–121). The most in depth examinations of 
the law as it pertains to magic are Rives (2003, 2006) who argues for a gradual 
development of the law which did not initially concern itself with magic per se or 
deviant religion. 
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against it. Indeed, there is both literary and epigraphic evidence for trials de ueneficiis 
as early as the 4th century BCE.44 Instead Sulla’s law formalized the existing ad hoc 
proceedings by establishing a quaestio perpetua, a permanent court, in which all 
subsequent cases would be heard. Although the law did not change the legal status 
of ueneficium, it did, however, provide a focus not only for judicial activity but also for 
social and cultural attitudes concerning ueneficium. What was once an individual and 
circumstantial phenomenon became grounded in the new civic institution. 
The lex Cornelia changed the way the uenenum-family words are used, 
particularly how they are deployed as terms of abuse. Cicero, for example, describes 
his enemies and opponents in terms that recall the wording of the lex Cornelia. So 
Catiline is associated with every ueneficus and sicarius in Italy (Catil. 2.7) and teaches 
boys to brandish sicae and sprinkle uenena (2.23). Clodius is likewise described as both 
a ueneficus and a sicarius (Sest. 39) who is in charge of all sicae and uenena in Rome (Har. 
34). Regardless of the truth of these accusations, their rhetorical purpose is clear: 
                         
 
44 The earliest reference to a quaestio dealing with charges of ueneficium is in Livy, who 
dates it to 331 BCE (8.18), on which see Oakley (1998: 594–597). Further quaestiones 
occurred throughout the 2nd century BCE: 184 BCE (39.38.3 and 41.5); 180 BCE 
(40.37.4 and 43.2–3); and 179 BCE (44.6). On these trials, see Briscoe (2008: ad loc.; 2012: 
ad loc.). An inscription referring to C. Claudius Pulcher as iudex quaestionis ueneficiis 
probably dates to 98 BCE (ILS 45 = Inscr. Ital. 13.3.70b); see Rives (2003: 318 n.14) and 
Briscoe (2008: 345). For further discussion of these passages, see chapter 2 (pp. 149–
150). 
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Cicero wants not merely to abuse his opponents but to tarnish their characters and 
ruin their reputations by linking them to criminal activity. But he does so by drawing 
on the familiar language of the lex Cornelia, which provides a convenient and familiar 
foundation upon which he can build. Indeed, after this period the uenenum family 
frequently carries with it connotations of criminality. 
It is in this context, following the passage of the lex Cornelia, that we must 
understand Cicero’s story of C. Scribonius Curio, who lost his memory suddenly in 
the middle of his speech. Cicero in fact tells this anecdote twice. In the much shorter 
account in Orator, very few details about the trial are provided beyond its apparent 
importance and Curio blames his loss of memory solely on uenena.45 In Brutus, 
however, Cicero provides the expanded version of the story, which I first examined 
at the end of the previous section. For convenience, it is given here again (Brut. 217):  
 
memoria autem ita fuit nulla, ut aliquotiens, tria cum proposuisset, aut 
quartum adderet aut tertium quaereret; qui in iudicio priuato uel 
maximo, cum ego pro Titinia Cottae perorauissem, ille contra me pro 
Ser. Naeuio diceret, subito totam causam oblitus est idque ueneficiis et 
cantionibus Titiniae factum esse dicebat. 
 
                         
 
45 “When the elder Curio had begun to respond to me in a private case that was both 
important and serious, he suddenly sat down, since he said that his memory had been 
taken from him by uenena” (nobis priuata in causa magna et graui cum coepisset Curio 
pater respondere. subito assedit, cum sibi uenenis ereptam memoriam diceret, Cic. Orat. 129). 
Note the apparent synonymy between uenenum (Orat.) and ueneficium (Brut.) in these 
two passages. 
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Moreover, he had such a bad memory that several times, after he had 
laid out three points, he would either add a fourth or forget the third. In 
an extremely important private trial, when I had concluded my speech 
in defense of Titinia, the wife of Cotta, he spoke against me in defense 
of Servius Naevius. Suddenly he forgot the entire case and said that it 
happened because of the ueneficia and cantiones of Titinia. 
 
In both versions of the story, Curio attributes his sudden lapse in memory to certain 
“efficacious substances.” What is unique about the version told in Brutus, is that the 
use of these substances (ueneficium) is linked with the use of efficacious words (cantio), 
both of which are blamed for the orator’s condition. The phrase ueneficiis et cantionibus, 
the first collocation of the carmen and uenenum families marks not only a linguistic but 
a conceptual congruence.46 It signals the recognition and deliberate linking of two 
related ideas: that particular words and particular substances can produce real and 
dramatic change in the world. Indeed, Curio’s accusation fails if this similarity is not 
already known or readily grasped. Other similarities may have contributed as well. 
Both the carmen and uenenum families can convey negative connotations of hostility, 
                         
 
46 The carmen and uenenum families do occur together somewhat earlier, in Cicero’s 
second Catilinarian: “These boys, so witty and alluring, have learned not only to love 
and to be loved, and not only to dance and to sing, but also to brandish daggers and 
scatter poisons!” (hi pueri tam lepidi ac delicati non solum amare et amari neque saltare et 
cantare, sed etiam sicas uibrare et spargere uenena didicerunt, 23). In this context, however, 
it is clear that the two word families refer to unrelated concepts: the usual frivolity of 
dissolute youths (i.e., dancing and singing) is contrasted with the dangerous new 
predilections that Catiline has supposedly taught them (i.e., wanton murder). 
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useful for Curio’s accusation of interference. Furthermore, Latin writers have 
independently linked both word families to related concepts in the Greek mythic 
tradition, particularly the supernatural abilities of Circe and Medea, lending the 
accusation the general disapproval that accompanies all things foreign and feminine. 
All these characteristics, already operative by the mid-first century BCE, will emerge 
as key factors in the development of a Roman concept of magic. 
 
Superstitio 
The superstitio family contains very few words: the noun superstitio and the 
adjective superstitiosus, -a, -um. That these two words are related is self-evident, but 
there is as yet no consensus concerning the precise nature of that relationship nor the 
link between their etymology and historical use.47 Chronology is particularly 
important when discussing the superstitio family. First, I will examine the earliest 
                         
 
47 The noun superstitio is a compound of the prepositional prefix super- and the noun 
statio, itself derived from the verb sto. The prefix has as its root the PIE term 
*(s)h₄upér(i) “over,” which is also the source of Greek ὑπέρ and modern English “over.” 
(Mallory & Adams 2006: 292). The verb sto derives the PIE verbal root *(s)teh₂- “stand,” 
whence also Greek ἵστημι “make stand” (296). Morphologically, superstitiosus is 
derived from superstitio, but the adjective is first attested more than a century before 
the noun. It is, of course, entirely possible that the noun is a back formation from the 
adjective (Gordon 2008: 80). A connection to the related noun superstes, which was 
proposed already by ancient authors, is still current. See e.g., Janssen (1975), Ronca 
(1992), and discussion by Santangelo (2013: 44–46). On superstitio more generally, 
including its etymology, see Calderone (1972), Belardi (1976), and Grodzynski (1976). 
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examples of this word family, all of which use the adjective superstitiosus. Then I will 
describe the later appearance of the noun superstitio and the resulting shift in the 
meaning of superstitiosus, a shift that is important for understanding the development 
of the Roman concept of magic.48 
The superstitio family first appears in the earliest Latin literature of the late-
third and early-second centuries BCE—in the fragmentary tragedies of Ennius and 
Pacuvius and the comedies of Plautus. In these works, only the adjective superstitiosus 
is found, and in nearly all instances it is applied to a person. It is used to describe 
someone or something as knowing something that an ordinary person under ordinary 
circumstances should not be able to know. Stated more succinctly, a superstitiosus 
person is “possessed of preternatural knowledge,” a quality that is quite similar to the 
sense of the modern word “psychic.”49 
There is no need to examine each of the Plautine passages in depth. A single 
example from the end of Rudens will suffice to demonstrate the meaning of 
                         
 
48 Connections between superstitio and magic are not commonly made, but see Dickie 
(2001: 156) who briefly considers superstitiosus in the context of illicit divination, and 
Horster (2007: 338–341) who considers both from the perspective of religious 
practitioners. 
49 Others have suggested similar definitions: Janssen (1979: 135) defined superstitiosus 
as “clairvoyant.” Martin (2004: 126) says it means “someone who knows hidden 
things.” Gordon (2008: 80) gives its meaning as “inspired” or “frenzied.” Santangelo 
(2013: 38–39) renders it "divinely inspired" or "prophetic." 
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superstitiosus. In this scene, Gripus, a slave, has returned from a fishing trip with a 
trunk that was lost in the shipwreck that occurred at the beginning of the play. Inside 
the trunk is a basket containing the tokens by which a young girl, Palaestra, will be 
able to identify her parents. As a result, she will be recognized as a citizen, saved from 
a life of slavery and prostitution, and married to Plesidippus. Knowing this, Trachalio 
(Plesidippus’ slave) tries to convince Gripus to hand over the trunk, but Gripus is 
understandably reluctant to part with his newfound wealth. Palaestra proposes a 
compromise to Gripus’ master, Daemones: if she can correctly identify the basket’s 
contents, it will be returned to her (1138–1142): 
 
Dae. ius merum oras meo quidem animo.  Gri.  at meo hercle <iniuriam>. 
 quid si ista aut superstitiosa aut hariola est atque omnia 
 quicquid insit uera dicet? idne habebit hariola? 
Dae. non feret nisi uera dicet: nequiquam hariola<bi>tur. 
 solue uidulum ergo, ut quid sit uerum quam primum sciam. 
 
Dae. As far as I’m concerned what you ask is perfectly fair. 
Gri. But it’s unfair to me, dammit! What if she’s superstitiosus or a 
prophetess, and she describes everything in there (whatever it is) 
correctly? Will the prophetess get the trunk? 
Dae.  She won’t if she doesn’t describe it correctly—then she’ll be 
prophesying in vain. Let go of the trunk then, so I can quickly see 
what’s what. 
 
Gripus uses superstitiosus to describe a person who (from his point of view) knows 
something that an ordinary person couldn’t know, namely the contents of a basket 
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inside a trunk that he has just hauled out of the sea.50 The same meaning is found in 
the other uses of superstitiosus by Plautus. Curculio calls Lyco superstitiosus when he 
correctly guesses that Curculio’s wounded eye is the result not of a siege engine but 
of a shattered urn (superstitiosus hicquidem est; uera praedicat, Cur. 397). Sosia says the 
same while spying on Mercury (who is aware of Sosia) when the god seems to sense 
his presence by smell (illic homo superstitiosust, Am. 323). In these contexts, it is clear 
that superstitiosus describes a person who seems to possess preternatural knowledge. 
But Gripus calls Palaestra not only superstitiosa but also hariola, a term that is 
later picked up by Daemones, who describes Palaestra’s potential prophesy with the 
verb hariolor. A fragment of Ennius also links superstitiosus with hariolus, when an 
unidentified character rails against diviners such as the “superstitiosus seers and 
shameless prophets” who claim to help others but cannot seem to help themselves.51 
                         
 
50 Palaestra, of course, knows precisely what is inside the basket from her long 
possession of it, as she goes on to prove (Rud. 1153–1171). But the leno, Labrax, had 
taken the basket from her and shut it in his trunk in an attempt to conceal her 
citizenship (388–394). The fact that Gripus is wrong—that Palaestra's knowledge of 
the basket's contents has an entirely mundane explanation—does not affect the 
interpretation of superstitiosus. 
51 “Superstitiosus seers and shameless prophets, either lazy or crazy or driven by 
poverty; who won’t know their own path, but show the way to others; they 
themselves charge a drachma from those to whom they promise riches. Let them 
deduct a drachma from these riches, then hand over the rest” (superstitiosi uates 
inpudentesque harioli, | aut inertes aut insani aut quibus egestas imperat; | qui sibi semitam 
non sapient, alteri monstrat uiam; | quibus diuitias pollicerentur, ab iis drachumam ipsi 
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The precise meaning of hariolus is not clear; but it is used to describe some manner of 
divination expert.52 As such, it has a sense very similar to “possessed of preternatural 
knowledge.”  
In fact, there are instances in which a hariolus-word is used where superstitiosus 
would seem to have been equally appropriate. In Plautus’ Miles Gloriosus, for example, 
the eponymous soldier Pyrgopolynices and his slave Palaestrio eavesdrop on the 
meretrix Acroteleutium and her ancilla, who are aware of his presence. Just as Mercury 
in Amphitruo, Acroteleutium pretends to detect Pyrgopolynices by smell. Unlike Sosia, 
however, Palaestrio does not declare that Acroteleutium is superstitiosus—instead he 
exclaims “she prophesies!” (hariolatur, 1256). The interchangeability of these terms 
suggests a synonymy between the superstitio family and the acquisition of knowledge 
through divination. 
The superstitio family is further connected to divination by an anonymous 
author quoted in Cicero’s De diuinatione: “O holy Apollo, you who inhabit the fixed 
                         
 
petunt | de his diuitiis deducant drachumam, reddant cetera, Enn. trag. 117b FRL = Cic. Div. 
1.132). 
52 See Slater (2000) for the use and significance of hariolus in Plautus and Santangelo 
(2013: 150–158) for a more general discussion. The word is thought to be 
etymologically related to the haru- element of Latin haruspex (OLD s.v.). This element 
is derived from PIE root *ĝhorhxneha- “entrails,” whence also Greek χορδή and English 
“yarn” (Mallory & Adams 2006: 185–186). 
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center of the world, from which the wild, raging, superstitiosus voice first came out.”53 
Here, superstitiosus is not linked to a vaguely defined class of divination experts but 
to Delphi, the most famous oracular site in the ancient world. Similarly, in the 
fragmentary tragedies of Ennius and Pacuvius, superstitiosus is connected to 
Cassandra, who through Apollo is able to foretell future events. In Ennius, Cassandra 
herself says that she has been influenced by “superstitiosus prophesies,” and in 
Pacuvius she is described as a “superstitiosus concubine.”54 The superstitio family can 
thus refer not only to spontaneous, everyday prophecy but also to the most venerable 
mythological and historical traditions of the Greek world. 
At the same time that Cicero is quoting these earlier poets, however, there is a 
new development in the use and meaning of the superstitio family. The noun superstitio 
                         
 
53 o sancte Apollo, qui umbilicum certum terrarum obsides | unde superstitiosa primum saeua 
euasit uox fera, Inc. trag. 19–20 Ribbeck = Cic. Div. 2.115). Varro also quotes the first line 
of this poem, though he has optines for Cicero’s obsides (L. 7.16). He attributes the 
fragment to an otherwise unidentified Manilius, who may be the same senator 
Manilius whom Pliny the Elder names as the first Roman to write about the phoenix 
(Nat. 10.4). Very little is known about this Manilius, but he must predate the 
composition of Cicero’s De diuinatione and Varro’s De lingua Latina, both written 
sometime in the 40s BCE. This places the last known use of superstitiosus meaning 
“possessed of preternatural knowledge” to no later than the first half of the first 
century BCE. 
54 Ennius: “I am driven by superstitiosus prophecies.” (missa sum superstitiosis 
hariolationibus (Enn. trag. 151.4 FRL = Cic. Div. 2.115). Pacuvius: “… to a superstitiosus 
concubine with a foolish spouse” (paelici superstitiosae cum uecordi coniuge, Pac. trag. 
230 Warmington = Fest. 512). 
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appears in extant sources for the first time in the 80s BCE and soon dominates the 
literary use of the superstitio family. As a result, the adjective superstitiosus comes to 
be used only to describe something as “marked by or full of superstitio.” In contrast to 
earlier uses of the superstitio family, which are found only in poetic (and 
predominantly dramatic) sources, the later examples appear exclusively in prose 
sources, primarily those of a philosophical, theological, or antiquarian nature. 
The first attested use of the noun superstitio is representative of the broader 
discussion taking place in the first century BCE which establishes the category religio. 
In a discussion of virtues and their associated vices, Cicero differentiates between two 
types of vices: those that are opposed to their virtues (such as fidentia “self-confidence” 
and diffidentia “self-doubt”) and those that seem to be the same as their virtues but are 
in fact far removed (such as fidentia and audacia “over-confidence”). Cicero places 
superstitio and its related virtue religio in this second group (Inv. 2.165).55 Two key 
conclusions may be drawn from this passage: first, superstitio is inherently negative: it 
                         
 
55 Elsewhere, Cicero says that superstitio imitates religio (Part. 81). The same 
relationship is suggested by the so-called Laudatio Turiae, which lists among the wife’s 
domestic virtues, her “religio without superstitio” (religionis sine superstitione, CIL VI. 
1527). The meaning of religio is perhaps even more contentious than that of superstitio. 
See especially Casadio (2010); also Sachot (1991), Ronca (1992), Santangelo (2013: 42–
44). 
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is a vice and must be avoided. Second, superstitio is not the opposite of religio but 
something that seems to be religio but is not. 
The difference between religio and superstitio, therefore, is not one of opposition 
but rather of degree. Varro says that the superstitiosus person fears the gods like 
enemies, but the religiosus person reveres them like parents.56 Varro’s distinction takes 
it as given that human interaction with the divine involves an emotional response 
akin to fear, what might be called awe or respect. What differentiates the superstitiosus 
person from the religiosus—and therefore superstitio from religio—is the magnitude of 
this emotional response. The religiosus person displays an appropriate amount of fear, 
whereas the superstitiosus person’s response is excessive.57 
Nigidius Figulus makes a similar distinction between religio and superstitio in a 
discussion of the meaning of the -osus adjectival suffix, which he says always implies 
an excessive amount of the quality in question. He goes on to say that a religiosus 
                         
 
56 “When he differentiates a religiosus person from a superstitious by such a distinction 
that (he says) that the gods are feared by the superstitiosus person, but by the religiosus 
person are only revered as parents, not feared as enemies” (cum religiosum a 
superstitioso ea distinctione discernat, ut a superstitioso (dicat) timeri deos, a religioso autem 
tantum uereri ut parentes, non ut hostes timeri, Res div. 47 Cardauns = Aug. C.D. 6.9) 
57 Cf. Cic. N. D. 1.117 where superstitio is described as that "in which there is a pointless 
fear of the gods" (in qua inest timor inanis deorum). That superstitio is here defined in 
terms of fear doubtless indicates the influence of the Greek concept of δεισιδαιμονία, 
literally “fear of the gods.” On δεισιδαιμονία in Greek thought, see Martin (2004: 18–
20) and Bowden (2008). 
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person is one who has “bound himself by an excessive and superstitiosa religio,” a 
behavior that is perceived as a personal failing.58 Although Nigidius and Varro 
disagree on the precise meaning of religiosus, it is nevertheless clear that magnitude is 
the issue at hand. An excessive amount of religio is described as superstitiosa; that is, 
excessive religio is effectively synonymous with superstitio.59 
The etymology of the words themselves also becomes part of the discussion. 
Cicero states that, in the past, those who spent all day praying and sacrificing, so that 
their children would outlive (superstites) them, were described as superstitiosus, 
whereas those who carefully retraced and reviewed (relegerent) matters concerning 
the gods’ cult were called religiosus. As a result, religiosus and superstitiosus came to be 
marks of approval and disapproval (N. D. 2.71–72). Once more the distinction is 
                         
 
58 “The ending of words of this kind (e.g., uinosus, mulierosus, religiosus) always 
signifies a certain immoderate amount of the quality which is being discussed. For 
this reason, a person was called religiosus, who had bound himself with an excessive 
and superstitiosa religio. And this quality was attributed to a vice.” (hoc inclinamentum 
semper huiuscemodi uerborum, ut uinosus mulierosus religiosus, significat copiam quandam 
inmodicam rei, super qua dicitur. quocirca religiosus is appellabatur, qui nimia et superstitiosa 
religione sese alligauerat, eaque res uitio assignabatur, Nigid. gram. 4 Funaioli = Gell. NA 
4.9.1). 
59 Further evidence for the identification of superstitio as excessive religio can be found 
throughout Cicero’s works. Sicily is a province bound by such great religio, and such 
great superstitio has seized its people, that they now blame all misfortunes on the 
crimes of Verres (Ver. 2.4.113). The pontiffs are urged to tell Clodius that there is a 
limit to religio, namely a superstitiosus excess (Dom. 105). Stoic beliefs about divination 
might lead to such superstitio that diviners themselves would be worshipped (N. D. 
1.55). 
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described in terms of degree—the daily fixation of the superstitiosus as opposed to the 
cautious selection of the religiosus. Regardless of its accuracy, Cicero’s argument from 
etymology reveals how intrinsic the difference between superstitio and religio was 
thought to be. 
For certain intellectuals of the first century BCE, therefore, superstitio was 
regarded as an excessive manifestation of religio. It was also a uitium, a personal and 
moral failing that needed to be controlled and corrected in order to live a virtuous life. 
Unchecked superstitio is not only a concern for individuals but potentially dangerous 
for Roman society at large. Cicero cites superstitio as the reason for Rome’s departure 
from aniconic worship and the subsequent multiplication of anthropomorphic 
deities.60 He further claims that, if alms-giving were not confined to a few festival days 
dedicated to Cybele, the superstitio of the masses would lead to the destitution of 
families (Leg. 2.40). Agricultural production could also languish because of superstitio, 
as farmers become overly concerned with the consecration of their land (Leg. 2.45). 
                         
 
60 See, e.g., N.D. 1.77, 2.63, 2.70, 3.520. Cf. Varro: “Roman superstition created 
Alemona, goddess of nourishing the fetus in the womb” (superstitio Romana deam finxit 
Alemonam alendi in utero fetus, Res div. 96 Cardauns = Tert. An. 37.1) Although 
Cardauns attributes superstitio to Tertullian rather than Varro, Cicero’s attitude about 
the proliferation of deities suggest that superstitio would not have been out of place in 
Varro. 
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Superstitio is thus implicated in the perceived degeneracy of various aspects of Roman 
society. 
These attempts to define and to label certain activities and behaviors as 
superstitio are part of a larger intellectual movement (influenced by similar 
developments in Greek thought surrounding δεισιδαιμονία) to systematize Roman 
knowledge in the first century BCE.61 As part of this process, new terms were created 
and old terms were appropriated and given new meaning. The radical shift in the 
semantic range of the superstitio family is almost certainly a product of such 
appropriation. As it is used by Cicero and his contemporaries, the superstitio family 
no longer refers to “preternaturally acquired knowledge” but to an excessive 
religiosity that manifests in inappropriate behavior. A more-or-less neutral term has 
become unequivocally negative. What constitutes inappropriate behavior, however, 
is largely determined by a small group of intellectuals and thus reflects their own 
social, political, and cultural biases.62 It was in such an intellectual climate that the 
Roman concept of magic began to be developed. 
 
                         
 
61 See especially Rüpke (2005, 2009), Gordon (2008), Moatti (2015), and MacRae (2016). 
62 Cicero, for example, describes the following behaviors as superstitio: the Jewish 
custom of sending gold to the temple of Jerusalem (Flac. 67); divination through 
dream interpretation (Div. 2.72); and the secret, malicious use of otherwise normative 
religious practices (Clu. 194). For the association with saga, see the following section. 
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Saga 
The saga family is the smallest to be considered in this study, containing only 
the feminine noun saga, which has very few attested examples prior to the Augustan 
age.63 Recent scholarship has tended to read later connotations of this word—
specifically as a female magical practitioner or “witch”—back onto the earliest 
examples, when in fact the earliest evidence for the use of the saga family appears in 
quite different contexts.64 In order to establish the semantic range of this word family, 
therefore, I will examine two spheres in which the saga family operates. The first of 
these concerns the saga’s involvement in sex labor as a kind of broker for erotic 
liaisons. The second involves an association with divination and with religious 
practice more broadly, in which the saga and superstitio families are linked. It is the 
                         
 
63 A related adjective sagus, -a, -um is attested once in an inscription (CIL 6.19747; on 
which see Graf 2007). Saga shares a common Latin root with the adjective sagax “keen” 
and the rare verb sagire “to perceive keenly.” This root is derived from the PIE verbal 
root *sehag- “perceive acutely, seek out” which also gives rise to Greek ἡγέομαι and 
modern English “seek” (Mallory & Adams 2006: 327). 
64 See, for example, Dickie (2001: 127–128), who identifies saga as a label for the most 
versatile of the female magical practitioners and also stresses their connection to old 
age. He also states that saga was not a term of abuse. Stratton (2007: 33) describes the 
saga as a term originally denoting a “wise-woman,” which then took on the 
connotations of procuress and eventually witch. Paule (2014: 747–751) argues that saga 
cannot be defined with any precision because of its many different, and often 
contradictory, uses. The only certainty he offers is that “their power (whatever that 
may be) derives from some sort of ambiguous knowledge” (751). 
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unique combination of these two spheres of influence—sex and religion—that 
characterize saga family’s role in the development of the Roman concept of magic. 
The fifth-century CE grammarian Nonius preserves the earliest-known 
fragments involving the use of the saga family in Latin literature. Nonius attributes 
them to two authors: the satirical poet Lucilius and the comic playwright Turpilius, 
both writing in the second century BCE:65 
 
sagae mulieres dicuntur feminae ad lubidinem uirorum indagatrices; 
unde et sagaces canes dicuntur, ferarum uel animalium quaesitores. 
Lucilius Satyrarum lib. VII: aetatem et faciem ut saga et bona 
conciliatrix. Turpilius Boethuntibus: non ago hoc per sagam pretio 
conductam, ut uulgo solent. 
 
Women who are searchers of men for a woman’s pleasure are called 
sagae; for which reason dogs, being seekers of beasts or animals, are also 
called sagaces. Lucilius in the seventh book of Satires: “age and 
appearance like a saga and a good match-maker.” Turpilius in 
Boethuntes: “I’m not acting through a saga hired for a price, as they are 
generally accustomed.” 
 
Much can be discovered about the semantic range of the saga family from these two 
short fragments. Lucilius links the saga with the conciliatrix, a term also used by 
Plautus. In the final scene of Miles Gloriosus, the eponymous Pyrgopolynices is 
accused of adultery with his neighbor’s “wife” Acroteleutium (who is actually a 
                         
 
65 Lucil. 271 Marx = Non. 23.1; Turp. com. 8 Ribbeck = Non. 23.2. 
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meretrix hired as part of an elaborate plot to steal another girl away from the blowhard 
soldier). Pyrgopolynices attempts to defend himself: “Dammit, I thought she was 
single. That’s what her ancilla, who was a conciliatrix, told me” (uiduam hercle esse 
censui, | itaque ancilla, conciliatrix quae erat, dicebat mihi, 1409–1410). The ancilla 
Milphidippa has been acting as a match-maker for Acroteleutium and 
Pyrgopolynices, passing small gifts and encouraging Pyrgopolynices in his pursuit.66 
As a conciliatrix, therefore, the ancilla acts as a facilitator of her mistress’ 
amatory encounters. In such a role, she would logically be concerned with the “age 
and appearance” (aetatem et faciem) of the men she seeks, as Lucilius seems to indicate. 
By association, the saga must also be a kind of facilitator of amatory encounters, 
though it is not clear how (or if) she differs from the conciliatrix. Lucilius’ qualification 
that the conciliatrix is bona might suggest that the saga is not, but without further 
context it is difficult to say. 
Turpilius clearly indicates that the saga works for profit. Although the 
unidentified speaker refuses to do so, he or she acknowledges that it is quite common 
for a saga to be hired to perform some task or provide some service. The fragmentary 
                         
 
66 Palaestrio calls Milphidippa a “go-between” since she is carrying messages between 
the two lovers (internuntiata, 986). Milphidippa identifies herself to Pyrgopolynices as 
the deliverer of Acroteleutium’s ring, a sign of her desire to begin an affair (1048–
1049). She also claims to have praised her mistress’ beauty to her potential lover (1237–
1238). 
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evidence and the vagueness of the speaker’s language (ago hoc is practically 
meaningless without context) frustrate attempts to identify the nature of the saga’s 
work. Given the link between saga and conciliatrix described above, however, as well 
as the ubiquity of erotic plots in Roman comedy, it is likely that the speaker is involved 
in some amorous pursuit in which a saga would normally be hired to act as a liaison 
between the interested parties. 
Turning from the erotic dimension of the fragments to Nonius’ gloss itself 
reveals the second, religious dimension of the saga family. Nonius’ description of saga 
and his comparison with dogs recalls a similar explanation of the verb praesagio 
offered by Cicero. In a discussion of the authenticity of various modes of predicting 
the future, Cicero’s brother Quintus argues for the ability of the animus to foresee the 
future based on the evidence of common usage (Div. 1.65): 
 
neque enim illud uerbum temere consuetudo adprobauisset, si ea res 
nulla esset omnino: “praesagibat animus frustra me ire, cum exirem 
domo.” sagire enim sentire acute est; ex quo sagae anus, quia multa scire 
uolunt, et sagaces dicti canes. is igitur qui ante sagit quam oblata res est, 
dicitur praesagire, id est futura ante sentire.67 
 
For custom would not have heedlessly approved that word, if there 
were no reality behind it at all: “As I left home, my mind foresaw that I 
was leaving in vain.” For sagire means to perceive keenly; for which 
reason old women are called sagae, because they claim to know many 
things, and dogs are called sagaces. Therefore, one who perceives keenly 
                         
 
67 Quintus quotes Plautus’ Aul. 178. 
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before an event has occurred is said to foresee, that is to perceive 
beforehand things that are about to happen. 
 
The similarity of Nonius’ description to Cicero’s suggests a shared tradition, which 
likely also included the first-century CE grammarian Verrius Flaccus and his second-
century epitomizer Festus.68 In all of these writers the noun saga is linked to the 
concept of acute sense perception, made all the more vivid by the comparison to the 
keen senses of dogs. For sagae in particular, their keen perception manifests itself in 
their access to knowledge. Festus defines this knowledge as essentially religious, 
describing the saga as a specialist in purifications and an expert in rituals.69 
In Cicero, however, the saga’s religious knowledge meets with disdain. 
Responding to Quintus, Cicero denies the divinatory potential of dreams, deriding 
                         
 
68 Verrius Flaccus’ De uerborum significatu was epitomized by Sex. Pompeius Festus, 
whose work survives in two forms: a badly-damaged Renaissance manuscript and an 
eighth-century CE digest by Paul the Deacon. Very little of the relevant passage 
remains in the Festus manuscript, and so Paul is quoted here: “It is called praesagitio, 
because praesagire means to perceive keenly. For which reason old women who know 
many things are called sagae, and dogs who sense beforehand the lairs of beasts are 
called sagaces” (praesagitio dicta, quod praesagire est acute sentire. unde sagae dictae anus, 
quae multa sciunt, et sagaces canes, qui ferarum cubilia praesentiunt, Paul. Fest. 303 Lindsay 
= 255 Müller). 
69 “A priestess who was accustomed to perform expiations was called a piatrix, whom 
some used to call a saga.” (piatrix dicebatur sacerdos, quae expiare erat solita, quam alii 
sagam uocabant, Paul. Fest. 233 Lindsay = 211–212 Müller). “A woman skilled in rituals 
is also called saga” (saga quoque dicitur mulier perita sacrorum, Paul. Fest. 427 Lindsay = 
320 Müller). 
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those who believe that the gods wait for mortals to fall asleep only to frighten them 
with strange visions. He then asks his interlocutors, “Which is worthier of philosophy: 
to interpret dreams according to the superstitio of sagae or an explanation from 
nature?” (utrum philosophia dignius, sagarum superstitione ista interpretari an explicatione 
naturae, Div. 2.129). The collocation of the superstitio and saga families, which occurs 
here for the first time, makes clear not only that the saga’s knowledge is religious in 
nature but also that it belongs to that category of excessive religiosity of which Cicero 
and many of his contemporaries disapproved.70 Cicero expects the reader to reject 
superstitio as a vice in favor of the explanation drawn from natural principles. The 
reader is also, therefore, meant to reject the saga for her association with superstitio and 
opposition to philosophy.71  
Cicero’s identification of saga with anus (”old woman”) reveals further 
connections with superstitio that clarify the range of religious knowledge to which the 
saga apparently laid claim. Dream interpretation is maligned as “the superstitio of a 
feeble and old-womanly mind” (superstitionem imbecilli animi atque anilis, Div. 2.125). 
                         
 
70 After this, the superstitio family remains largely separate from the development of 
the concept of magic. It is not until Tacitus Annals that the two concepts are linked 
again, for which see chapter 3 (p. 190–191). 
71 Elsewhere, the belief in the ability of a divine purpose (numen deorum) to move and 
shape the world at will is to be defended not by “old-womanly superstitio” (dictis 
superstitiose atque aniliter) but by the sure reason of natural philosophy (physica 
constantique ratione, N.D. 3.92). 
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Clodius’ trespass on an exclusively female ritual of the Bona Dea is similarly blamed 
on his old-womanly superstition and feeble-mindedness (anili superstitione… mentis 
imbecillitas, Dom. 105). An “old-womanly superstitio” (superstitio anilis) is also 
associated with notions of fate (Div. 2.19), the proliferation of anthropomorphic deities 
(N.D. 2.70), and approving of religious practices without rational inquiry (Div. 1.7). 
Excessive displays of grief for the dead are likewise blamed on a “womanish” 
superstitio (muliebris, Tusc. 3.72).72  
The saga seems to be involved in many aspects of Roman religious life, 
including divination, purification, funerary customs, civic cult, and theology. But 
with each association Cicero is also at pains to invalidate the saga’s knowledge. The 
connection to superstitio brings with it the value judgments that attach to that word 
family and thus mark the saga’s religiosity as excessive and irrational. The particular 
focus on gender and age is also a marginalizing factor. Women already occupy an 
inferior position in Roman society, but elderly woman are incapable of producing 
children and are therefore considered useless.73 This fact is emphasized by the 
repeated mention of mental deficiency, which not only undercuts the saga’s claim to 
                         
 
72 On the generally derogatory nature of mulier and related words, see Santoro L’Hoir 
(1992: 29–46). 
73 On the negative connotations of anus and old women more generally, see Richlin 
(1984) and (1992: 105–116), Rosivach (1994), and Kalleres (2014: 223–229). 
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knowledge but also pointedly attacks the etymology of the word itself. A feeble-
minded saga is no saga at all. 
When the earlier fragments of Lucilius and Turpilius are again considered, the 
saga emerges as a female figure who possesses knowledge in two separate and distinct 
domains: the erotic and the religious. By the first century BCE, however, the saga 
family’s association with these two domains has taken on a decidedly negative 
connotation. Through the erotic, the saga is tied to sub-elite society and the 
disreputable realm of sex labor. In the religious sphere, the saga is tied to superstitio, a 
relatively new category of excessive religious behavior defined by a male, intellectual 
elite in order to marginalize rival sources of authority. The convergence of these 
characteristics—the associations with both erotic and religious matters, and the fact 
that those associations are potentially negative—will be central to the saga family’s 
role in the development of the Roman concept of magic. 
 
Deuotio 
The deuotio family contains only two forms, the verb deuoueo and the derived 
noun deuotio.74 To establish the semantic range of this word family, I will first discuss 
                         
 
74 The noun deuotio is relatively rare, perhaps because of its incompatibility with 
hexameter verse. (The stem forms a cretic.) A derived verb deuoto is attested once in 
Plautus (Cas. 388). The verb deuoueo itself is a compound of the prepositional prefix 
de- and the verb uoueo. The prefix has at its root a regional PIE term *dē “away from” 
74 
two well-known and much-studied passages that record the technical use of deuotio-
family words in a military context. These are the deuotio formulas attributed to P. 
Decius Mus (Liv. 8.9) and P. Cornelius Scipio Aemilianus (Macr. Sat. 3.9.10–11).75 
Particular focus will be placed on the self-sacrificial nature of the deuotio. I will also 
challenge assumptions that the deuotio is inherently deviant or magical by examining 
its connection to normative cult practice and to chthonic powers. Next, I will discuss 
the broader literary tradition to show how the deuotio family is used in non-military 
contexts. Finally, a scene from Plautus’ Casina reveals a very different use of deuotio-
family words—one that is key for the development of the Roman concept of magic.76 
                         
 
(Mallory & Adams 2006: 293). The verb uoueo derives from the root *wegwh- “speak 
solemnly,” which also produces Sanskrit vāghát “sacrificer, suppliant, institutor of a 
sacrifice” and is probably related to the verbal root *h₁eugwh-, source of Greek εὔχομαι 
“pray” (357). 
75 There are other examples of the performance of a deuotio in Latin literature that do 
not preserve the precise wording of the ritual. Livy reports that, during the sack of 
Rome by the Gauls, the old men of Rome “vowed themselves away” in order to save 
Rome (deuouisse eos se pro patria Quiritibusque Romanis, 5.41). Granius Licinianus, a 2nd 
century CE historian, reports that a certain Rutilius (identified as P. Rutilius Rufus, 
consul in 105 BCE) mentioned consuls and generals who also vowed themselves away 
(16 FRHist = Gran. Lic. 26.6). Macrobius records a list of towns and peoples who were 
also subject of deuotiones (Sat. 3.9.13). 
76 Graf (1997: 128–129) differentiates between the deuotio (or dirae, a “ritual curse or 
imprecation”), which is performed in public and protects against future events, and 
the defixio (represented by binding spells or curse tablets), which is performed 
privately and reacts to prior events. Dickie (2001: 17) connects both defigere and 
deuouere to the use of curse tablets; but where defigere is focused on binding the victim, 
deuouere refers to a prayer that consigns the victim to chthonic gods. 
75 
Before turning to the formulas themselves, it is first necessary to give a brief 
account of the sources.77 Livy, writing in the late first century BCE, records a deuotio 
formula that he claims was spoken by P. Decius Mus, who was consul in 340 BCE 
when he led an army against the Latins in Campania and died in battle. Macrobius, 
writing in the early fifth century CE, records neither the speaker nor the context of the 
formula he reports, but fortunately he does cite his source. He says that he found the 
formula “in the fifth book of the Res reconditae of Sammonicus Serenus, who in turn 
found it in a very ancient book by a certain Furius” (Macr. Sat. 3.9.6). Sammonicus 
Serenus is an author of the Severan period (fl. c. 200 CE) cited frequently by 
Macrobius, and most scholars identify Furius with L. Furius Philus, consul in 136 BCE 
and friend of P. Cornelius Scipio Aemilianus.78 If this attribution is correct, then it is 
                         
 
77 The authenticity of both formulas has been questioned. Skutsch (1968: 54–68; 1985: 
353–357) rejects Livy’s formula completely, considering it a learned imitation. Rawson 
(1973) offers the most complete analysis of the Macrobian formula. Although she finds 
that the arguments in favor of the formula’s authenticity are strong, and that there is 
nothing in the formula itself that would preclude a 2nd century BCE provenance, she 
ultimately suspends judgment. Versnel (1976) argues that the Macrobian formula 
(what he calls the deuotio hostium) is the older and that the Livian formula (deuotio 
ducis) is a later development. Versnel, however, acknowledges that both passages may 
be later reconstructions from sources that were extant in the author’s day. The 
language of the formulas has certainly been updated, but in the absence of scholarly 
consensus or more conclusive evidence, I see no reason to reject the formulas as 
whole-cloth inventions. 
78 For this identification, see Versnel (1976: 381 n. 36). 
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likely that Macrobius’ deuotio formula was spoken by Scipio himself during the siege 
of Carthage in 146 BCE at the end of the Third Punic War. 
Now the formulas themselves can be examined. First, the formula reported by 
Livy as spoken by P. Decius Mus just before his death in 340 BCE (8.9):79 
 
Iane, Iuppiter, Mars pater, Quirine, Bellona, Lares, Diui Nouensiles, Di 
Indigetes, Diui, quorum est potestas nostrorum hostiumque, Dique 
Manes, uos precor ueneror, ueniam peto oroque, uti populo Romano 
Quiritium uim uictoriam prosperetis hostesque populi Romani 
Quiritium terrore formidine morteque adficiatis. sicut uerbis 
nuncupaui, ita pro re publica populi Romani Quiritium, exercitu, 
legionibus, auxiliis populi Romani Quiritium, legiones auxiliaque 
hostium mecum Deis Manibus Tellurique deuoueo. 
 
Janus, Jupiter, Father Mars, Quirinus, Bellona, Lares, Divi Novensiles, 
Di Indigetes, gods who have power over our men and the enemy, and 
Divine Spirits of the Dead, I pray and beseech you, I seek and beg your 
favor, that you cause violence and victory to be favorable for the Roman 
people of Quirites and that you afflict the enemies of the Roman people 
of Quirites with fear, dread, and death. Just as I have proclaimed in 
words, so I vow away the legions and auxiliaries of the enemy along 
with myself for the republic of the Roman people of Quirites, their army, 
legions, and auxiliaries to the Divine Spirits of the Dead and to Tellus.80 
 
And the formula reported by Macrobius as spoken by P. Cornelius Scipio Aemilianus 
in 146 BCE (Sat. 3.9.10–11): 
 
                         
 
79 For a detailed discussion of this passage, see Oakley (1998, 477– 493). 
80 For ease of reading, I translate the verb deuoueo with the deliberately neutral and 
vague “vow away.” 
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Dis pater Veiouis Manes, siue quo alio nomine fas est nominare, ut 
omnes illam urbem Carthaginem exercitumque, quem ego me sentio 
dicere, fuga formidine terroreque compleatis, quique aduersum 
legiones exercitumque nostrum arma telaque ferent, uti uos eum 
exercitum eos hostes eosque homines urbes agrosque eorum et qui in 
his locis regionibusque agris urbibusue habitant, abducatis, lumine 
supero priuetis exercitumque hostium urbes agrosque eorum, quos me 
sentio dicere, uti uos eas urbes agrosque capita aetatesque eorum 
deuotas consecratasque habeatis illis legibus, quibus quandoque sunt 
maxime hostes deuoti. eosque ego uicarios pro me fide magistratuque 
meo pro populo Romano exercitibus legionibusque nostris do deuoueo, 
ut me meamque fidem imperiumque legiones exercitumque nostrum, 
qui in his rebus gerundis sunt, bene saluos siritis esse. si haec ita faxitis, 
ut ego sciam sentiam intelligamque, tunc quisquis hoc uotum faxit, ubi 
faxit, recte factum esto ouibus atris tribus. <te> Tellus mater teque 
Iuppiter obtestor. 
 
Father Dis, Veiovis, Spirits of the Dead, or with whatever other name it 
is right to name you, may you all fill with flight, dread, and fear that city 
of Carthage, its army (the one that I know that I refer to) and those who 
will bear weapons and arms against our legions and army. May you 
lead away that army, those enemies and those people, their cities and 
fields, and those who live in these places and regions, in the fields or 
cities. May you deprive the enemies’ army and their cities and fields (the 
ones that I know that I refer to) from the light above. May you consider 
those cities and fields, their lives and generations vowed away and 
consecrated by those laws with which at any time enemies are especially 
vowed away. I give and vow them away as substitutes in place of 
myself, my honor, and my magistracy and in place of the Roman people, 
our armies, and legions. May you permit me and my honor and our 
command, legions, and army which are involved in these matters to be 
well and safe. If you accomplish these things in such a way that I know, 
perceive, and understand, then whoever will fulfill this vow, wherever 
he will fulfill it, let it be fulfilled properly with a sacrifice of three black 
sheep. I call to witness you, mother Terra, and you, Jupiter. 
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Much attention has been paid to the element of self-sacrifice in these two formulas.81 
In Livy’s deuotio formula, the speaker offers the enemy to the gods along with himself 
in exchange for Rome’s safety (legiones auxiliaque hostium mecum… deuoueo). In 
Macrobius’ formula, however, the speaker includes himself among those who are to 
be saved (eosque ego uicarios pro me… deuoueo). That is, in one formula the speaker vows 
that he will die, in the other he vows so that he will live. History bears out the 
difference: Scipio Aemilianus returns to Rome after the destruction of Carthage, 
whereas the death of Decius Mus is an important touchstone of Roman selfless virtue. 
Such variation, however, is a permissible and indeed necessary aspect of ritual 
performance. Rituals must conform to certain structures established by tradition, but 
they must also adapt to the particular circumstances of each use.82 Formulas must 
therefore be at once conservative and adaptable. Conservatism, in the case of deuotio 
(and indeed many other Roman rituals), is provided by the pontiffs, who had 
exclusive access to a long tradition of written records that included spoken ritual 
                         
 
81 It is the basis of Versnel’s (1976) distinction between the deuotio hostium of Macrobius 
and the self-sacrificial deuotio ducis preserved by Livy. For an even more extensive 
investigation of the implications of self-sacrifice and the deuotio, see Versnel (1981b). 
82 On the mechanisms of both continuity and change in Roman religion, see North 
(1976). 
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formulas.83 So Decius calls upon the pontiff M. Valerius to recite the words of the 
deuotio formula to him so that he may repeat them accurately (praei uerba quibus me pro 
legibus deuoueam, 8.9). When Decius’ son of the same name decided to follow in his 
father’s footsteps, he also called upon a pontiff, M. Livius, to perform the same 
function (praeire iussit uerba quibus se… deuoueret, 10.28).84 The assumption that 
pontiffs are present with armies on the march underscores the need for and the 
importance of maintaining ritual accuracy. 
But there is also ample evidence for variation in the performance of a deuotio. 
Following the death of the elder Decius, Livy digresses to describe certain provisions 
and technicalities related to the deuotio (8.10):85 
 
illud adiciendum uidetur licere consuli dictatorique et praetori, cum 
legiones hostium deuoueat, non utique se sed quem uelit ex legione 
Romana scripta ciuem deuouere; si is homo qui deuotus est moritur, 
probe factum uideri; ni moritur, tum signum septem pedes altum aut 
maius in terram defodi et piaculum caedi; ubi illud signum defossum 
erit, eo magistratum Romanum escendere fas non esse. sin autem sese 
deuouere uolet, sicuti Decius deuouit, ni moritur, neque suum neque 
publicum diuinum pure faciet, siue hostia siue quo alio uolet. 
 
                         
 
83 On the importance of writing to Roman religion in general, see Gordon (1990: 184–
191), Beard (1991), Rüpke (2004), Scheid (2006), and most recently MacRae (2016). 
84 During the Gallic sack of Rome, the pontifex maximus M. Folius was likewise 
responsible for reciting the formula to the Roman elders (M. Folio pontifice maximo 
praefante carmen, Liv. 5.41). 
85 On this passage, see Oakley (1998: 500–504). 
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It seems fitting to add that a consul, dictator, and praetor—when he 
vows away the enemy legions—may vow away not necessarily himself 
but any citizen he wishes from a registered Roman legion. If the man 
who is vowed away dies, the vow is considered properly fulfilled. If he 
doesn’t die, then a likeness is buried in the earth seven feet deep or more 
and an expiatory sacrifice is performed. Where the statue has been 
buried, a Roman magistrate is forbidden to go. If, however, he chooses 
to vow himself away (as Decius did) but doesn’t die, both public and 
private sacrifices performed by him will be impure, whether with an 
animal victim or otherwise. 
 
From these stipulations it is clear that the standard model of a deuotio includes the 
death of a magistrate.86 But war is an uncertain business, and battlefields are 
unpredictable. And so, in practice, the Romans acknowledged and made provision 
for a range of potential outcomes, including those in which neither the magistrate nor 
his appointed proxy dies. In such a case, it seems that a symbolic death—the burial of 
a statue or likeness, accompanied by animal sacrifice—was sufficient to fulfill any 
obligation to the gods. Self-sacrifice, therefore, may have been the expected or normal 
outcome of a deuotio, but it was by no means the only outcome or even a necessary 
one. 
Furthermore, a formula can be modified even in the midst of its performance 
and in spite of the pontifical imperative to ritual consistency. The son of P. Decius 
                         
 
86 Specifically, a magistrate holding imperium: Macrobius introduces his formula with 
a similar stipulation: "only dictators and commanders can vow away with the 
following words" (dictatores imperatoresque soli possunt deuouere his uerbis, Sat. 3.9.9). 
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Mus did just this when, as consul in 295 BCE, he led an army against a joint force of 
Gauls and Samnites and emulated his father by also performing a deuotio (10.28):87 
 
“quid ultra moror” inquit “familiare fatum? datum hoc nostro generi est 
ut luendis periculis publicis piacula simus. iam ego mecum hostium 
legiones mactandas Telluri ac Dis Manibus dabo.” haec locutus M. 
Liuium pontificem, quem descendens in aciem digredi uetuerat ab se, 
praeire iussit uerba quibus se legionesque hostium pro exercitu populi 
Romani Quiritium deuoueret. deuotus inde eadem precatione 
eodemque habitu quo pater P. Decius ad Veserim bello Latino se 
iusserat deuoueri, cum secundum sollemnes precationes adiecisset prae 
se agere sese formidinem ac fugam caedemque ac cruorem, caelestium 
inferorum iras, contacturum funebribus diris signa tela arma hostium, 
locumque eundem suae pestis ac Gallorum ac Samnitium fore. 
 
He said, “why delay my family’s destiny any longer? It has been given 
to my family that we be expiatory sacrifices to avert dangers to the state. 
Now I will give to Tellus and the Divine Spirits of the Dead the legions 
of the enemy along with myself to be sacrificed.” He spoke these words 
and ordered the pontiff Marcus Livius (whom he had forbidden to go 
far from him as he marched into battle) to recite the words with which 
he could vow away himself and the legions of the enemy in exchange 
for the army of the Roman people of the Quirites. And he vowed himself 
away with the same prayer and in the same garb as his father P. Decius 
had ordered himself to be vowed away at Veseris in the Latin War. Then 
after the customary prayers he added: that he drove before him fear and 
flight, slaughter and blood, and the wrath of the gods above and below; 
that he would infect the enemy standards, weapons, and armor with 
deadly portents; and that the place of his death and the death of the 
Gauls and Samnites would be one and the same. 
 
                         
 
87 For a detailed discussion of this passage, including extensive comparisons to the 
earlier formula, see Oakley (2005: 276–281, 290–291, 320–321). 
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Livy does not record a separate formula for this second deuotio; he simply says that 
the younger Decius performed the same ritual (eadem precatione eodemque habitu) as his 
father. Such continuity is assured by the presence of the pontiff, M. Livius, who would 
have had access to the same formula recited by M. Valerius nearly fifty years ago. But 
the younger Decius changes the formula in the act of performing it. He appends his 
own words after he has finished reciting the traditional formula prescribed by the 
pontiff (secundum sollemnes precationes adiecisset). But his additions are not mere 
random utterances; despite being reported indirectly, they show all the hallmarks of 
Latin ritual language.88 The younger Decius changes the formula while at the same 
time remaining within the bounds of established ritual form and structure. He thus 
creates a new deuotio formula, one that both adheres to tradition and suits his 
particular needs. 
By acknowledging the effect of both continuity and change, the apparent 
discrepancy between the formulas of Livy (aliquem mecum pro aliquo deuoueo) and 
                         
 
88 Note the alliterative doublets formidinem ac fugam (cf. Macrobius’ fuga formidine) and 
caedem ac cruorem; the asyndeton in caelestium inferorum and signa tela arma; and the 
contractual precision of specifying which gods’ wrath is invoked (caelestium inferorum 
iras), what enemy implements are to be afflicted (signa tela arma hostium), and which 
enemies are the target of the destruction (ac Gallorum ac Samnitium). Also note the 
continuation of the alliteration into subsequent phrases: formidinem ac fugam caedemque 
ac cruorem, caelestium inferiorum iras, contacturum funebribus. On the structural and 
stylistic elements of prayer, see e.g., Graf (1991) and Hickson-Hahn (2007). 
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Macrobius (aliquem pro me et aliquo deuoueo) can be resolved. Self-sacrifice, present in 
Livy’s formula but absent in Macrobius’, is not a necessary aspect of deuotio but a 
potential one. It is a choice governed by a set of legalistic regulations and undertaken 
only when deemed appropriate for present circumstances. Scipio and Decius (and 
later his son) found themselves in very different situations: one triumphantly 
awaiting the imminent collapse of a besieged city, the other desperate to prevent the 
flight of his troops. That two such disparate situations would make use of identical 
formulas is very unlikely. Instead, each performance was a unique utterance 
structured around a formulaic core: aliquem pro aliquo deuoueo. The terms surrounding 
this core—including whether or not the speaker was among the offerings—were 
subject to change. 
Having dealt with the issue of self-sacrifice, we may now turn to the 
relationship between deuotio and other aspects of Roman religious behavior. The later 
associations of deuotio have led some to assume that there is something inherently 
deviant or magical about the ritual, but as I will show, the formulas as we have them 
are both explicitly and implicitly linked to many other normative ritual practices.89 By 
                         
 
89 For later associations of deuotio with hostility and cursing, see chapter 2 (pp. 127–
132) and chapter 3 (pp. 192–194). Livy himself asserts that he chose to record the 
minutiae of the deuotio formula despite the current preference for the “foreign and 
strange to the ancient and traditional,” (noua peregrinaque omnia priscis ac patriis 
praeferendo, 8.11) implying that the deuotio belongs to the second category. 
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far the most important of these associations is with votive practice. As many have 
noted, all of the requisite parts of a vow are present: the two parties to the bargain 
(one the speaker, the other generally one or more of the gods); the request, expressed 
conditionally or as a purpose; and the offering promised upon receipt.90 Indeed, in 
Macrobius the whole procedure is described as “this vow” (hoc uotum, 3.9.11). This 
slippage from deuoueo to uoueo implies that the words are effectively synonymous and 
describe rituals that are, if not identical, at least similar. 
Both authors refer to deuotio as a carmen, the standard technical term for a 
prayer or religious formula. Livy, furthermore, describes the spoken formula as a 
prayer.91 The elder Decius’ recitation of the deuotio formula is summed up in the 
phrase “having made these prayers” (haec precatus, 8.9) and the younger Decius’ 
performance is described as “the same prayer” (eadem precatione) and “the customary 
prayers” (sollemnes precationes, 10.28). Furthermore, the formulas themselves reflect 
the style and language of Roman prayer: invocation, contractual precision, repetition 
and doublets, alliteration, asyndeton, and so forth.92 
                         
 
90 On vows, see Versnel (1976), Pleket (1981), van Straten (1981), and Hickson-Hahn 
(2007). 
91 On the use of prayer language in Livy, including references to this specific passage, 
see Hickson-Hahn (1993: passim). 
92 For these elements, see e.g., Graf (1991) and Hickson-Hahn (2007). 
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The language of expiation and purification is also used to describe the self-
sacrifice of both Decii: the elder (piaculum, 8.9) and his son (ut luendis periculis publicis 
piacula simus, 10.28).93 The latter describes his own deuotio with the verb macto, used as 
early as Cato (Agr. 134.2) to describe sacrificial offerings. And finally, Macrobius’ 
formula links deuotio with consecratio, a type of dedication to the gods.94 But the precise 
relationship between deuotio and these other practices is not the point here. Any 
positive association at all serves to show that deuotio was not distinct from normative 
ritual practice.95 
                         
 
93 Livy relates that the deuotio of the elder Decius served to concentrate all of the divine 
wrath against the Romans into a single person (omnes minas periculaque ab deis superis 
inferisque in se unum uertit, 8.10) and then to transfer that wrath to the enemy (piaculum 
omnis deorum irae qui pestem ab suis auersam in hostes ferret, 8.9). Similar purificatory 
language occurs in the stipulation that an expitaory sacrifice must be offered if the 
commander’s chosen proxy survives. See Thome (1992: 85–87) on deuotio with 
reference to expiation and ideas of communal guilt. 
94 On consecratio in general, see Koep (1957). For consecratio as it relates to deuotio, see 
Versnel (1976) who defines the Livian formula as a self-consecratio. Against this view, 
see Janssen (1981: 358 and n. 9) who argues that a self-consecratio is impossible 
95 Elsewhere, deuotio-family words describe objects or living thing ritually transferred 
to the gods. Cicero describes Clodius as a sacrificial victim that seems to have been 
“chosen and vowed away” by Milo (deuota et constituta ista hostia esse uidetur, Har. 6). 
So also the special ritual preparations of Catiline’s dagger: “which was certainly 
initiated and vowed away by you in some rites” (quae quidem quibus abs te initiata sacris 
ac deuota sit nescio, 1.16). The pairing of deuoueo first with animal sacrifice and then 
with initiation reinforces the sense that it exists within the same conceptual space as 
normative ritual practice. 
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Non-verbal aspects of the deuotio procedure also merit attention. The 
significance of the pontiff’s presence for the spoken formula has already been 
discussed, but he was also responsible for ensuring that the speaker’s dress and 
actions were ritually appropriate. In the case of the elder Decius’ deuotio, the pontiff 
M. Valerius ordered Decius to put on the toga praetexta, one of the emblems of his 
consulship, but to keep his head covered (uelato capite) in a manner common to Roman 
ritual. Peculiar to deuotio, however, is the fact that the formula must be recited while 
standing on a spear and touching the chin with a hand covered by the toga (8.9).96 
Macrobius records other gestures, namely touching the ground when Tellus is 
mentioned and raising hands to the sky for Jupiter (3.9.12).97 Once again, the point is 
not which gestures were performed but that their performance was overseen by the 
pontiffs, who were the most prestigious of Rome’s priesthoods and responsible for 
maintaining ritual consistency. A ritual performed under their purview could not 
have been anything other than normative. 
                         
 
96 The spear itself was evidently important, as an expiatory sacrifice was necessary if 
it fell into enemy hands (telo, super quod stans consul precatus est, hostem potiri fas non 
est; si potiatur, Marti suouetaurilibus piaculum fieri, 8.10). 
97 Macrobius also says that he should “touch his chest with his hands when he says 
that the vow is received” (cum uotum recipere dicit, manibus pectus tangit, 3.9.12) despite 
the fact that no such phrase occurs in the formula itself. 
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The final aspect of the deuotio to be examined is its connection with the 
underworld and with chthonic forces more generally. Many scholars have understood 
this chthonic association to be a fundamental part of the deuotio.98 Such interpretations 
are generally based on two points: the gods mentioned in the formulas and the 
meaning of the de- prefix in the word itself. Yet, as I will show, neither of these points 
is uncontested. Furthermore, identifying a ritual as chthonic does not necessarily 
mean that it is aberrant or illicit. Chthonic ritual is a regular element of normative 
Roman religious activity.  
In order to base an argument on the gods invoked during a deuotio, we must 
once again deal with the differences between the two formulas. The Livian formula 
begins with an extensive invocation that follows the standard structure of Latin 
prayers. It begins, appropriately, with Janus, then proceeds through the archaic 
Capitoline triad (Jupiter, Mars, and Quirinus) and the war goddess Bellona, and 
finally concludes with several groups of divinities (Lares, Divi Novensiles, Di 
Indigetes, Di Manes).99 Livy’s formula ends with an offering made to Tellus and the 
Di Manes. By contrast, Macrobius’ formula names very few gods, beginning with only 
                         
 
98 See, e.g., Versnel (1976: 357), Beard, North, & Price (1998: 35), Dickie (2001: 17), and 
Dyck (2004: 306). 
99 On the inclusion of the Lares in this passage, see Flower (2017: 24–25). Oakley (1998: 
490) suggests that these may be the Lares praestites, for which see Flower (2017: 108–
111). The identity of the Novensiles and Indigetes remains uncertain. 
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three—Dis Pater, the Di Manes, and Veiovis—and concluding with Tellus and Jupiter. 
Thus, the formulas have only three divinities in common (Tellus, Jupiter, and the Di 
Manes) and only one of these appears in both formulas in the same context: the Di 
Manes, as recipients of the vow.100 
Rituals directed toward the Di Manes, however, did not operate outside the 
bounds of normative Roman practice. The public procession and burial of the dead, 
the ubiquity of funerary monuments dedicated Dis Manibus, and the regular cult 
offered to deceased ancestors would have been a regular occurrence for many 
Romans. At least two annual public festivals were explicitly focused on the Di Manes: 
the Parentalia (which included the Feralia, when offerings were made at the tombs of 
ancestors) and the Lemuria. And the mundus, a subterranean vault in the center of 
Rome, was believed by some to be an opening to the underworld through which the 
Di Manes could pass.101 Many more examples could be given, but these few are 
enough to demonstrate that ritual directed toward the spirits of the dead was a regular 
part religious life in Rome. That the deuotio is directed toward these same spirits, 
therefore, does not mark it as deviant or magical. 
                         
 
100 Although Jupiter and Tellus are mentioned in both formulas, they perform different 
roles. In Livy’s formula, they are both recipients of the vow, but in Macrobius’, they 
are merely called on as witnesses to the vow. 
101 On burial practices and the cult of the dead, see especially Toynbee (1971). 
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The other aspect of deuotio that has been used as evidence for its chthonic 
nature is the prepositional prefix de-. It has often been assumed that this prefix means 
“down” and that deuotio consequently describes a vow made in a downward direction 
toward the gods below. But this interpretation relies at least in part on the notion that 
deuotio is directed specifically to chthonic deities. As shown above, the Di Manes are 
the only divine recipients that the two formulas hold in common, and even their 
position below the earth is not wholly unassailable.102 It is also not at all clear from the 
formulas themselves that de- is meant to be understood as meaning “down.” As 
discussed above, the use of the unprefixed uotum to describe the result of a deuotio 
implies that the prefix is not crucial to the meaning. And the close association of 
deuotio with consecratio, whose prefix is intensive rather than directional, casts further 
doubt on the certainty of interpreting de- as “down.” De- can in fact also be used as an 
intensive prefix, as in debello “to fight to completion” or defatigo “to completely tire 
out.” It is possible that deuoueo could be an intensive form of uoueo, “to vow 
                         
 
102 See Janssen (1981: 359–360), who argues that an underground dwelling for the 
Manes is a Greek idea, one that is not present in Latin until the Augustan poets and 
therefore urges caution when reading a later development back onto earlier periods 
in Roman religious thought. The location primarily associated with the Manes, 
according to Janssen, is the graveyard, which is not below the houses of the living but 
adjacent to them. 
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completely,” that stresses the extent to which the offering is transferred to the divine 
sphere rather than the direction in which it travels. 
Another interpretation is offered by Janssen (1981), who compares deuoueo with 
other de- compounds, especially deprecor and detestor, which he says approach the 
same semantic category. After a careful study of several examples, he concludes that 
the prefix de- in both deprecor and detestor implies an adversarial context, in which the 
person performing the action attempts to counter the action of an opponent. So, in the 
case of deprecor, the deprecans averts the prayer of an opponent with his own prayer. 
A similar meaning can be found for detestor, substituting invocations of the gods as 
witnesses for prayers. On this understanding, the prefix de- modifies the meaning of 
the base verb, creating a new compound verb with the sense “to counter or negate x 
with one’s own x.” The meaning of deuoueo would therefore be “to counter a vow with 
one’s own vow.” 
The very notion of a single, correct, and original meaning for the prefix de- in 
deuotio is probably misguided. Absent of context, de- can signify a number of 
meanings: that the prefixed verbal action involves general separation, motion 
downward, opposition to another action, and special emphasis or thoroughness. 
Although the meaning of de- with particular verbs can become fixed through 
continuous use, the several potential meanings of the prefix would nevertheless 
remain accessible to both author and audience, who could reinterpret its significance 
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according to their own understanding. The fact that arguments can be made for 
reading de- both as “thoroughly” and as “against” should cast doubt on any apparent 
certainty that it means “down.” But even if de- were somehow shown unequivocally 
to mean “down,” this directionality does not automatically mark out the ritual as 
deviant. Thus, we once again see that deuotio remains consonant with normative ritual 
behavior. 
The deuotio family, however, is not confined only to those authors who preserve 
ritual formulas; it is found throughout the Latin literary tradition. Unsurprisingly, 
perhaps, the self-sacrifice of the Decii is a subject taken up by many authors.103 One of 
the earliest is the playwright Lucius Accius (c. 140 BCE), who is said to have written 
a fabula praetexta, a historical drama on a Roman subject, titled Decius, of which a 
fragment survives: “And by my father’s example I will dedicate myself and vow away 
my life to the enemy.”104 The mention of the father’s example clearly identifies the 
                         
 
103 In addition to the passages discussed here, the Decii appear in Vergil’s Aeneid 
among the souls of the future Romans described by Anchises to Aeneas (6.824). 
104 patrio exemplo et me dicabo atque animam deuoro hostibus. (Acc. praet. 14 Warmington 
= Non. 98.10) The fragment is somewhat problematic, as Nonius misidentifies the 
form deuoro as coming from deuorare, which he glosses as absumere, eripere. However, 
Warmington (1967: 558 n. a) the editor of the Loeb collection of fragmentary poets, is 
surely right when he says: "we must assume that Nonius mistakes deuōro (=deuouero 
from deuoueo) for deuŏro or for the present tense of a verb deuōro, which does not exist." 
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speaker as the younger Decius. That he should become the subject of an entire play is 
a testament to the popularity and expressive potential of his story.  
Indeed, the Decii are regularly taken up as models of familial loyalty and 
selfless dedication to the state. Cicero makes liberal use of them in his oratorical and 
philosophical works.105 He even co-opts the imagery of self-sacrifice to describe the 
circumstances of his exile.106 It has been argued that the theater—and, one imagines, 
the fabula praetexta in particular, given its focus on topics from Rome’s past—operated 
as a public venue for the presentation and preservation of history, particularly for the 
largely illiterate population.107 The heroic acts of the Decii—and therefore the tradition 
                         
 
105 One or both of the Decii are employed as representative of whichever virtue(s) 
serves the rhetorical need of the moment. Decius the younger is the model of a son 
who follows in his illustrious father’s footsteps (Rab. Post. 2). Decius the elder is the 
exemplar of a man who acts honorably with no thought for his own desires or 
advantage (Fin. 2.61). Elsewhere the same Decius’ selfless nobility inspires others to 
realize that such nobility is worth pursuing for its own sake (Sen. 2.43). The self-
sacrifice of the Decii is even used to explore whether the gods are truly just (N.D. 3.15). 
106 His speech before the people begins: “That which I asked of Jupiter Optimus 
Maximus and the other immortal gods, citizens, at that time when I vowed myself 
and my fortunes away in exchange for your safety, peace, and harmony…” (quod 
precatus a Ioue Optimo Maximo ceterisque dis immortalibus sum, Quirites, eo tempore, cum 
me fortunasque meas pro uestra incolumitate, otio, concordiaque deuoui, Cic. Red. pop. 1). All 
of the elements of the ritual formula are present: the invocation of specific deities and 
gods more generally, a list of offerings, a list of requests (which appear after the 
passage quoted above), and a statement of the ritual performed. Elsewhere meum 
caput (“my life” or perhaps less literally “my civic life”) is what was vowed away 
(Dom. 145). On Cicero’s appropriation of the language of the deuotio see Dyck (2004). 
107 For which see Wiseman (1998). 
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of the deuotio—thus permeated Roman society, from Cicero’s presumably limited 
audience of highly educated readers to the illiterate masses who attended theatrical 
shows. 
A metaphorical or figurative use of deuotio-family words also exists, with the 
less-ritually-charged sense of “give wholly to.”108 For example, a centurion, after being 
relieved of his debt, offers the rest of his life to his benefactor (illi deuouere corporis 
uitaeque ac sanguinis quod supersit, Liv. 6.14). Similarly, when an Iberian chieftain begs 
Scipio for clemency, he promises to give himself and his people to the general (uni 
debitam uitam pro eo in perpetuum deuoueant, Liv. 28.34). A life is, in some sense, still the 
object of the deuotio, but the recipient has changed. Rather than offer themselves to the 
gods, the centurion and the chieftain give themselves to another person. They 
effectively create the same contractual relationship as the more formal, military 
deuotio—a life is surrendered in exchange for a desired outcome (tax relief, mercy)—
but the life is offered in service rather than in immediate death. 
Such metaphorical and figurative uses of the deuotio family continue into the 
Augustan period. But one of the earliest uses of a deuotio-family word is also the most 
                         
 
108 A fragment of Ennius may be very early evidence of this use: “Remus vows himself 
away to the auspices and he alone observes a favorable bird” (Remus auspicio se deuouet 
atque secundam | solus auem seruat, Ann. 1.98–99 = Cic. Div. 1.107). But Linderski (1989) 
argues for reading sedet. 
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significant for the development of a Roman concept of magic. In Plautus’ Casina, 
Lysidamus and his wife Cleostrata cast lots to determine which of their slaves 
(Olympio and Chalinus, respectively) will be allowed to marry the beautiful new 
slave girl Casina. As they prepare to draw the lot from an urn, Olympio interrupts the 
proceedings (386–388): 
 
Lys. eugae! caue. conicite sortis nunciam ambo huc. eccere! 
 uxor, aequa. Oly.  noli uxori credere. Lys. habe animum bonum. 
Oly. credo hercle hodie deuotabit sortis si attigerit. Lys.  tace. 
 
Lys. Go on, then. Toss the lots in here now, the both of you. You! Wife! 
Make sure that it’s fair. 
Oly. Don’t trust your wife! 
Lys. Be brave! 
Oly. Dammit, I really do think she’s going to vow away the lots if she 
touches them! 
Lys. Shut up! 
 
It is not immediately clear how the verb deuoto (found only here) is being used in this 
passage. Olympio’s worry is obviously that Cleostrata’s touch will have a negative 
effect on the lots, but how? For Janssen (1981), this Plautine passage is a key example 
of the antagonism implicit in some uses of the de- prefix. Olympio fears that Cleostrata 
will perform a vow that will act against the vow that he and Lysidamus have 
presumably made to ensure their own success. The use of deuoto is therefore 
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appropriate to Plautus’ adversarial scene and also heightens the effect by drawing on 
the word’s military connotations.109 
But what to make of Olympio’s fixation on Cleostrata’s touch? Feldherr (1998: 
82–92) stresses the importance of contact throughout the deuotio procedure, both while 
reciting the formula (the consul must touch his own chin and the spear on which he 
stands) and in the act of charging the enemy army, to which the wrath of the gods 
was physically transferred.110 Feldherr concludes that it is by touch that the ill will of 
the gods towards the Romans is first concentrated solely on Decius and then later 
transferred to the enemy army. The importance of physical contact for proper 
execution of a deuotio would thus explain Olympio’s anxiety. Cleostrata’s deuotio can 
only be successful if she touches (si attigerit) the objects of her vow. 
Thus, the physical and adversarial elements of the historical deuotio remain, but 
the positive, civic associations are decidedly absent. And the change in meaning is 
                         
 
109 Plautus uses hostile, military language elsewhere to set the scene for the 
confrontation between Lysidamus and Cleostrata. Lysidamus explains the need to 
draw lots as a need “to fight with different swords” (uorsis gladiis depugnarier, 344). As 
his wife appears, he tells Olympio that they soon “will fight a pitched battle” (collatis 
signis depugnabimus, 352) and suggests that they “advance the standards a bit closer” 
(quid si proprius attollamus signa, 357) 
110 Decius the elder “diverted solely onto himself all the threats and danger from the 
gods both above and below” (omnes minas periculaque ab deis superis inferisque in se 
unum uertit, Liv. 8.10) and, by charging into the midst of the enemy, “brought upon 
the enemy the destruction averted from the Romans” (qui pestem ab suis auersam in 
hostes ferret, Liv. 8.9) 
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accompanied by a change in context. Rather than the battlefield or forum, Plautus 
locates his audience on the city streets in the midst of the everyday personal problems 
of a married couple. Yet in order for Olympio’s comment to make sense, the audience 
must be aware of the deuotio tradition—perhaps in part through theatrical 
representations like Accius’—and adapt that meaning to this new setting, particularly 
in light of its new negative connotation. This may suggest a popular use of the deuotio 
family that is otherwise unrepresented by the extant literature of Roman elites. It is in 
the everyday context of interpersonal conflict that the deuotio family becomes an 
integral part of the development of the Roman concept of magic. 
 
Magus 
The magus family may seem to be to be the first place to look for the origins of 
a Roman concept of magic, but in fact all words in this family are ultimately derived 
from Greek.111 What is more, the word family is a comparatively late addition to the 
                         
 
111 The Latin noun magus is simply a transliteration of Greek μάγος, while the adjective 
magicus, -a, -um is either similarly taken from the Greek μαγικός, -ή, -όν or is a Latin 
adjective formed from magus. The rare adjective magus, -a, -um (Ov. Am. 1.8.5; Med. 
36) has no parallel in Greek. The Greek μάγος is itself a loanword from Old Persian 
maguš. It may ultimately be derived from the PIE verbal root *mogh- “be able,” though 
this is uncertain (Mallory & Adams 2006: 369). For the sense and use of the Greek 
μάγος see especially Nock (1972: 308–324), Bremmer (1999), Graf (2001), and Rives 
(2009). 
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Latin language: the earliest attested examples date to the mid-first century BCE, later 
than any of the other word families studied thus far. I will first examine these sources 
in order to show the rather narrow semantic range of the magus family, which refers 
exclusively to a caste of Persian priests.112 Then I will show how the magus family 
becomes involved in both positive and negative stereotypes of foreignness that 
eventually contribute to the development of the Roman concept of magic.113 
Most of the examples of the use of the magus family from this period are found 
in the philosophical works of Cicero. His representation of the magi is consistent, and 
so one passage may be taken as representative of the rest (Div. 1.46): 
 
quid ego, quae magi Cyro illi principi interpretati sint, ex Dinonis 
Persicis proferam? nam cum dormienti ei sol ad pedes uisus esset, ter 
eum scribit frustra adpetuisse manibus, cum se conuoluens sol 
elaberetur et abiret; ei magos dixisse, quod genus sapientium et 
                         
 
112 On the historical magi as priests see de Jong (1997: 387–403) and Boyce (1982: 19–21, 
66–67). 
113 Graf (1997: 36–41) argues that magus-family words do not signify “magic,” until at 
least the Augustan period. He identifies a shift in meaning in Pliny the Elder, where 
magia is associated with medicine and astrology (49–56). Dickie (2001: 14) claims that 
it is impossible to separate the activities of the magus from the ueneficus, though the 
latter also encompasses poisoners. Stratton (2007: 32–33) says that magus began as a 
specialized term but had absorbed other connotations by the end of the 1st century 
BCE. The dual meaning of magus is highlighted in Apuleius’ Apologia, for which, see 
chapter 3 (pp. 208–212). The most complete survey of the magus family is Rives (2010), 
who shows that, up until the middle of the 1st century CE, the noun magus was used 
predominantly in prose texts (where it retained its specialized meaning), while the 
adjective magicus was used in poetry (where it took on much more fantastical 
connotations). 
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doctorum habebantur in Persis, ex triplici adpetitione solis triginta 
annos Cyrum regnaturum esse portendi. 
 
Why should I recite from Dinon’s Persica the dreams the magi 
interpreted for their ruler Cyrus? For Dinon writes that, when the sun 
appeared at his feet while he was sleeping, Cyrus stretched out his 
hands for it three times in vain while the spinning sun slipped away and 
disappeared. The magi (who are considered a type of wise and learned 
men among the Persians) told him that, because of his reaching for the 
sun three times, it was foretold that Cyrus would reign for thirty years. 
 
Of particular note in this passage is Cicero’s identification of the magi as men of 
wisdom and learning among the Persians. Their knowledge, in this instance, is 
employed in dream interpretation for Cyrus the Great, ruler of the Persian Empire. 
The magi were thus thought to act as a body of religious advisers to the Persian royal 
family. Elsewhere, Cicero claims that it was the magi who urged Xerxes to burn the 
temples during his invasion of Greece (Leg. 2.26). In fact, the link between the king 
and the magi was so important that, Cicero claims, no one could take the throne 
without first studying the “teachings and knowledge of the magi” (Div. 1.91). The magi 
were thus considered to be men of great influence. 
Cicero is particularly concerned with the role of the magi in various forms of 
divination. In the passage above, this takes the form of dream interpretation. 
Elsewhere the magi exhibit behavior similar to spontaneous or inspired prophecy. 
They are said to have risen at dawn on the morning after Alexander’s birth and cried 
out that “the plague and destruction of Asia” had been born (Div. 1.47). The magi are 
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also said to practice augury and to gather regularly in sanctuaries as a deliberative 
body—much as Roman augurs used to do on the Nones (Div. 1.90). The central role 
that augury played in the day-to-day functioning of the Roman state would have 
further reinforced the important ties that the magi had to the central authority of the 
Persian Empire.  
But divination is not the only religious activity attributed to the magi. They 
maintained funerary customs which involved exposing the bodies of the dead to be 
eaten by wild animals (Tusc. 1.108). The magi also seem to have been concerned with 
broad theological issues. Their belief that the gods should not be enclosed by walls 
led them to advise Xerxes to burn the Greeks’ temples (Leg. 2.26). Nigidius Figulus 
records that the magi believe Jupiter’s supremacy will eventually be supplanted by 
Apollo’s, perhaps in a great conflagration.114 Pythagoras was said to have visited both 
Persian and Egyptian priests in his quest for philosophical truth (Cic. Fin. 5.87). And 
an epigram of Catullus connects the magi not only to divination but also to the 
                         
 
114 “Certain people divide the gods and their kind into periods and generations, 
among whom Orpheus also [says that] the first reign was of Saturn, then of Jupiter, 
then Neptune, and from there Pluto. Some, like the magi, even say that there will be a 
reign of Apollo: in which it must be understood that they don’t mean ‘fire’ but rather 
what must be called ‘conflagration’ [i.e., the Stoic doctrine that the universe 
periodically returns to cosmic fire]” (quidam deos et eorum genera temporibus et aetatibus 
dispescunt, inter quos et Orpheus primum regnum Saturni, deinde Iouis, tum Neptuni, inde 
Plutonis; nonnulli etiam, ut magi, aiunt Apollinis fore regnum: in quo uidendum est, ne 
ardorem, siue illa ecpyrosis appellanda est, dicant, Nigid. 67 Swoboda = Serv. Ecl. 4.10) 
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worship of the gods through sacrifice and prayer (90.2, 5–6). As ritual experts as well 
as civic advisers and theological scholars, the magi thus occupy a conceptual space 
very similar to that of Roman priests.115 
But the Roman characterization of the magi is not entirely uncritical. Catullus 
mentions the magi only to suggest that Gellius’ son, like the magi, is a product of incest, 
while also expressing a general mistrust of foreign religious practices (90.3–4).116 
Cicero describes the funeral practices of the magi as part of a general critique that also 
mocks the embalming techniques of the Egyptians and Persians and the Hyrcanian 
practice of feeding the dead to dogs. He hints at other examples recorded by 
Chrysippus but says that they are too disgusting to repeat (Tusc. 1.108). Elsewhere 
Cicero refers to the beliefs of the magi about the gods as monstrous and those of the 
Egyptians as a madness. These foreign beliefs are also linked to the erroneous beliefs 
of the poets and of the common people (N.D. 1.43).117 As so often, there is a tension in 
                         
 
115 On Roman priests in general, see Beard (1990), Scheid (1993), Beard, North, & Price 
(1998: 18–30, 99–108), Rives (2007: 43–47). 
116 “For a magus must be born from a mother and her son, if the wicked religion of the 
Persians is true” (nam magus ex matre et gnato gignatur oportet, | si uera est Persarum 
impia relligio, 90.3–4). Graf (1997) traces the association of the magi with incest to the 
fifth-century historian Xanthus of Lydia, though he notes that the element of necessity 
is unique to Catullus. 
117 “Moreover, with the error of the poets may be joined the monstrosities of the magi 
and the Egyptians’ similar madness, and also the beliefs of the mob, which are subject 
to the greatest uncertainty because of their ignorance of the truth” (cum poetarum autem 
errore coniungere licet portenta magorum Aegyptiorumque in eodem genere dementiam, tum 
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the Roman representation of the foreign: they are ridiculed when their religious 
practice deviates from (elite) Roman norms but are admired when that same practice 
preserves a supposedly more ancient or pure quality which the Romans have lost.118 
Although all uses of the magus family in this period refer specifically to a group 
of Persian priests, the portrayal of the magi is by no means simple or uniform but shifts 
depending on the rhetorical needs of the author. The magi can be described in terms 
very similar to the Romans themselves, operating in roughly the same capacities as 
Roman priests: advising political bodies, practicing and interpreting divination, 
performing sacrifices, regulating funerary custom, and conducting philosophical or 
theological investigation. But they can also be deployed as quintessential foreigners, 
possessing strange and misguided beliefs and practices sometimes associated with 
those held by non-elite segments of Roman society. The conflating of the foreign with 
the sub-elite in particular reveals the social and cultural biases that lay behind the 
magus family and its role in the development of a Roman concept of magic. 
 
 
                         
 
etiam uulgi opiniones, quae in maxima inconstantia ueritatis ignoratione uersantur, Cic. N.D. 
1.43). 
118 For a succinct explanation of this duality, see especially Syed (2005: 363–366) on 
Cicero’s rhetorical deployment of stereotypes about the Greeks. 
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Conclusion 
By the mid-first century BCE, there is no evidence for a concept of “magic” as 
such, but many of the associations that will eventually come to define such a concept 
have begun to coalesce into meaningful clusters. I have identified two significant 
collocations, instances where words that have no innate connection to each other are 
used together to convey a meaning that is greater than the sum of its parts. These are 
the carmen-uenenum and saga-superstitio collocations. The evidence discussed above 
shows that some people were starting to make associations between carmen and 
uenenum as relatively mundane things that could produce dramatic effects. Some also 
found parallels with similar concepts in the Greek mythic traditions of Medea and 
Circe. Others linked saga and superstitio together to express their concerns over 
knowledge, specifically regarding religion and the approved sources of such 
knowledge. These collocations and the meanings they evoke are the first steps toward 
constructing a language for a Roman concept of magic. 
Beyond these collocations, all the word families contain the potential for 
ambiguity or double meanings. Both carmen and uenenum can refer to either helpful 
or harmful words and substances. A carmen can cure a dislocation, but it can also 
remove crops from your field. Likewise, a uenenum can cure your gout or simply kill 
you. Deuotio can describe a venerable military ritual undertaken to preserve the 
republic or a humbler tactic deployed in interpersonal disputes. Both magus and saga 
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may refer to either a valid ritual specialist or to one that is aberrant because of age, 
gender, origin, or belief. And superstitio can indicate an uncanny ability to know 
things that are hidden or an excessive expression of religiosity. This ambiguity—even 
indeterminacy—in meaning will be exploited by later authors such as Ovid and 
Apuleius in their exploration of the new concept of magic. 
Finally, we have also seen many conceptual congruences between the six key 
word families that do not yet correspond to collocations of terminology. Foremost of 
these is the associations of all the words families (except uenenum) with religion—that 
is, human interactions with superhuman forces— whether as practitioners (magus, 
saga), as practices (carmen, deuotio), or as more abstract concepts (superstitio). Likewise, 
all families but one (deuotio) participate in debates about appropriate behavior, 
whether it is defined by laws (carmen, uenenum), by intellectuals (superstitio), or by 
social and cultural biases (magus, saga). Associations with marginality (magus, saga, 
superstitio) and potential hostility (carmen, uenenum, deuotio) are both created by and 
contribute to these debates. These associations with religion, propriety, marginality, 
and hostility are fundamental to the construction of the Roman concept of magic. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
The Invention of Magic 
 
In the previous chapter, I traced the semantic development of six significant 
word families from their first appearances in our earliest extant sources up to their 
uses in the works of the mid-first century BCE. As I demonstrated, near the end of this 
period we find the first evidence of some of these word families being used together 
to convey meanings not inherent to the individual words. The carmen and uenenum 
families emphasize the powerful and unexpected results of some words and 
substances, while the saga and superstitio families together highlight the perceived 
illegitimacy of the religious knowledge associated with both. I also noted a number of 
conceptual congruences (marginality, propriety, hostility, etc.) that exist among the 
word families even in the absence of explicit collocations. 
In the half century that follows, the Augustan poets Vergil, Horace, Propertius, 
Tibullus, and Ovid use such collocations with increasing frequency and complexity, 
often involving multiple word families as well as further conceptual associations.1 The 
                         
 
1 The period I have outlined marks the beginning of a trend in how these word families 
could be used, one especially marked by their collocation—by the appearance of these 
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allusive and self-referential nature of Augustan poetry will reinforce and amplify each 
new development in the construction of the Roman concept of magic. Although the 
concepts described in the first chapter are first taken up by Vergil and Horace, they 
will find their fullest expression in the poetry of the elegists, specifically Tibullus and 
Ovid. In fact, it is in Ovid that the first literary evidence for a fully developed concept 
of magic appears.2 
The organization of this chapter necessarily differs from the previous and 
follows a more chronological structure. In the first section, I examine the early works 
of Vergil and Horace, who introduce many of the concepts and terminology discussed 
in the previous chapter into Latin poetry. I also examine the specific Greek influences 
on these authors. In the second section, I turn to the elegists, especially Tibullus and 
Ovid, to show how they construct an independent and identifiable concept of magic. 
In the third section, I discuss contemporaneous prose works, to demonstrate not only 
the parallel development of similar concepts but also the unique importance of poetry 
for the construction of magic. Finally, I will consider how the literary construction of 
                         
 
word families together. Despite this trend, these words could be and were used in 
isolation with the same significance as in previous periods. For example, Horace’s use 
of superstitio as one of the vices akin to insanity (Sat. 2. 3. 77–81) follows naturally from 
Cicero’s juxtaposition of religio and superstitio as virtue and vice. 
2 For the use of “magic” as an analytical term, see introduction (pp. 6–7). 
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Roman magic made gender and social marginality into fundamental and defining 
characteristics of the concept. 
 
Vergil and Horace: Eclogues, Epodes, and Satires 
The first phase (so to speak) in the crystallization of a distinctively Roman 
concept of magic occurs in the 30s BCE, in Vergil’s Eclogues and Horace’s Satires and 
Epodes, where we find key aspects of the terminology and concepts familiar from 
chapter 1 adopted and adapted to an altogether new poetic context. Before discussing 
this context, I will briefly address two key developments in the word families under 
investigation: a remarkable new use of the carmen family in Horace, and the 
collocation of the carmen and magus families in Vergil. Then I will examine the striking 
new ritual context within which Vergil and Horace deploy the carmen, uenenum, and 
(now) magus families. Here it will also be important to consider the Greek antecedents 
to these new works of Latin poetry, which begin to construct a Roman concept of 
magic. 
A new development in the use of the carmen family is found in Horace’s early 
poetry, specifically the use of the perfect passive participle of carmen-family verbs. In 
order to modify a noun with a passive participle, it should also be possible for that 
noun to act as the direct object of the active verb. Put more simply, to say “x having 
been sung,” one must also be able to say “she sang x.” It follows logically that nouns 
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modified by passive participles of carmen-family verbs should be utterances of the 
kind discussed in the previous chapter (e.g., prayers, rumors, songs), and such is in 
fact the case with earlier uses of such verbs.3 In Horace, however, the past participle 
modifies not things that can be uttered but physical objects. In Epodes 5, Folia is said 
to snatch down the moon and the “sung-out stars” (sidera excantata, 45).4 Likewise at 
the end of Satires 1.8, Canidia and Sagana flee Priapus’ garden and in the process drop 
their “sung-at cords” (incantata… | uincula, 49–50).5 These passages recall similar uses 
in the Twelve Tables and Plautus of compound verbs that took as their objects things 
such as doors and crops.6 As in the earlier examples, it is not entirely clear what 
                         
 
3 For example, of repeated phrases or sayings: “This verse is reported to have been 
cleverly made and sung by boys in the whole city (uersus hic scite factus cantatusque 
esse a pueris urbe tota fertur, Ann. max. 6 FRHist = Gell. NA 4.5.5); of songs: “Would that 
those songs survived, which were sung at feasts many generations before [Cato’s] 
time” (utinam exstarent illa carmina, quae multis saeculis ante suam aetatem in epulis esse 
cantitata, Cic. Brut. 75); and of gossip or rumors: “Obviously the people care about 
that! Gods, I suppose not; since this gossip had been sung out” (id populus curat scilicet! 
non mehercule arbitror; etenim haec decantata erat fabula, Cic. Att. 13.34). 
4 On Epodes 5, see Tupet (1976: 309ff.), Mankin (1995: ad loc.), Oliensis (1998), Schons 
(1998: 42–58), Dickie (2001: 172–175), Watson (2003: ad loc.), Stratton (2007: 82–83), and 
Prince (2013). On magic in Horace in general, see Ingallina (1974). On the 
representation of Canidia, see most recently Paule (2017). 
5 On Satires 1.8, see Anderson (1972a), Tupet (1976: 299–309), Hallett (1981), Schons 
(1998: 29–42), Hill (1993), Dickie (2001: 172–175), Stratton (2007: 80–81), and Schlegel 
(2005: 90–107). 
6 For which, see chapter 1 (pp. 28–33). 
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precise effect the “song” is supposed to have had, but that is beside the point. Horace’s 
new use of the carmen family emphasizes the ability of words to produce change in an 
object—a change so significant, in fact, that it becomes a quality of the object itself. 
At much the same time, Vergil marks an even more important development in 
the language of Roman magic, the collocation of the carmen and magus families. In 
Eclogue 8, for example, an unnamed female speaker performs an elaborate ritual 
designed to bring back her love Daphnis (64–68):7 
 
effer aquam et molli cinge haec altaria uitta 
uerbenasque adole pinguis et mascula tura, 
coniugis ut magicis sanos auertere sacris 
experiar sensus; nihil hic nisi carmina desunt. 
ducite ab urbe domum, mea carmina, ducite Daphnin. 
 
Bring water and wreathe these altars with a soft ribbon and burn rich 
herbs and masculine incense, so that I may try to turn my lover’s rational 
emotions with magic rites; nothing is lacking here except songs. Lead 
him home from the city, my songs, lead Daphnis. 
 
Here, Vergil uses the magus family to describe certain ritual actions (sacra) with no 
explicit mention of Persian priests or their religious practice at all. Vergil’s departure 
from earlier usage is further marked by the use of the adjective magicus, first attested 
                         
 
7 For general discussions of magic in Eclogues 8, see Richter (1970: ad loc.), Tupet (1976: 
223–232), Gigante (1981: ad loc.), Faraone (1989), Clausen (1994: ad loc.), Graf (1997: 37–
39), Luck (1999: 121), and Stratton (2007: 39–40). 
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in this poem.8 In this context, it is not clear which aspects of the ritual (if any) mark it 
as particularly “magical”—the procedure described is long and complex.9 What is 
clear, however, is that the magica sacra are performed in conjunction with carmina, the 
utterances that must accompany the physical actions in order to render them 
effective.10 Part of this ritual includes the use of “choice uenena from Pontus” (95), 
which are in turn linked to carmina in the poem’s refrain (94). The result is an 
interweaving of terms and concepts: the uenena form part of the magica sacra, which 
are unified and accomplished by carmina. Both the internal logic of the scene and the 
elements of the poem’s composition connect the carmen, magus, and uenenum families, 
creating a semantic cluster that is wholly new to extant Latin literature. 
                         
 
8 In fact, the adjective magicus is used exclusively in poetry until the mid-first century 
CE. On the distinction in usage and meaning between magus and magicus, see Rives 
(2010). 
9 In addition to the actions described in the quoted passage, the ritual involves tying 
three-colored knots (73–74, 77–78); circling the altar with an effigy (74–75); burning 
clay and wax figures as well as grain and bay (80–83); offering abandoned possessions 
(91–93); using herbs and uenena (95); and throwing ashes into a stream (101–102). 
10 Indeed, the speaker not only stresses their importance (nihil hic nisi carmina desunt, 
67) but goes on to enumerate the remarkable results that carmina can effect (69–71). 
The repetition of the refrain (ducite ab urbe domum, mea carmina, ducite Daphnin) serves 
as a further reminder of the importance of carmina. Pliny the Elder claims that “a 
sacrifice without prayer is thought to be useless” (quippe uictimas caedi sine precatione 
non uidetur referre, N.H. 28.10). See also Hahn (2007). 
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The context in which these words appear is crucial to understanding the 
meaning of this new cluster and its development in later authors. In the anecdotes 
about Scribonius Curio’s memory loss, Cicero does not elaborate on the meaning of 
cantiones and uenena / ueneficia nor does he explain how or in what context words and 
substances were deployed against his forgetful opponent. In Vergil and Horace, 
however, it is clear that the carmen, uenenum, and (now) magus families are being used 
consistently in a ritual setting. I have already mentioned the ritual in Eclogues 8 to 
entice Daphnis back to his former lover. Horace describes two ritual scenes that are 
both marked by the collocation of the carmen and uenenum families.11 In one, Canidia 
and Sagana gather ingredients and perform rituals on the Esquiline Hill (Sat. 1.8).12 In 
the other, joined by Folia and Veia, they also perform a ritual to influence a male lover 
(Epod. 5).13 Thus, both authors deploy these word families in depictions of women 
using ritualized speech and actions, usually directed at men and with erotic intent.  
                         
 
11 Horace Epodes 17 also describes Canidia and uses language reminiscent of the scenes 
in Satires 1.8 and Epodes 5 as well as Vergil Eclogues 8. It does contain words from both 
the carmen and uenenum families, but they do not appear close enough to be 
considered a significant collocation. On Epodes 17, see Oliensis (1991), Mankin (1995: 
ad loc.), Schons (1998: 58–68), Dickie (2001: 172–175), and Watson (2003: ad loc.) 
12 These women are said to manipulate people’s minds with carmina and uenena 
(carminibus quae uersant atque uenenis | humanos animos, Hor. Sat. 1.8.19–20). 
13 During the preparations, Canidia laments the fact that her target has been 
influenced by the carmen of a more knowledgeable uenefica (a! a! solutus ambulat 
ueneficae | scientioris carmine, Hor. Epod. 5. 71–72). 
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Although Horace and Vergil do not describe identical scenes, there are 
significant similarities to the rituals that they describe. It should first be noted, 
however, that these rituals conform to the basic outlines of normative ritual practice: 
they include sacrificial offerings (incense, vegetation, animal) made at either a ditch 
or a fire and accompanied by prayers. Other common features, however, are more 
unusual. All the rituals are performed by women. Horace specifically refers to them 
as old women (anus) and further suggests a connection with the saga family with the 
name Sagana.14 The deities invoked are specifically female, many with distinct 
associations to the underworld.15 The use of strange, foreign or otherwise difficult to 
obtain objects or substances occurs throughout, particularly the use of effigies made 
of wax, wool, or clay.16 Remarkable abilities that reverse or otherwise subvert natural 
                         
 
14 Anus appears three times in Horace’s Epodes (5.98; 17.47 and 60). On anus in Latin 
literature, see Rosivach (1994). For the potential link between Sagana and saga, see 
Tupet (1976: 296–297). 
15 The goddesses invoked include Terra (Verg. Ecl. 8.93), Hecate (Hor. Sat. 1.8.33), 
Tisiphone (Hor. Sat. 1.8.34), Night (Hor. Epod. 5.51), Proserpina (Hor. Epod. 17.2), and 
Diana (Hor. Epod. 5.51, 17.3). It should be noted that Diana is often equated with 
Hecate (with the Latin epithet Triuia) and that the frequent presence of Luna also 
brings associations with Diana/Hecate to the fore. The barking of dogs in Vergil also 
suggests the presence of Hecate (Ecl. 8.107). On the deities generally invoked in 
magical rituals in Latin poetry, see Tupet (1976: 11–18). On Hecate in particular, see 
Johnston (1990). 
16 The exotic ingredients mentioned by Vergil—uenena from Pontus (Ecl. 8.95–96)—
are decidedly less ghastly than those that appear in Horace, which include wolf’s 
beard and snake’s tooth (Sat. 1.8.42–43), feathers and eggs of a screech-owl smeared 
with frog’s blood (Epod. 5.19–20), plants from Iolchos and Hiberia (21–22), bones 
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processes are also commonplaces of these ritual scenes.17 Such pervasive similarities 
show that, despite differences in terminology, Horace and Vergil are operating in the 
same conceptual space. 
This new ritual context for the carmen, uenenum, and magus families has 
parallels in the Greek literary tradition in texts that influenced Horace and Vergil and 
inspired their own literary innovations. The most important of these are Theocritus’ 
Idylls 2 and Apollonius of Rhodes’ Argonautica, both of which contain elaborate ritual 
scenes that are similar to those described by Vergil and Horace, both in broad 
structure and in individual details.18 Of particular significance, however, is that both 
                         
 
stolen from a starving dog (23), and Avernian water (26). On such substances, 
especially human remains, see Tupet (1976: 61–62, 82–91). LiDonnici (2002) discusses 
evidence that lists of similarly exotic ingredients in the magical papyri are in fact codes 
for more mundane substances. Effigies or images are mentioned both at Verg. Ecl. 
8.74–75, 80–81 and Hor. Sat. 1.8.30–33. On the use of such figures, see Tupet (1976: 49–
50), Faraone (1989; 1991), Graf (1997: 138–147), and Ogden (1999: 71–79). 
17 Manipulating celestial objects such as the moon and stars (Verg. Ecl. 8. 69; Hor. Sat. 
1.8.35–36; Epod. 5. 45–46; 17. 4–5, 77–78) and summoning spirits of the dead (Verg. Ecl. 
8. 98–99; Hor. Sat. 1.8.35; Epod. 17.79) are the most frequently mentioned of these 
remarkable feats. On drawing down the moon, which is sometimes called the 
Thessalian trick, see Hill (1973), Tupet (1976: 92–103), Cazeaux (1979), Phillips (2002), 
and Mili (2015: 287–289, 294–295). 
18 On Theocritus, see Gow (1952: 39–48), Tupet (1976: 151–153), Graf (1997: 176–185), 
Faraone (1999: 37–38, 82–83, 142–144, 152–153), and Hordern (2002). For a detailed 
comparison of Theocritus Idylls 2 and Vergil Eclogues 8, see also Segal (1987) and 
MacDonald (2005). On Apollonius of Rhodes, see Tupet (1976: 154–162), Fantuzzi 
(2008), and especially Schaaf (2014).  
 In addition to the parallels discussed below, note also the following: plant 
offerings (Theoc. Id. 2.18, 23–25; Verg. Ecl. 8.65, 82–83); drawing down the moon (Ap. 
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Theocritus and Apollonius represent the combined use of efficacious utterances and 
substances—represented by derivatives of ἀοιδή and φάρμακον, respectively—in their 
ritual scenes.19 In fact, a collocation of these concepts occurs in Apollonius when he 
describes how, in order to subdue the serpent guarding the golden fleece, Medea 
sprinkled φάρμακα in its eyes while uttering ἀοιδαί (4.157). Thus, Horace and Vergil’s 
use of the combination of carmen- and uenenum-family words in a ritual context is 
prefigured by their Greek predecessors. 
Vergil and Horace also demonstrate more explicit connections with the Greek 
tradition by further developing the established links between the carmen and uenenum 
families and figures such as Circe and Medea.20 Vergil’s speaker recalls the power of 
Circe’s carmina (carminibus Circe socios mutauit Vlixi, Ecl. 8.70), and Canidia describes 
                         
 
Rhod. Argon. 3.533; Verg. Ecl. 8. 69; Hor. Sat. 1.8.35–36; Epod. 5. 45–46; Epod. 17. 4–5, 
77–78); actions repeated three times (Theoc. Id. 2.3; Ap. Rhod. Argon. 4.1668–1169; 
Verg. Ecl. 8.73–74, 77); burning a lover’s possessions (Theoc. Id. 2.53–54; Verg. Ecl. 
8.91–93); and the invocation of Hecate (Theoc. Id. 2.12, 14; Ap. Rhod. Argon. 3.985; Hor. 
Sat. 1.8.33) and Artemis (Theoc. Id. 2.33; Hor. Epod. 5.51; Epod. 17.3). 
19 Utterances, represented by ἀοιδή and related words, can be found at: Theoc. Id. 2.11, 
90; Ap. Rhod. Argon. 1. 27; 4. 42, 59, 157, 1665, 1668. Substances, represented by 
φάρμακον and its derivatives, are found at: Theoc. Id. 2.15, 160; Ap. Rhod. Argon. 3. 27, 
478, 530, 738, 766, 768, 780, 790, 803, 807, 821, 845, 859, 911, 984, 1014, 1169, 1042, 1247, 
1305; 4.25, 53, 61, 157, 159, 164, 442, 666, 1081, 1677. 
20 Vergil and Horace imitate a Greek model here as well. Theocritus’ Simaetha asks 
Hecate to make her φάρμακα “as strong as Circe’s or Medea’s” (φάρμακα ταῦτ᾽ ἔρδοισα 
χερείονα μήτε τι Κίρκας | μήτε τι Μηδείας, Id. 2.15–16). 
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her own uenena as those of “barbarian Medea” (cur dira barbarae minus | uenena Medeae 
ualent, Hor. Epod. 5.61–62). Peoples and places traditionally associated with Circe and 
Medea are likewise invoked,21 including the Marsians, whose powers are no longer 
limited merely to killing snakes.22 In this new context, such references not only 
legitimize the supposed power of efficacious utterances and substances but also call 
to mind archetypes for the female actors in these ritual scenes. As a result, figures such 
as Vergil’s speaker and Horace’s Canidia appropriate the network of associations 
created by centuries of literary development. By drawing on these existing concepts, 
Vergil and Horace use the cultural currency of Medea and Circe as proof of the 
legitimacy of their new poetic practitioners.  
                         
 
21 Medea’s homeland of Colchis (calet uenenis officina Colchicis, Hor. Epod. 17.35), 
Jason’s homeland Iolcos (herbasque quas Iolcos atque Hiberia | mittit uenenorum ferax, 
Epod. 5.21–22), and the Black Sea region more generally (haec Ponto mihi lecta uenena, 
Verg. Ecl. 8.95) are all mentioned. Horace also continues the association of Thessaly 
with the supernatural (quae sidera excantata uoce Thessala, Epod. 5.45). 
22 Vergil’s speaker describes the traditional power of the Marsians but never names 
them explicitly (frigidus in pratis cantando rumpitur anguis, Ecl. 8.71). Although Horace 
twice mentions the Marsians by name, the powers he describes are somewhat 
different. In one instance, the speaker is forced to believe that “a Marsian dirge” can 
split open a head (caputque Marsa dissilire nenia, Hor. Epod. 17.29). From the mention 
of swaying the heart in the previous line, it is clear that a human head is meant. 
Elsewhere, it is said that “Marsian words” will not be enough to influence a person’s 
mind (nec uocata mens tua | Marsis redibit uocibus, Hor. Epod. 5.75–76). Here there is no 
reference to snakes or even general destruction—like Medea and Circe, the Marsians 
have become a byword for the potential power of the carmen family. 
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Vergil and Horace are not, however, mere slavish imitators of their Greek 
predecessors. Vergil’s incorporation of the magus family into the nexus of meaning 
already existing around the carmen and uenenum families is a wholly new innovation. 
There is no occurrence of μάγος or any related words in either Theocritus or 
Apollonius. There is also a marked tendency for Vergil and Horace to attribute 
remarkable abilities to utterances, where their Greek sources prefer to focus on 
physical substances. In Greek, Medea is twice described as πολυφάρμακος (Ap. Rhod. 
Argon. 3. 27 and 4. 1677), and she is invoked in Theocritus to describe the power of 
her φάρμακα (Id. 2.15). Likewise, Simaetha’s ritual is far more concerned with material 
components than with spoken words. Indeed, in Theocritus’ poem, the refrain is 
addressed to the ἶυγξ, a sort of whirling wheel, rather than the carmina of Vergil’s 
refrain.23 Thus in adopting Greek material, Vergil and Horace also adapt it to their 
own needs, modifying some aspects and adding others in order to create not a Latin 




                         
 
23 On the identification of the ἶυγξ, see e.g. Tupet (1976: 50–55) and Graf (1997: 92–93, 
179–180). Faraone (1999: passim) gives an account of the evolution of the word ἶυγξ 
from referring to a bird to describing a spinning device. 
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Elegy: Propertius, Tibullus, and Ovid 
After the early works of Vergil and Horace, the development of the Roman 
concept of magic occurs primarily in Latin love elegy. The elegiac poets Propertius, 
Tibullus, and Ovid adopt the new conceptual space created by the nexus of the carmen, 
uenenum, and magus families, incorporating new elements while also expanding on 
and altering existing ones.24 These concepts pervade all of Roman elegy, but two 
aspects in particular are critical for the next stages in the formation of a distinctly 
Roman idea of magic. The first of these is Tibullus’ introduction of the saga and deuotio 
families, thus adding to the existing nexus of carmen-ueneum-magus the ideas of female 
practitioners and hostile rituals. These concepts, however, remain separate in 
Tibullus. It is Ovid who ultimately brings all five word families together in the same 
place and creates from them a unified concept—one that we can at last label “magic.” 
Before proceeding, a few words must be said about elegy as a genre. Despite 
the varied uses to which the elegiac meter had previously been put, in the Augustan 
age it became associated primarily with longer erotic narrative poetry that describes 
the successes and (more often) failures of a poet-lover who devotes himself to a female 
sex laborer, a meretrix. The genre frequently explores aspects of Roman social and 
                         
 
24 It is possible that these developments were also present in Gallus, but the 
fragmentary nature of his elegies makes this impossible to assess. On Gallus and his 
influence on Propertius, see Cairns (2006: 70–145). 
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political life, as the poet-lover’s rejection of public service and submission to a lower-
class woman subverts traditional gender norms and challenges Augustan sexual 
mores.25 The focus of this poetry on the first-person, subjective experience of a male 
lover necessarily places the female in a central position, a fact that must be borne in 
mind when considering the genre’s influence on the construction of magic. 
The centrality of these concepts to elegy is perhaps best demonstrated by their 
inclusion in Propertius poem 1.1.26 First poems are frequently programmatic, laying 
out the author’s position on certain issues, giving a brief summary of major topics, 
and hinting at themes and motifs that will appear throughout the work. In Propertius 
                         
 
25 For a succinct summary of elegy as a genre as well as the social background of the 
world it represents, see James (2003: 3–68) and Harrison (2013). On the inversion of 
traditional roles in elegy, see Fulkerson (2013) on seruitium amoris. 
26 On magic in Propertius in general, see Tupet (1976: 348–378). On Propertius 1.1, see 
Camps (1961: ad loc.), Cairns (1974: 99–102), Zetzel (1996: 99–102), and Heyworth 
(2007: ad loc.). On the textual problem at line 24, see most recently Trinacty (2010), who 
argues for reading Cytaeines, genitive of Cytaeine “woman of Cytaea” (a city in Colchis 
and therefore a reference to Medea) rather than Cytinaeis “Thessalian.” Either reading 
fits the themes I have discussed. For a comparison of Propertius 1.1 and Tibullus 1.2 
(discussed below) see Prince (2003). Magic appears throughout the Propertian corpus: 
magic fails to open the beloved’s door when he has been locked out (2.4.7–16); magic 
fails to help the ailing Cynthia (2.28.35–42); Cynthia accuses a rival of using magic 
(3.6.25–34); a Thessalian saga could not rid the poet of his love (3.24.9–12); divination 
by consulting spirits in magical water (4.1.103–108); Tarpeia wishes she had a magical 
spell to help Tatius (4.4.51–52); the lena Acanthis is described as a “witch” (4.5.1–20). 
On the latter see Stratton (2007: 84–85). 
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1.1, the poet-lover laments his infatuation with Cynthia and his inability to extricate 
himself from the situation. As a result, he turns to other sources of help (1.1.19–24): 
 
at uos deductae quibus est fallacia lunae 
 et labor in magicis sacra piare focis, 
en agedum dominae mentem conuertite nostrae, 
 et facite illa meo palleat ore magis! 
tunc ego crediderim uobis et sidera et amnis 
 posse †cythalinis† ducere carminibus. 
 
But you, whose work is the trick of leading down the moon and 
performing sacrifices on magical hearths, come on now and change the 
mind of my mistress, and make her face become paler than mine! Then 
I would believe that you can draw the stars and the rivers with 
Cythalinian carmina. 
 
The poet-lover refers to a collection of abilities familiar from the works of Vergil and 
Horace, as well as their Greek antecedents: moving celestial bodies (especially the 
moon), controlling natural forces such as rivers, and influencing the minds of others—
of which some are accomplished by means of efficacious utterances. What makes this 
passage important for the development of a Roman concept of magic, however, is 
Propertius’ use of the magus family to describe rituals with no explicit connection to 
Persia or its priests. Such a use of the magus family, as we have seen, is first attested 
in Vergil. Vergil’s influence on Propertius, however, is not merely conceptual. 
Propertius echoes the structure of Vergil’s magicus line (Ecl. 8.66) in his own (1.1.20), 
calling deliberate attention to his predecessor and thus connecting his own work to 
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Vergil’s.27 Unlike the earlier poets, however, Propertius focuses not on individuals 
conducting rituals for their own benefit but on a nameless group (uos) for whom these 
abilities are part of their work (labor). That the poet-lover calls on them to intervene in 
his love affair suggests that these practitioners, at least, offer their services for sale to 
others. For the identity of these figures, we must turn to Tibullus. 
Tibullus is responsible for two innovations that further expand the semantic 
cluster already operative in Vergil, Horace, and now Propertius. First is the realization 
of the saga, who was already prefigured as a distinct personality in Vergil and 
especially Horace but is now generalized through Roman love elegy into a character 
type identified with the nameless uos of Propertius 1.1. The concentration of attention 
on the saga, particularly as a female figure read through the generic lens of elegy, has 
important implications for the further development of a Roman concept of magic. 
Connected to the development of the saga, but by no means an inevitable part of her 
characterization, is the incorporation of the deuotio family, which has a very different 
                         
 
27 Compare: coniugis ut magicis sanos auertere sacris (Verg. Ecl. 8.66) and et labor in 
magicis sacra piare focis (Prop. 1.1.20). Note especially the identical word order: 
monosyllabic word, adjective magicus, direct object of infinitive, infinitive, noun 
modified by magicus. Propertius also preserves Vergil’s sacris but allows for variation 
in syntax. And despite differences in meter, both lines begin with the same pattern: a 
hemiepes. 
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range of associations and no ties either to elegy in particular or to the concepts the 
genre confronts more generally. 
The word saga, as used by earlier authors such as Lucilius and Turpilius, 
describes a woman possessed of a particular kind of knowledge (usually religious) 
who was hired to assist in business of an erotic nature. In this capacity, she is similar 
to the lena of New Comedy, for whom English lacks a satisfactory term, though 
“bawd” and “procuress” are often used. Like her male counterpart the leno or “pimp,” 
the lena manages and provides for one or more meretrices. Unlike the leno, however, 
the lena is often portrayed as sympathetic to the plight of the women under her charge. 
She is often identified as a former meretrix herself and is sometimes even related to 
the women she manages. From the lena they learn not only how to negotiate multiple 
jealous and sometimes violent clients but also how to extract the best gifts from each 
one—not out of greed but for the basic need of survival. The lena is a constant 
reminder to younger meretrices that time is their enemy: eventually they will be too 
old to earn a living from sex, so they must provide for their futures now.28 
                         
 
28 On the lena in elegy, see Gutzwiller (1985), Myers (1996), O’Neill (1998), Dickie (2001: 
175–184), Janan (2001: 85–99), and James (2003: 52–68). For elegy’s debt to New 
Comedy, see especially James (2012). 
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Tibullus explicitly links the figure of the saga with that of the lena.29 But what is 
new about Tibullus’ portrayal of the saga is her ubiquitous connection with the 
supernatural powers associated with and described by the carmen, magus, and 
uenenum families. Tibullus first establishes the saga character in the second poem of 
his first book of elegies, and the extended description there is representative of his 
characterization of the saga throughout the corpus. In this poem, the poet-lover 
delivers a monologue to his beloved, Delia, who is shut up behind closed doors with 
her coniunx—in the language of elegy, not her husband but a rival client who has hired 
her for a long-term engagement.30 In an attempt to circumvent the rival’s monopoly, 
the poet-lover has contracted the services of a saga who has promised to help (1.2.41–
62):31 
 
                         
 
29 At Tibullus 1.5.47, the poet-lover holds a callida lena responsible for his displacement 
by a wealthy rival. After a short passage in which he heaps abuse on the lena, he 
appeals to his beloved to abandon the teachings of the saga rapax (59), who is clearly 
meant to be the same individual. The lover also refers to a similar saga-lena figure as 
an anus (12), a synonym established already by Cicero, see chapter 1 (pp. 70–72). For 
the lena as saga, see the previous note, as well as Dickie (2001: 175–184) and Paule 
(2014). 
30 Cf. Ecl. 8.66 where the speaker calls Daphnis coniunx. On the use of the language of 
marriage in elegy, see especially James (2003: 41–52). 
31 On Tibullus in general, see Smith (1971), Tupet (1976: 337–348), Murgatroyd (1980), 
Dickie (2001: 169–183), and Stratton (2007: 84–87). On poem 1.2, see Ball (1983: 36–49) 
and Lee-Stecum (1998: 72–102). On comparing Propertius 1.1 and Tibullus 1.2, see 
Prince (2003). For the lena in 1.2, see Myers (1996). 
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nec tamen huic credet coniunx tuus, ut mihi uerax 
 pollicita est magico saga ministerio. 
hanc ego de caelo ducentem sidera uidi, 
 fluminis haec rapidi carmine uertit iter, 
haec cantu finditque solum manesque sepulcris 
 elicit et tepido deuocat ossa rogo: 
iam tenet infernas magico stridore cateruas, 
 iam iubet aspersas lacte referre pedem. 
cum libet, haec tristi depellit nubila caelo: 
 cum libet, aestiuo conuocat orbe niues. 
sola tenere malas Medeae dicitur herbas, 
 sola feros Hecatae perdomuisse canes. 
haec mihi composuit cantus, quis fallere posses: 
 ter cane, ter dictis despue carminibus. 
ille nihil poterit de nobis credere cuiquam, 
 non sibi, si in molli uiderit ipse toro. 
tu tamen abstineas aliis: nam cetera cernet 
 omnia: de me uno sentiet ille nihil. 
quid credam? nempe haec eadem se dixit amores 
 cantibus aut herbis soluere posse meos, 
et me lustrauit taedis, et nocte serena 
 concidit ad magicos hostia pulla deos. 
 
Yet your husband won’t believe this, as the trusty saga promised me 
with her magical service. I saw her leading the stars from the sky, she 
turns the path of the swift river with a carmen, she splits the earth with 
a cantus and lures spirits from tombs and calls bones down from the 
warm pyre: now she holds the underworld troop with a magical shriek 
now she commands them, sprinkled with milk, to retreat. When she 
likes, she drives clouds away from the gloomy sky: when she likes, she 
assembles snows from the world in summer. She alone is said to possess 
the wicked plants of Medea, she alone is said to have mastered the wild 
dogs of Hecate. She put together these cantus for me, with which you 
can deceive: sing them three times, spit three times after reciting the 
carmina. He will believe nothing about us from anyone, not even from 
himself, if he sees us himself in a soft bed. But you should keep away 
from others: for he’ll perceive everything else: only concerning me will 
he see nothing. Why should I believe her? The same woman said that 
she could release my love with cantus or plants, and purified me with 
torches, and slaughtered dark victims on a calm night for magical gods. 
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First, the conspicuous lack of the uenenum family must be addressed. This omission is 
not peculiar to this poem, but rather a characteristic of Tibullus’ and Propertius’ elegy. 
In fact, words from the uenenum family occur only once in the entire Tibullan corpus 
and rarely in Propertius.32 In contexts where uenenum words would be expected—for 
example, in line 60, where it would be natural to read cantibus aut uenenis—Tibullus 
instead uses the term herba. Vergil and Horace both link herba and uenenum in passages 
describing the foreign sources of certain materials used by practitioners.33 Although 
the word herba, as used by Tibullus, may not be precisely synonymous with uenenum, 
it refers to a shared semantic field. Why do the elegists so assiduously avoid uenenum? 
It may be that by this period, the uenenum family has taken on too much of a negative 
connotation. Where Tibullus and Propertius do use uenenum words, the substance is 
always deadly. Furthermore, as a result of the legal developments discussed in 
                         
 
32 Propertius’s poet-lover describes Love’s arrows as poisoned (2.12.19), contemplates 
suicide by taking poison (2.17.14), refers to Cynthia’s harsh treatment as like drinking 
poison (2.24c.27), defends her innocence from crimes including poisoning (2.32.27), 
and prefers death by poison to losing Cynthia (2.34.13). In Tibullus, the poet-lover 
announces his devotion to Nemesis by boasting that he will drink a mixture of 
“whatever uenenum Circe or Medea possesses, and whatever plants the Thessalian 
land produces” (quidquid habet Circe, quidquid Medea ueneni, | quidquid et herbarum 
Thessala terra gerit, 2.4.55–56). 
33 See e.g. “these plants and these choice uenena from Pontus” (has herbas atque haec 
Ponto mihi lecta uenena, Verg. Ecl. 8.95) and “the plants that Iolcos and Hiberia rich in 
uenena send” (herbasque quas Iolcos atque Hiberia | mittit uenenorum ferax, Hor. Epod. 
5.21–22). 
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chapter 1, the use of uenenum had become a criminal offense. Associations with 
murder and criminality may have suited Horace’s characterization of Canidia, but for 
all their social and moral deviance, the elegiac poet-lover and his beloved are not 
criminals.34 The use of a related but less negatively-charged word is a calculated 
choice. 
Returning to the passage, note also the close collocation of magus and saga 
words in line 42, which clearly situates the saga in the ritual space constructed around 
the carmen, uenenum, and magus families. The repetition of carmen words throughout 
the passage recalls similar emphasis in early poems, especially Eclogue 8. The abilities 
that the poet-lover attributes to the saga include commonplaces that can be found in 
the earlier works of Vergil, Horace, and Propertius: associations with powerful female 
figures from myth; the ability to control celestial bodies, rivers, and spirits of the dead; 
and influence over the emotions, especially in an amatory context.35 Previous authors 
                         
 
34 Note the legalistic tone of Propertius’ defense of Cynthia: “your reputation has not 
been condemned by being caught with uenenum: Phoebus, you will bear witness that 
you see her hands are clean” (non tua deprenso damnata est fama ueneno: | testis eris 
puras, Phoebe, uidere manus, 2.32.27–28). 
35 References to Medea or Circe (Verg. Ecl. 8.70; Hor. Epod. 5.62; Epod. 17.17; Prop. 
1.1.24; Tib. 1.2.51). Control over the moon and stars (Verg. Ecl. 8.69; Hor. Sat. 1.8.35–
36; Epod. 5.45–46; Epod. 17.5; Prop. 1.1.19; Tib. 1.2.42). Control over rivers, the earth, or 
weather (Hor. Epod. 5.79–80; Prop. 1.1.23; Tib. 1.2.43, 49–50). Control over spirits of 
the dead (Verg. Ecl. 8.98; Hor. Sat. 1.8.28–29; Epod. 17.79; Tib. 1.2.45–48). Control over 
human minds and emotions (Verg. Ecl. 66–67; Hor. Sat. 19–20; Epod. 5.69–70, 75–76; 
Epod. 17.27–28; Prop. 1.1.21–22; Tib. 1.2.53, 59–60). In Tibullus, these ἀδύνατα or 
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had attributed such abilities either to a particular individual (as in Vergil and Horace) 
or to a nameless group (Propertius). What is new is Tibullus’ creation of a generic 
label for this particular type of person—saga. The powerful women of Vergil, Horace, 
and Propertius can also now be reinterpreted as early manifestations of the archetypal 
saga. 
Thus, the depiction of the saga is not a whole-cloth invention by Tibullus but 
rather an amalgam of the earlier saga concept and the lena of New Comedy, adapted 
to the aims and constraints of elegy. It is not surprising that these two archetypes of 
crafty old women should be thus combined. What is surprising is that Tibullus 
incorporated the saga figure into the existing nexus of carmen, magus, and uenenum 
words and their associated concepts. It was not at all inevitable that the saga, 
introduced into elegy, should have become a practitioner of magical ritual like 
Canidia and the speaker of Eclogues 8. Once introduced, however, the concept persists, 
for Propertius and Ovid both depict sagae in their later poetry, representing them as 
old women who perform supernatural feats for a fee by means of ‘magical’ ritual and 
efficacious words and substances.36 
                         
 
“impossible feats” function as the credentials for the saga, proof that her claims to 
power are not mere boasting. On ἀδύνατα in literature, see Dutoit (1936). For ἀδύνατα 
in curse tablets and magical formulas see Dickie (1999) and Versnel (2002). 
36 For Propertius, see especially the portrayal of Acanthis in poem 4.5, on which see 
Gutzwiller (1985), Myers (1996), O’Neill (1998), and Stratton (2007: 84–85). For Ovid, 
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Horace also acknowledges the new importance of the saga by including her 
along with “magical terrors” and “Thessalian portents” in a list of vices and vain fears 
that must be abandoned.37 Unlike the elegists, however, Horace does not make the 
saga or her powers a focus of his poetry, despite its frequently erotic themes. In fact, 
in Odes 1.27 he denies the saga’s ability to free anyone from their passion (21–24):38 
 
quae saga, quis te soluere Thessalis 
magus uenenis, quis poterit deus? 
 uix illigatum te triformi 
  Pegasus expediet Chimaera. 
 
What saga, what magus with Thessalian uenena, what god could release 
you? Pegasus could hardly free you fettered by the three-headed 
Chimaera. 
 
                         
 
see pp. 154–155 below on Dipsas. On the intertexts between Propertius 4.5 and Ovid 
Amores 1.8, see O’Neill (1999). 
37 “You’re not greedy? Get out. What? Did the other faults flee at the same time as that 
one? Does your breast lack empty ambition? Does it lack wrath and fear of death? Do 
you laugh at dreams, and magical terrors, and marvels, and sagae, and ghosts in the 
night, and Thessalian omens?” (non es auarus? abi. quid? cetera iam simul isto | cum uitio 
fugere? caret tibi pectus inani | ambitione? caret mortis formidine et ira? | somnia, terrores 
magicos, miracula, sagas, | nocturnos lemures portentaque Thessala rides? Hor. Ep. 2.2.205–
209). See Tupet (1976: 329). 
38 On Odes 1.27 see Tupet (1976: 328–329). 
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This passage marks the first use of the noun magus (last encountered in Catullus and 
Cicero) to refer to someone other than a Persian priest.39 That the magus is closely 
connected both to the saga and to uenenum (with which the elegists’ saga is indirectly 
linked through the associated term herba), indicates that the two should be thought of 
as operating in the same conceptual space.40 In fact, it seems that (in this context) the 
two are nearly synonymous, with the only distinction being one of gender. The fact 
that both are subsequently linked with the power of a god is a bold statement of both 
the perceived (or advertised) potential of such figures and the supernatural spheres 
in which they operate. Horace’s equation is a useful reminder that, despite elegy’s 
focus on the saga, the emerging Roman concept of magic is not solely inhabited by 
women. 
Tibullus’ second innovation is the incorporation of the deuotio family, a word 
family that is seemingly unrelated both to the complex of terms established by Vergil 
and Horace and to the new imagery developed in elegy. In poem 1.8, Tibullus’ poet-
                         
 
39 On this development, see Rives (2010). 
40 Elsewhere, Horace describes a skilled tragic poet as one who arouses emotions in 
him or who “like a magus, sets me now in Thebes, now Athens” (et, magus ut, modo me 
Thebis, modo ponit Athenis, Hor. Ep. 2.1.208–213). The magus thus influences the mind 
much the same as the saga (for which, see p. 124 n. 35 above). Literal teleportation, 
however, is a power that does not appear until Meroe in Apuleius Metamorphoses 
(1.10). 
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lover recognizes the signs of love in the behavior of Marathus, his male beloved, and 
wonders at the cause (17–24):41 
 
num te carminibus, num te pallentibus herbis 
 deuouit tacito tempore noctis anus? 
cantus uicinis fruges traducit ab agris, 
 cantus et iratae detinet anguis iter, 
cantus et e curru Lunam deducere temptat, 
 et faceret, si non aera repulsa sonent. 
quid queror heu misero carmen nocuisse, quid herbas? 
 forma nihil magicis utitur auxiliis. 
 
An old woman didn’t vow you down with carmina or with deathly 
plants at the silent time of the night, did she? A cantus carries crops 
across from neighboring fields, and a cantus stops the path of the angry 
snake, and a cantus tries to draw the Moon from her chariot, and would, 
if the resounding bronze did not sound. Why do I complain that a 
carmen, that plants harmed miserable me? Beauty has no use for magical 
aids. 
 
Here, for the first time, the deuotio family is linked directly with the carmen and magus 
families as well as indirectly with the saga and uenenum families through the 
associated terms anus and herba. That deuotio is identified as an example of magica 
auxilia that is accomplished by means of words (carmina, cantus) paired with 
substances (herbae) places it firmly in the conceptual space that we have been 
                         
 
41 In addition to the general sources on Tibullus cited above, see Ball (1983: 127–134) 
and Lee-Stecum (1998: 227–245) on poem 1.8. 
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investigating.42 It is also associated with several images of supernatural power: 
drawing down the moon, control over snakes, and transposition of crops.43 By 
connecting it with activities that are, by now, recognizable commonplaces, Tibullus 
implies that  deuotio is also a regular part of the saga’s repertoire. Just as the anus 
exercises control over the natural world, so the performance of a deuotio gives her 
control over individual human beings, or at least their emotions. 
Tibullus’ portrayal of deuotio here marks a radical shift from the meaning and 
usage of this term discussed in chapter 1. The military context so central to the 
deuotiones of Scipio and the Decii is entirely absent. In fact, Tibullus’ poet-lover 
specifically rejects the life of a soldier in the programmatic introduction to book one 
(1.1–4) and similar sentiments can be found in Propertius.44 Gone too is the elaborate 
                         
 
42 Cf. Tib. 1.5.41–44, where Tibullus has been afflicted by a deuotio, but attributes his 
condition to Delia’s beauty rather than her words (non facit hoc uerbis, 43). The denial 
implies that words would be the typical means of applying a deuotio, a fact that is 
confirmed by the repetition of carmen and cantus in the current passage. See also Ball 
(1983: 81–91) and Lee-Stecum (1998: 156–179). 
43 For drawing down the moon, see p. 112 n. 17, above. Control over snakes is attested 
in Vergil (Ecl. 8. 71) and Ovid (Am. 2.1.25) and implied by Horace, where a Marsian 
“dirge” is said to burst a man’s head (Epod. 17.29). For movement of crops, see Verg. 
Ecl. 8.99, Prop. 4.5.11, Ov. Am. 3.7.31; Her. 6.88 as well as the discussions of the Twelve 
Tables and of the trial of Cresimus in chapter 1 (pp. 28–29 and 48–50). 
44 Particularly Propertius 2.7, which includes the bold statement “no soldier will come 
from my blood” (nullus de nostro sanguine miles erit, 14). For the theme of militia amoris 
in elegy, see Murgatroyd (1975) and Drinkwater (2013). 
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ritual procedure and formulaic language that are so central to the scenes imagined by 
Livy and Macrobius. Also lacking is the presence of a pontifex to oversee the ritual and 
to ensure that it conforms to established norms. In short, the deuotio, as portrayed by 
Tibullus, is stripped of nearly every characteristic that makes it distinct. 
What remains is a vaguely defined and implicitly hostile ritual act. It is likely, 
however, that Tibullus’ use of the deuotio family is not wholly his invention, but 
developed out of a more quotidian use of the deuotio family. The existence of such a 
use is demonstrated in the scene from Plautus’ Casina discussed in the previous 
chapter, in which the slave Olympio expresses fear that his master’s wife will harm 
the outcome of drawing lots (deuotabit sortis, 388).45 In fact the only similarity between 
the elaborate deuotio formulas of Livy and Macrobius and the more mundane uses in 
Plautus and Tibullus is their hostile intent. In each instance the performance of a 
deuotio is understood to harm one’s adversary, whether an enemy army, an 
inappropriately promiscuous husband, or a rival for a loved one’s affections.  
Understood in such adversarial terms, the deuotio family is particularly well-
suited for Roman love elegy. The genre relies on the conceit that the poet-lover is 
                         
 
45 Possible evidence for such a use in the time between Plautus and Tibullus can be 
found in Catullus (Ariadne to Theseus: “do you carry your accursed lies home?” 
deuota domum periuria portas? 64.135) and Horace (on Rome’s “accursed blood,” deuoti 
sanguinis aetas, Epod. 16.9). 
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generally unsuccessful in attaining the object of his desire, a situation bound to 
produce antagonism between all parties. In poem 1.5, Tibullus depicts the poet-lover 
stricken by impotence while in the company of another woman. She immediately 
recognizes that he has been touched by a negative influence (me deuotum femina dixit, 
41) and blames his condition on Delia’s knowledge of “unspeakable things” (narrat 
scire nefanda meam, 42). Tibullus thus transfers the hostile nature of the deuotio from 
the battlefield to the bedroom, where it becomes a weapon in the arsenal of the saga 
and the meretrix.46 
Ovid further develops this sense of the deuotio family in one of his earliest 
poetic works, the Heroides.47 He reinforces Tibullus’ new conception of the deuotio 
family by linking it to Medea, who is said by Hypsipyle to “vow down those who are 
not present” (deuouet absentis, Ov. Her. 6.91). Like those before him, Ovid taps into the 
cultural cachet of the Greek mythic tradition in general and of Medea in particular, 
who operates as an archetype for supernaturally powerful women. At the same time, 
he further distances the new formulation of the deuotio from its military origins by 
removing the need for physical contact. The Decii physically transferred the wrath of 
                         
 
46 In the case of Marathus, however, the poet-lover acknowledges that his initial 
diagnosis is wrong. Beauty, not deuotio, has diverted Marathus’ attention (forma nihil 
magicis utitur auxiliis, 24). Deuotio thus becomes a useful scapegoat for inexplicable 
changes in fortune. 
47 On the Heroides, see pp. 157–161, below. 
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the gods to their enemies, but Medea can reportedly afflict her enemies from afar. As 
in Tibullus, however, the use of deuotio is not claimed by the practitioner herself but 
imputed by her rival. Such accusations further underscore the hostile nature of the 
deuotio family. 
It is in this new context of interpersonal antagonism that the semantic range of 
the deuotio family changes. The primary association is no longer with the elaborate 
ritual procedure performed by the subject but with the negative effect suffered by the 
object. The act is not a beneficial one to be praised but a harmful one to be avoided. 
As a result, the meaning of the deuotio family shifts from “vow down” to “harm by 
supernatural means”—that is, to “curse.” The beginning of this transition can be seen 
in Plautus, but given the sizable gap in time between Plautus and Tibullus and the 
dearth of other evidence, it is impossible to know when exactly the shift occurred. 
What is clear, however, is that Tibullus is responsible, as with the saga figure, for 
weaving the deuotio family into the complicated web of associations surrounding the 
carmen, magus, and uenenum families as they emerged from Vergil and Horace.  
But it is in Ovid, the last of Rome’s love elegists, that all the significant word 
groups under investigation, except for superstitio, are represented together for the first 
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time.48 In Amores 3.7, the poet-lover has been stricken with sudden impotence and 
attempts to determine the cause (Am. 3.7.27–35):49 
 
num mea Thessalico languent deuota ueneno 
 corpora, num misero carmen et herba nocent, 
sagaue poenicea defixit nomina cera 
 et medium tenues in iecur egit acus? 
carmine laesa Ceres sterilem uanescit in herbam, 
 deficient laesi carmine fontis aquae; 
ilicibus glandes cantataque uitibus uua 
 decidit et nullo poma mouente fluunt. 
quid uetat et neruos magicas torpere per artes? 
 
My limbs aren’t numb, cursed by a Thessalian uenenum, are they? Do a 
carmen and a plant harm me in my wretched state? Or did a saga fasten 
my name down in crimson wax and drive thin needles into the middle 
of the liver? Grain damaged by a carmen fades away into fruitless plants, 
waters from a spring damaged by carmen will cease; acorns and grapes 
affected by song fall off the oak trees and vines, and fruit falls too, 
though none shook the tree. What’s to stop my “muscles” from also 
going limp by magical means? 
 
                         
 
48 Though Cicero links the saga and superstitio families, such a connection is never 
made in the context of the other key word families. Superstitio thus remains a separate 
strand until the early imperial period, for which see chapter 3 (p. 192). 
49 On magic in Ovid’s Amores, see Tupet (1976: 384–394). On Amores 3.7 more 
specifically, see Sharrock (1995) and Hallett (2012: 277–281). Magic occurs throughout 
the works of Ovid: a meretrix curses a leno (Am. 1.10.21–24); certain cosmetics are 
harmful (Am. 1.14.39–44); the remarkable power of carmina (Am. 2.1.23–38); magical 
means of winning love are rejected (Ars 2.97–108, 409–426); magic doesn’t work (Rem. 
249–270, 287–290); cosmetics can be dangerous (Med. 35–42); the Lupercalia is more 
effective than magical means of fertility (Fast. 2.425–428). 
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Here the carmen, deuotio, magus, saga, and uenenum families are explicitly used together 
for the first time. Ovid continues the elegiac habit of pairing carmen with the more 
innocuous herba, but at the same time he reintroduces uenenum, embracing its negative 
connotation by connecting it to the now-negative use of the deuotio family. The 
malicious use of wax figures, a familiar commonplace of such scenes, is used to link 
Tibullus’ somewhat ambivalent saga figure with Ovid’s explicitly hostile collocation 
of deuotio and uenenum.50 Finally, the magus family appears at the end of the passage, 
generalizing all the specific acts just described under the label magicae artes.  
The close association of these terms, however, is not mere coincidence. The 
coming together of these five word families marks the culmination of a gradual 
process with its roots in the earliest Latin literature, which I have traced in the 
preceding pages. Carmen and uenenum were first linked in Cicero to describe a 
powerful means of affecting the world. Vergil used this combination in a new ritual 
context that he labeled with the magus family. Tibullus then introduced the saga family 
to label a lena-like ritual practitioner and the deuotio family to describe a supernatural 
means of causing harm. Now at last, Ovid draws all these threads together to describe 
a peculiar sort of ritual (magus) that employs powerful words and substances (carmen 
and uenenum) usually performed by old women (saga) often to do harm to others 
                         
 
50 On the use of such figures, see p. 154 n. 81, below. 
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(deuotio). This semantic constellation, which includes many other associations and 
related concepts, represents a distinct concept that I label “magic.” 
There is also evidence here that Ovid himself recognized what he described as 
a distinct concept, for he is the first author to apply a generic label to all these abilities 
and associations. Initially, I focused on the collocation of carmen and uenenum as the 
beginning of a concept of magic, but this was a description of component parts, not a 
label. Vergil then used the phrase “magical rites” (magicis… sacris, Ecl. 8.66) and 
Tibullus referred to the “magical assistance” of the saga (magico… ministerio, 1.2.42; 
magicis… auxiliis, 1.8.24), but these still described specific actions in the poem, not the 
broader concept. Ovid, however, provides a different description, “magical skills” 
(magicas… artes, Am. 3.7.35). What is different about Ovid’s label is that it is not 
dependent on context: it functions without the specific presence of ritual (as in Vergil) 
or assistance (as in Tibullus). Ovid’s use of this broader label suggests that he also 
conceives of a broader concept of “magic.” That magicae artes becomes one of the Latin 
terms for magic in later authors reinforces the idea that Ovid’s magicae artes was 
understood to mean something analogous to the modern concept of “magic.”51 
                         
 
51 On uses of the phrase artes magicae in later authors, especially Pliny the Elder, see 
Rives (2010). Artes magicae: Vergil, Aen. 4.493; Ovid, Am. 3.7.35, Ars 2.425, Rem. 250 (cf. 
Am. 1.8.5, magae artes, and Medic. 36, maga ars); Manilius, Astr. 5.34; [Seneca], Herc. Oet. 
452. 
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Epic: Aeneid and Metamorphoses 
This new concept of magic is not, however, confined solely to elegy. In fact, 
magic appears prominently in both of the great epics of the Augustan age: Vergil’s 
Aeneid and Ovid’s Metamorphoses. The portrayal of magic in antiquity’s most 
prestigious literary genre undoubtedly increased its visibility—particularly as the 
Aeneid began to be used as a school text. The popularity of these works meant that the 
portrayals of magic by Ovid and Vergil were read and heard repeatedly over a long 
period of time, disseminating the new concept much more widely than would have 
otherwise been possible. For all their literary and cultural importance, however, 
Vergil’s Aeneid and Ovid’s Metamorphoses do not add any significant new concepts to 
the Roman concept of magic. Instead, they expand and elaborate upon themes and 
images introduced elsewhere, providing the richness and fullness of expression that 
are appropriate to the epic genre. 
Magic is central to one of the most dramatic scenes of Vergil’s Aeneid—the 
suicide of Dido.52 The Massylian priestess whom Dido hires and the ritual that they 
together perform are largely a pastiche of concepts and tropes familiar from previous 
works. Emphasis is placed on the priestess’ credentials—her foreign origin and a list 
                         
 
52 On magic in Vergil’s Aeneid, particularly book 4, see Tupet (1970), Tupet (1976: 232–
266), Ingallina (1995), Kraggerud (1999), Dickie (2001: 134), and Schiesaro (2008a, 
2008b). 
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of her impossible accomplishments—and the ritual that she performs is also full of 
what are, by now, magical commonplaces.53 Vergil thus combines material from a 
number of different authors and genres to create a richer and fuller portrayal of magic 
than any that we have previously encountered. Absent, however, are explicit 
references to the deuotio and saga families, though the priestess is parallel to the helpful 
saga of Tibullus, and Dido’s ritual has been read as a deuotio, a curse on Aeneas of 
literally epic proportion.54 
Ovid also creates elaborate depictions of magic in the Metamorphoses that draw 
upon and expand ideas developed in earlier works.55 For example, in his telling of the 
                         
 
53 Cf. Tib. 1.2 for lists of these attributes as evidence for the saga’s authenticity. The 
Massylian priestess comes from the edge of the world, near the Ocean and the setting 
sun (Aen. 4.480–483), which is comparable to the foreign source of ingredients in 
earlier authors (e.g., Verg. Ecl. 8.95; Hor. Epod. 5.21–22; Tib. 2.4.56). She claims to be 
able to influence people’s emotions (Aen. 4.487–488), halt rivers (489), turn back the 
stars (489), summon spirits of the dead (490), break open the earth (491), and cause 
trees to move (491). For comparison to ἀδύνατα in earlier authors, see p. 124 n. 35, 
above. As part of the ritual, the priestess burns the possessions Aeneas left behind 
(495–497; cf. Theoc. Id. 2.53–54; Verg. Ecl. 8.91–93), repeats actions three times (510–
511; cf. Theoc. Id. 2.3; Ap. Rhod. Argon. 4.1668–1169; Verg. Ecl. 8.73–74, 77; Tib. 1.2.54), 
and employs exotic ingredients including the hippomanes (512–516; cf. Ecl. 8.95–96; 
Hor. Sat. 1.8.42–43; Epod. 5.19–26). On the hippomanes, see Tupet (1976: 79–81). 
54 One may, of course, read the Massylian priestess as a kind of saga, but Vergil does 
not make an explicit connection. And even if Dido’s ritual takes the form of a curse, 
this does not mean that it was understood as a deuotio specifically. 
55 On Ovid’s Metamorphoses, especially Medea in book 7, see Viarre (1959: 327ff.), 
Anderson (1972b: ad loc.), Tupet (1976: 394–408), Rosner-Siegel (1982), Wise (1982), 
and Segal (2002). 
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myths of Jason and Medea (which occupies the first half of book 7), Ovid deploys 
many recognizable magical commonplaces, but each is expanded and described in 
detail appropriate to the poem’s genre. Medea’s rejuvenation of Aeson begins with a 
prayer, in which she invokes Night, the stars, the moon, Hecate, the earth, and a host 
of nameless gods and natural forces (192–198). She then provides one of the longest 
lists of remarkable abilities yet encountered (199–214) before requesting and receiving 
her father’s chariot (215–219).56 The use of the formulaic structure of prayer is itself an 
expansion on the abbreviated scenes of elegy.57 
Yet Ovid’s dwelling on these topics also serves to crystallize the concepts and 
draw in other, related ideas. His delight in lexical variation leads to all manner of new 
words and concepts becoming associated with magic. While gathering ingredients 
and creating her remedy for Aeson, Medea uses not only herba, which is familiar from 
elegy, but also gramen, flos, radix, semen, and sucus.58 These terms may then, in turn, be 
                         
 
56 Her abilities include: making rivers run backwards (199–200); controlling the sea 
(200–201), clouds (201–202), and winds (202); killing snakes (203); moving rocks and 
trees (204–205); moving mountains and causing earthquakes (205–206); summoning 
spirits of the dead (206); drawing down the moon (207–208); and dimming the sun 
(208–209). For comparison to ἀδύνατα in Vergil’s Aeneid see n. 53, above. 
57 On the structure of this prayer, see Anderson (1972: ad loc.). 
58 As Medea gathers ingredients: “She surveys the plants which Ossa bore, and high 
Pelion, and Orthrys and Pindus, and Olympus taller than Pindus, and of those that 
please her, some she plucks from the root, some she cuts with a hook of a bronze 
sickle. Many grasses from the banks of the Apidanus pleased her too” (et quas Ossa 
tulit, quas altum Pelion herbas | Othrysque et Pindus, quas Pindo maior Olympus, | perspicit 
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used in place of the more typical word to evoke the same meaning. For example, when 
Circe lays a trap for Scylla, she sprinkles the waters with a harmful root (radix).59 The 
use of radix not only recalls the more usual herba but also shows that the association is 
not so much with the word herba itself as with an underlying concept: plants used in 
magical preparations. These new associative links both enrich and clarify the new 
concept of magic. 
Just as new words and ideas can be drawn into the conceptual sphere of magic, 
so too can single words evoke the range of ideas and images associated with that 
sphere. This is particularly true of the adjective magicus. As we have seen, by this point 
the magus family is used primarily to describe ritualized activities and associated 
ideas that we would describe as “magic.” Thus, Medea calls Hecate the “helper of the 
skills of the magi” (adiutrix artis magorum, 7. 195) and Myrrha’s nurse offers a “magical 
rite” to purify the love-sick girl (magico lustrabere ritu 10. 398). On occasion, however, 
                         
 
et placitas partim radice reuellit, | partim succidit curuamine falcis aenae. | multa quoque 
Apidani placuerunt gramina ripis, 7. 224–228). Note also the proliferation of place names. 
While mixing a potion: “there Medea cooked the roots cut in the valley, and the seeds, 
and flowers, and bitter sap” (illic Haemonia radices ualle resectas | seminaque floresque et 
sucos incoquit acres, 7. 264–265). 
59 “The goddess corrupts and defiles with wonder-making uenena; after she has 
poured them, she sprinkles the waters with a harmful root and in a magic voice 
mutters an unintelligible carmen with a maze of strange words” (hunc dea praeuitiat 
portentificisque uenenis | inquinat; his fusis latices radice nocenti | spargit et obscurum 
uerborum ambage nouorum | ter nouiens carmen magico demurmurat ore (10. 55–58). On 
Circe in Ovid, see Segal (1968) and Yarnall (1994: 86–91). 
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the adjective magicus is used to describe situations or items that don’t have any explicit 
reference to such activities. During the battle between Perseus and Phineus 
(Andromeda’s uncle and former fiancé), Eryx urges his comrades to attack Perseus 
and his “magical weapons” (magica arma, 5. 197), referring to the severed head of 
Medusa with which Perseus defends himself. There is no association with magical 
activities or rituals as portrayed by earlier poets. Instead, magicus calls to mind the 
results that magic is said to produce: extraordinary effects that defy the normal 
properties of the natural world. Just as rivers do not normally run backwards and the 
moon does not fall from the sky, so too living humans are not normally transformed 
into stone. It is the unexpected transgression of natural boundaries rather than the 
methods used to effect such a transgression that is described as “magical.” 
 
Prose Authors 
Up to this point, this chapter has focused exclusively on poetic sources—and 
with good reason. The vast majority of the literature that has survived from the 
Augustan period is written in verse. That is not to say, of course, that there were no 
prose authors writing at this critical time. There are the surviving works of Livy, the 
elder Seneca,60 and Vitruvius, which attest to three thriving prose genres: history, 
                         
 
60 Seneca the Elder (c. 50 BCE–40 CE) claims at the beginning of the Controuersiae to be 
recording from memory the declamations of his contemporaries from his youth. Thus, 
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rhetoric, and technical treatises. Fragments of other works preserved in later 
sources—many of them epitomes, digests, and other such compilations—provide 
additional glimpses into the abundance of prose literature produced in this period. 
Alongside Livy are the historians Asinius Pollio and Pompeius Trogus. Verrius 
Flaccus and Hyginus continue in the antiquarian tradition of earlier authors such as 
Nigidius and Varro. Cassius Severus and Porcius Latro were famous as orators. 
Vitruvius represents a much wider tradition of technical writing. And later excerpts 
of and commentaries on Rome’s legal system preserve what must have been a vibrant 
community of jurists, of whom the most prominent were Trebatius Testa, Antistius 
Labeo, and Ateius Capito.61 
Despite this flurry of literary activity, however, there is no extant evidence that 
any of these prose sources, fragmentary or otherwise, participated in the development 
of the Roman concept of magic. The magus and saga word families do not appear in 
any prose sources from this period, despite their increased usage in contemporary 
works of poetry. Where key word families do appear, they are nearly always in 
isolation and divorced from the rich web of concepts and images that characterize 
                         
 
although Seneca’s work was composed after the age of Augustus, it reflects themes 
that were current in the 30s or 20s BCE, well within the scope of the present study. On 
Seneca’s life, see Sussman (1978: 18–33). 
61 On the lost or fragmentary prose authors of the age of Augustus, see Kenney & 
Clausen (1982: 491–494) and Conte (1994: 377–397). 
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representations of magic in the poetry of this period. This section, therefore, offers a 
brief account of the relevant material (such as it is) to be found in the surviving prose 
authors of the Augustan period. I will first examine the use of the deuotio family by 
Cornelius Nepos as well as those uses in Livy that are unrelated to the Decian formula. 
Then I will discuss Livy’s use of the superstitio family before turning finally to the 
uenenum family as it appears in Livy and Seneca the Elder. 
Although prose texts tend to associate uses of the deuotio family with the 
legendary deeds of the Decii, there are a few examples that do not follow this pattern, 
most of which use the term deuotio in a non-Roman context. Cornelius Nepos, 
describing the trial of the Athenian general Alcibiades, relates that his death sentence 
was accompanied by a deuotio.62 The situation that Nepos describes, however, lacks 
                         
 
62 “But after he heard that he had been condemned to death with his property 
confiscated, and that the priests known as the Eumolpidae had been compelled by the 
people to curse him (for which there was precedent), and that a copy of this curse had 
been carved into a stone stele and placed in public to be a better witness for memory, 
he moved to Sparta” (postquam autem se capitis damnatum bonis publicatis audiuit, et, id 
quod usu uenerat, Eumolpidas sacerdotes a populos coactos ut se deuouerent, eiusque 
deuotionis quo testatior esset memoria, exemplum in pila lapidea incisum esse positum in 
publico, Lacedaemonem demigrauit, Nep. Alc. 4.5). Alcibiades was brought to trial, we 
are told, for celebrating the Eleusinian mysteries in private in his own house. The 
duties of the Eumolpidae included trying cases of sacrilege (ἀσέβεια) involving the 
mysteries. Thucydides, the principal contemporary source for the events surrounding 
the Sicilian expedition, mentions only the death sentence (6.61). Plutarch is the only 
other author to describe these events. The verb he uses is καταράομαι (Alc. 22.4). On 
this episode in Plutarch and Nepos, see Verdegem (2010: 260–261). 
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all of the hallmarks of the Roman deuotio as performed by the Decii in Livy and 
Macrobius. It is the votes of the Athenian citizens rather than the decision of a general 
that lead to the deuotio, and the negative effect is directed at a fellow citizen rather 
than an enemy. Inscribing the deuotio on a physical object is likewise unlike anything 
found in Latin literature. Absent too is the immediacy of the physical contact required 
by the Roman formulas—in all this, Nepos mirrors the elegists. Unlike the elegists, 
however, Nepos’ deuotio is not a private ritual, but one sanctioned by representatives 
of state authority and carried out by public priests. Strange as this deuotio is, Nepos 
never connects it to the larger framework of magic.  
Livy, on the other hand, uses the deuotio family to describe oaths in the form of 
self-curses taken by non-Roman peoples: the Samnites and the Abydenes.63 In the case 
of the Samnites, the deuotio rituals are also described as superstitiones (10.39), implying 
that they are viewed as excessive as compared to proper Roman practice. In both cases 
the spoken formula is referred to as a carmen, but one that is explicitly negative, made 
clear by certain qualifying adjectives: dirum (10.38), furiale (10.39), and exsecrabile 
(31.17). Adjectives such as dirus and furialis signal the particularly dreadful and 
deadly nature of these carmina, invoking as they do those embodiments of vengeance, 
the Furies (in Latin Dirae or Furiae). Despite the ritualized, military setting, the 
                         
 
63 See Briscoe (1973: 104), Davies (2004: 82), and Oakley (2005: 405). 
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negative tone and the focus on the ill effects suffered by the object of the deuotio align 
Livy’s use more closely with that of contemporary poets than with his own portrayal 
of the self-sacrifices of the Decii. Nevertheless, like Nepos, Livy does not make use of 
the language and associations of the emerging concept of magic. Both authors’ 
depictions of deuotio remain decidedly outside that tradition. 
Livy’s use of the superstitio family parallels, for the most part, that observed in 
the works of his predecessors, such as Nigidius, Varro, and Cicero. These earlier 
authors, used superstitio to describe an excessive or extreme manifestation of religio—
such as being afraid of the gods rather than simply revering them. In Livy, superstitio 
particularly marks the outpouring of religious observation that accompanies major 
catastrophe such as widespread disease or war.64 Of particular interest is how Livy 
uses superstitio in his description of the infamous Bacchanalia incident. In this context, 
one might expect superstitio to refer to the troublesome cult itself, but that is not the 
case. As one of consuls addresses the people, he advises them not to be troubled by 
superstitio when they see the shrines of Bacchus torn down and the gatherings 
                         
 
64 Livy describes the following as superstitio: king Tullus Hostilius’ turn to ritual in his 
illness (1.31); new forms of religious observance accompanying famine and disease 
(4.30); religious ritual following the sack of Rome (6.5); a theatrical festival in response 
to a plague (7.2); and new observances in response to the imminent end of a war. 
Beyond these, there is also Scipio Africanus’ claim to a special relationship with the 
divine (26.19). On superstitio in Livy see especially Davies (2004: 82–85) and Gordon 
(2008: passim). 
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dispersed.65 The excess of religious behavior, therefore, is not involvement in the cult 
itself, but a sort of religious scruple about the destruction of sacred sites and the 
disruption of long-standing modes of worship. The consul’s use of the label superstitio 
for a particular type of religious behavior demonstrates the continued use of this word 
family by those in positions of authority in order to define the limits of “proper” 
religiosity. 
The uenenum family receives by far the most attention in the extant prose 
authors of this period, particularly in Livy and the elder Seneca, both of whom use 
uenenum in the specific sense of poison, that is “a substance that causes death.” There 
are no examples of uenena producing more subtle effects, such as Scribonius Curio’s 
lapse in memory or the erotic enticements of Eclogues 8. The prominence given to such 
substances in Livy and Seneca reflects a concern over deadly uenena in particular. 
Eight of the seventy-four declamations described by Seneca contain a charge of 
ueneficium, and a further five require knowledge of uenenum as part of the 
argumentation.66 Although declamations had, by this period, become more a source 
                         
 
65 “I thought I ought to forewarn you, so that no superstitio might trouble your minds, 
when you see us tearing down the Bacchic places and scattering the impious 
gatherings” (haec uobis praedicenda ratus sum, ne qua superstitio agitaret animos uestros, 
cum demolientes nos Bacchanalia discutientesque nefarios coetus cerneretis, 39.16). 
66 Declamations that directly involve charges of ueneficium: Sen. Con. 2.5, 3.7, 3.9, 6.4, 
6.6, 7.3, 9.5, 9.6. Those which require knowledge of uenenum: Sen. Con. 1.3, 2.1, 7.6, 9.2, 
9.4. 
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of entertainment than an exercise in rhetorical instruction, instruction, their value as 
either education or entertainment depended, to some extent, on their treatment of 
topics of some interest to the audience.67 The prominence of uenenum in Seneca thus 
reflects a cultural fascination with and anxiety about uenenum at the time the 
declamations were delivered. 
Seneca provides many details about the nature of deadly uenena and the 
information that was thought to be relevant in a case involving them. First, it is worth 
noting that the lex Cornelia is mentioned only once: in defense of a slave who refused 
to bring poison to his master (3.9). It may be assumed that the other cases are tried 
under the same law, but this is not explicitly stated. All the ueneficium cases described 
by Seneca are domestic—that is, the accused and the victim are members of the same 
household.68 Although men and women appear on both sides of the case, there is a 
slight bias towards male victims and female assailants. Slaves are sometimes involved 
(3.9) and, in at least two cases, the poison is self-administered (3.9, 7.3). This suggests 
that the use of uenenum was often viewed as a personal, intimate affair rather than an 
anonymous crime committed against strangers. 
                         
 
67 On declamation, see Bonner (1949), Sussman (1978: 1–11), Clarke (1996: 85–99), and 
Bloomer (2007). 
68 Family relationship mentioned in declamations: fathers poison sons (Sen. Con. 3.7); 
husbands poison wives (6.4); daughters poison fathers (9.5); and mothers poison 
daughters (6.6), sons (9.5), and stepsons (9.6). 
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Uncertainty is endemic to ueneficium trials, because deaths caused by uenena 
are not always immediately recognizable as such. In two separate cases the available 
evidence is said to indicate death either by poisoning or by indigestion (cruditas).69 In 
both cases, the death was connected to eating or drinking, but in neither was it clear 
whether the cause was deliberate. In one instance, at least, the truth is revealed by the 
condition of the body, which is described as “rotten and swollen from uenena” (putre 
corpus et uenenis tumens, 6.6). No such indication is given in the second declamation, 
and so the matter remains uncertain. These situations fit the reconstructed 
understanding of the lex Cornelia de sicariis et ueneficiis, which is concerned with 
clandestine methods of murder—assassination, poisoning, and wrongful deceit (dolus 
malus) leading to condemnation on a capital charge. Each of these methods causes 
death secretly rather than out in the open and thus leaves little evidence that a crime 
has occurred. Such uncertainty no doubt heightened the fear surrounding uenena.70 
                         
 
69 “The girl died the day before her wedding, with ambiguous signs of either 
indigestion or poison” (decessit puella ante diem nuptarum dubiis signis cruditatis et 
ueneni, Sen. Con. 6.6). “A certain man lost two sons when they had a stepmother; the 
signs that followed were doubtful whether it was indigestion or poison” (quidam duos 
filios sub nouerca amisit; dubia cruditatis et ueneni signa insecuta sunt, 9.5). 
70 On these fears, see Rives (2003). 
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Seneca also relates an interesting portrait of the stereotypical user of uenena, 
attributed to the orator Silo (9.6.14):71 
 
non sum, inquit, uobis dicturus, qualis debeat esse uenefica. operam 
perdam, si coepero describere debere aetate prouectam, usu 
exercitatam, inuisam uiro, quae possit etiam filiam occidere. 
superuacuum est uti pluribus uerbis: in hac ipsa causa habemus 
ueneficae exemplar. 
 
He said: “I’m not going to tell you what a uenefica should be like. I’d be 
wasting time if I started to list off that she should be advanced in age, 
trained from experience, hateful to her husband, and capable of killing 
even her daughter. There’s no need to say more: in this very case we 
have the model of a uenefica.” 
 
This image is striking in both its similarities to and its differences from the 
stereotypical depiction of the saga in elegy. The chief identifying characteristics of both 
the elegiac saga and Silo’s model uenefica are their age and their skill or knowledge. 
Unlike the elegiac saga, however, Silo’s uenefica is a married woman. And whereas the 
saga of elegy is identified with the lena—who acts as a kind of mother for the girls 
under her care (some of whom may be her natural daughters)—Silo’s uenefica utterly 
fails as a mother. In fact, she implicates her own daughter as her accomplice in the 
                         
 
71 The basic outline of the case is as follows: A man has a son by his first wife, who 
dies. He remarries and has a daughter by his new wife. The son dies, and the father 
accuses his wife of poisoning him. She is convicted and interrogated, during which 
she implicates their daughter as her accomplice. The girl is going to be executed, and 
the father defends her. 
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crime! Of course, one should not press Silo’s image of a so-called exemplar ueneficae 
too far. What is of interest is that there appears to be an underlying correlation 
between old, knowledgeable women (sagae) and women who use poison (ueneficae). 
Despite this correlation, however, Silo never explicitly connects the two and, more 
importantly, never connects his image of the uenefica to the broader concept of magic. 
Livy also displays a concern with uenena, but on a much larger scale as befits 
the broader scope of history. Although Livy talks about the past, the Elder Seneca 
proves that uenenum was a present concern. As I discussed in chapter 1, Livy dates 
the first trial of ueneficium to 331 BCE, when it is discovered that a number of 
prominent Roman men have been killed not by disease but by poison. After receiving 
assurances of immunity, a daring ancilla reveals to the consuls that the deaths were 
caused by a cabal of Roman matrons, twenty of whom are immediately caught in the 
act of manufacturing uenena in their homes. Livy records that 107 women were found 
guilty, implying that many more were tried but acquitted. He does not record, 
however, any motive for the grand conspiracy other than “madness” (captae mentes, 
8.18), and the whole incident has a rather fantastical air.72 The same can be said of the 
ueneficium investigations following the Bacchanalia of 186 BCE, in which the praetor 
                         
 
72 Culham (2004: 149) speculates that the deaths could have indeed been due to illness 
and that it was female healers who were accused. See Oakley (1998: 594–597). 
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Q. Naevius Matho is said to have handed down more than 2,000 convictions (39.41). 
Five years later, another spate of deaths among leading Roman men raises suspicions, 
and another Roman matron—this time, the consul’s wife!—is accused and convicted 
of poisoning her husband. The resulting investigations lead to the sentencing of a 
further 3,000 individuals (40.43). Despite an obvious connection between uenenum and 
older women, however, neither Livy nor Seneca links the concern with uenena to 
similar concerns operating in the emergent concept of magic. 
 
Conceptual Associations: Gender and Social Marginalization 
As the concept of magic begins to take shape, it interacts with and is influenced 
by many ideas and concept already operative in Latin literature. Three of the most 
prominent merit further examination: first, magic’s association with women and 
gender more broadly; second, its link to other marginal categories such as low social 
status, foreignness, and criminality; finally, how magic takes on a generally negative 
valence from an elite male perspective. 
The association of magic with the feminine is not, of course, unique to the 
authors of this period.73 As we have seen, the Greeks had a long tradition of 
                         
 
73 Much has been written on gender and magic in both the Greek and Roman worlds. 
See especially, Winkler (1991), Faraone (1999), Ogden (1999: 60–67), Dickie (2000), and 
Stratton (2014: 1–37). 
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associating powerful female figures such as Circe and Medea with practices that 
eventually come to be called magic, and authors such as Theocritus had used this 
tradition to imbue more mundane women with some amount of this power. Latin 
authors continued this tradition of associating women with magic.74 Recall, for 
example, Cicero’s anecdote about Curio, who blamed his sudden lapse in memory on 
the machinations of a woman: Titania. What is new, however, is how pervasive and 
practically inseparable the association between magic and the feminine becomes in 
this period. 
Horace creates what is arguably the first example of a magical practitioner who 
is unique to Latin literature: Canidia. Of course, the fact that Canidia is a female 
character is unremarkable. What is of note, however, is that Horace makes Canidia’s 
femininity the focus of the poems in which she appears. Canidia is specifically 
portrayed as an old woman, or anus, a label that prefigures the uniquely Latin 
construction of the saga.75 As a proto-saga, she regularly appears as the leader of a 
                         
 
74 Male practitioners are mentioned only rarely. The speaker of Eclogue 8 mentions 
Moeris, the man who supplies exotic ingredients from Pontus, who can also turn 
himself into a wolf and cause crops to move (95–99). Horace refers to both the saga 
and the magus, but these are categories rather than specific personalities (Od. 1.27.21–
22). The elegiac poet-lover may hire a saga, but he does not seem to perform the magic 
himself. (The beloved’s use of magic to heal Delia in Tib. 1.5 is a notable exception.) 
For a more extensive list, see Dickie (2000). 
75 See Epod. 5.98; Epod. 17.47, 60. The connection is strongly suggested by the name of 
her associate, Sagana. On Canidia, see Paule (2017). For her associates, see Tupet 
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small band of women who assist in her ritual performances. Horace further calls 
attention to Canidia’s gender and age by repeatedly juxtaposing her with figures of 
youth and masculinity: she gruesomely tortures a prepubescent boy in order to extract 
ingredients for a love spell.76 The speaker surrenders to her, describing the loss of his 
youth due to their association.77 And Canidia and her associates infiltrate a garden 
protected by a statue of Priapus, the very emblem of virility.78 By so often portraying 
                         
 
(1976: 287–297). Stratton (2014) discusses the revulsion directed at these women in the 
terms of Kristeva’s theory of abjection. For the motif of old women in Roman 
literature, see Rosivach (1994). 
76 “As he made these complaints with trembling mouth, the boy stood still, with his 
emblems torn off, his young body the kind that could soften the wicked hearts of 
Thracians” (ut haec trementi questus ore constitit | insignibus raptis puer, | inpube corpus, 
quale posset inpia | mollire Thracum pectora, Hor. Epod. 5.11–14). 
77 “I paid penalty enough to you—and more!—much beloved to sailors and peddlers: 
youth and the color of shame have fled, I am left as only bones clothed in sallow skin, 
and my hair is white because of your ointments” (dedi satis superque poenarum tibi, | 
amata nautis multum et institoribus: | fugit iuuentas et uerecundus color, | relinquor ossa 
pelle amicta lurida, | tuis capillus albus est odoribus, Hor. Epod. 17.19–23). 
78 Despite the ridicule directed toward Canidia and Sagana at the end of the poem (48–
50), Priapus’ victory is problematic. His phallus is useless in frightening off the 
women. Instead, it is a loud fart that scares them, but also splits the wood of the statue. 
See Anderson (1972a), Hallett (1981), Oliensis (1991), and Hill (1993). 
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Canidia, a magical practitioner, in direct opposition to masculine characters, Horace 
strengthens the connection between femininity and the emergent concept of magic.79 
What truly cements this association, however, is the fact that so much of the 
Roman concept of magic develops within a particular genre: Latin love elegy. 
Tibullus’ unique fusion of the lena and saga into a female magical practitioner is 
accentuated by elegy’s intense focus on female figures, particularly those who exercise 
power over men. In elegy, magic becomes one of the means by which the beloved and 
the poet-lover negotiate their relationship. But this negotiation is mediated through 
the saga, whose magical abilities are inextricably linked to her gender. On the one 
hand, the saga’s femininity—especially her status as a former sex-laborer—links her 
to the beloved, for whose benefit she employs her magical abilities. On the other hand, 
the poet-lover looks to the saga’s skills to help him gain access to the beloved: he 
praises her when he thinks she can aid him, and berates her when she fails. 
Ovid further develops the association between magic and the feminine but 
shifts the focus to emphasize the adversarial relationship between the poet-lover and 
his beloved. He does so by merging the negative aspects of Horace’s Canidia with the 
more ambivalent saga figure of Tibullus. This connection is implied in the 
                         
 
79 Even in poems where she is not the focus, Canidia appears as a presence hostile to 
men, either because of her attempts to poison them (Sat. 2.1.48) or because of her 
terrible breath (Sat. 2.8.94–98; Epod. 3.5–8). 
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characterization of Medea in Heroides 6, but it is made explicitly in Amores 3.7 by 
linking the saga to the malicious use of wax figures, a practice formerly associated in 
literature only with Canidia and Medea.80 In each instance, the wax figure forms part 
of a ritual designed to place one person under the power of another.81 In each example 
the author emphasizes that the target is a man. In fact, in Amores 3.7, the result of the 
ritual is the poet-lover’s failure to perform sexually. Although the poet-lover accuses 
a saga of causing his impotence and his frustrated companion accuses a uenefica, it is 
clear that they are referring to the same type of figure: a female magical practitioner. 
That the saga-uenefica has specifically targeted the poet-lover’s sexual potency only 
serves to accentuate the gendered nature of her magical power. 
Ovid’s portrayal of Dipsas in Amores 1.8 further demonstrates the gendered 
nature of magic.82 In most respects, Dipsas is the stereotypical elegiac saga, but when 
                         
 
80 The description in Amores 3.7 of deuotio (27) followed two lines later by a description 
of wax figures (29–30) recalls the similar juxtaposition of these activities in Heroides 
6.91–92. 
81 “There was an image of wool, another of wax. The wool image was bigger to crush 
the lesser one with punishments. The wax image was standing as a suppliant, as one 
about to die like a slave” (lanea et effigies erat, altera cerea: maior | lanea, quae poenis 
compesceret inferiorem; | cerea suppliciter stabat, seruilibus ut quae | iam peritura modis, 
Hor. Sat. 1.8.30–33). On the use of such figures, see Tupet (1976: 49–50), Faraone (1989, 
1991), Winkler (1991), Graf (1997: 138–147), and Gordon (1999: 71–79). 
82 On Dipsas and Ovid Am.1.8, see Tupet (1976: 388–389), Myers (1996), and O’Neill 
(1999). The fact that this passage is comically exaggerated does not diminish the 
significance of the conceptual associations present in it. 
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Ovid describes how she calls forth the dead, he places particular emphasis on the age 
of the tombs and the identity of their inhabitants: male ancestors.83 By doing so, Ovid 
shifts the focus from the saga’s inversion of natural order (bringing the dead back to 
life) to her disruption of social order. By targeting the tombs of paternal ancestors, 
Dipsas disturbs the citizen families whose identities are so closely linked with their 
male forebears.84 Dipsas is also portrayed opposing idealized femininity by intending 
to violate chaste marriage beds.85 Ovid’s pointed use of pudicus—with its link to 
pudicitia, a woman’s cardinal virtue—further sets Dipsas against the proper order of 
masculine society.86 All this before she has a chance to speak! The rest of the poem 
recounts Dipsas’ lengthy instructions to an unnamed meretrix on how to squeeze the 
most out of her male clients (Ov. Am. 1.8.23–108). In this way, she ensures that her 
opposition to male social order will survive into the next generation. 
                         
 
83 “She calls forth great-grandfathers and great-great-grandfathers from ancient 
tombs” (euocat antiquis proauos atauosque sepulcris, 17). 
84 Cf. Canidia, who attacks the male future by murdering a citizen boy for magical 
ingredients (Hor. Epod. 5). 
85 “She set out for herself to pollute our chaste marriage-bed” (haec sibi proposuit 
thalamos temerare pudicos, 19). 
86 On violations to the social body through infanticide, adultery, and subverting 
gender norms, see Stratton (2014: 161–164). 
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Gender is not the only category with which magic becomes associated during 
this period. As we have seen, magic has a strong association with ideas of foreignness 
and with non-Roman peoples and places, such as Persia, Thessaly, and the Marsians. 
Moreover, in Livy’s descriptions of trials for ueneficium, we have seen how the use of 
uenenum words associated magic with criminality, an association the elegists 
apparently sought to avoid by substituting herba for uenenum in most instances. 
Finally, magic also comes to be associated with the non-elite strata of Roman society. 
The satires and elegies that we have examined are largely set in the non-elite world of 
sex-laborers. What these associations share is that they have to do with aspects of 
society that from the perspective of the elite Roman male citizen are marginal. Two 
texts are particularly useful for providing insight into this aspect of the Roman 
concept of magic as it developed in the Augustan period. 
As we have traced the development of the Roman concept of magic, we have 
largely been concerned with genres that were considered, at least by ancient critics, 
less prestigious. In the Aeneid, however, Vergil provides an opportunity to view magic 
from the higher-status perspective typical of epic poetry—specifically from the 
perspective of Queen Dido, a character explicitly marked as socially and politically 
elite. Her professed reluctance to resort to magic indicates that she is worried about 
how others will perceive her because magic use is not socially acceptable for someone 
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like her.87 Compared to the relatively untroubled performance of magic by characters 
such as Canidia or Dipsas, Dido’s reluctance suggests that social position is the 
decisive factor. For a member of the socio-political elite like Dido, then, magic seems 
a decidedly fringe activity, one that occurs on the margins of her world. To involve 
herself in magic is to risk social stigma—to become a marginalized figure herself.  
Ovid’s Heroides provide a unique opportunity to examine how the language of 
magic can be used to marginalize an individual.88 Heroides 6 is composed as a letter 
from Hypsipyle, queen of Lemnos, to Jason upon receiving news of his return to 
Lemnos accompanied by Medea. Heroides 12, on the other hand, is written by Medea 
herself and is addressed to Jason at Corinth just before his marriage to Creusa. With 
these two poems, Ovid presents his readers, both ancient and modern, with two 
perspectives on the same woman: one external and hostile (Hypsipyle’s), the other 
internal and sympathetic (Medea’s own). Hypsipyle’s position is similar to that of the 
speakers of Horace’s Epodes or the elegiac poet-lovers when stymied by the saga. 
Medea’s position, however, is a wholly new creation. No previous Latin author has 
                         
 
87 “I call the gods to witness, and you, dear sister, and your sweet head, that I 
unwillingly resorted to magical arts” (testor, cara, deos et te, germana, tuumque | dulce 
caput, magicas inuitam accingier artis, Verg. Aen. 4. 492–493). 
88 On the Heroides, especially Medea in Heroides 6 and 12, see Jacobson (1974: 94–123), 
Bloch (2000), Lindheim (2003: 119–133). 
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written from the perspective of a “magical” practitioner, and the contrast reveals the 
marginalizing force of the category “magic.”89 
Hypsipyle’s account in Heroides 6 is necessarily polemical, for she considers 
Medea a rival (81) and an adulteress, who led Jason to betray his marriage vows. (133–
134). From the outset, Medea is described as a foreigner and a criminal (barbara 
uenefica, 19), making her not only a personal enemy but an enemy to Lemnos more 
generally. Hypsipyle enumerates Medea’s activities and abilities, attributing to her all 
the commonplace abilities of a magical practitioner.90 As noted above, however, Ovid 
also introduces new, more sinister elements into Hypsipyle’s description of Medea’s 
abilities: cursing other people and piercing wax figures with needles (91–92).91 Ovid’s 
introduction of these aspects darkens the whole passage and lends all of Medea’s 
                         
 
89 Although Vergil Eclogue 8 is written from the point of view of a magical practitioner, 
the focus is not on the individual as a personality but the ritual actions she is 
performing. This is a departure from Theocritus, who gives his speaker a voice to 
narrate her relationship with her lover Delphis (Id. 2.64–166). Ovid is thus the first 
Latin author to offer an internal, self-reflective “psychology” of the magical 
practitioner. 
90 Of particular interest is her frequenting cemeteries and collecting bones from 
funeral pyres (89–90), activities that are often attributed to Canidia (Hor. Sat. 1.8.22; 
Epod. 17.47–48) and place the magical practitioner beyond the boundaries of normal 
human society. On grave-robbing as a trope, see Tupet (1976: 82–91). 
91 On the use of such figures, see p. 154 n. 81, above. The importance of this passage 
for our understanding of the deuotio family is discussed above (pp. 131–132). 
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activities a much more hostile tone. Hypsipyle’s refusal to say more—as if sparing 
Jason the worst of Medea’s deeds—only heightens this effect (93). 
Ovid also brings the issue of gender to bear in Hypsipyle’s attack on Medea. 
She extends the significance of Medea’s actions beyond the mere use of potentially 
hostile magical abilities by characterizing Medea as someone who has violently 
transgressed normative relationships with family and country (135–136). Her appeal 
to Jason portrays Medea as a threat to his safety and that of his household (95–96). 
Medea, Hypsipyle claimed, dominates Jason just as she dominated the famous fire-
breathing bulls and the serpent guarding the Golden Fleece (97–98). What is worse, 
Medea stains his reputation and threatens to undermine his heroic legacy by claiming 
it for herself (99–104). Medea’s magical seduction of Jason thus becomes an emblem 
for her subversion of civilized order and the power politics of gender. She is to be 
abhorred as much for the ends toward which she strives as for the means by which 
she seeks to achieve them. 
Medea’s self-portrayal in Heroides 12, on the other hand, is much different. The 
most obvious difference is one of terminology: Medea uses much less marked terms 
for her activities, avoiding for the most part the vocabulary of the Roman concept of 
magic. She refers to her abilities as her “skills” (mea ars, 2; artes, 167) and the substances 
that she crafts for Jason as “medicines” (medicamina, 97; medicatus, 165). She mentions 
songs and plants, but like the elegists she uses the more neutral word herba rather than 
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uenenum, which appears only at the end of the letter, when her anger reaches its peak 
(181). In a sense, Medea writes herself out of the magical tradition by avoiding the 
very language that creates it. 
The impression of Medea throughout the poem is precisely the opposite of that 
given by Hypsipyle. Far from being harmful, Medea stresses that her skills were 
meant to lend aid (2). Furthermore, Medea frequently laments the failure of her skills 
to do anything other than protect Jason in his quest. She is powerless to prevent his 
departure, to soothe her own raging heart, or even to put herself to sleep (163–172). 
From Medea’s perspective, all her abilities are directed toward, and therefore 
subordinate to, her love for Jason—a far cry from Hypsipyle’s portrayal of her as the 
arch transgressor of gender norms. Even in the poem’s closing lines, Medea’s final 
recourse to uenenum has less in common with the efficacious substances of a Canidia 
than with the mundane means by which any person might cause bodily harm and 
death: fire, sword, and poison (181). 
Ovid’s depiction of Medea in Heroides 12 does far more than paint the vilified 
target of Heroides 6 in a more sympathetic light. The juxtaposition of these two views 
reveals that Hypsipyle’s position in Heroides 6 is only one potential perspective among 
many. Ovid calls specific attention to the marginalizing aspect of Hypsipyle’s 
description—that is, its power to portray an individual as belonging to the fringes of 
acceptability. Hypsipyle, as a queen, speaks from a position of social and political 
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authority about a woman who is already geographically and culturally an outsider: 
Medea is unquestionably a foreigner in Lemnos. But the use of the language of magic 
accentuates Medea’s marginal status by implicating her in the transgression of legal, 
familial, and even natural boundaries. That Hypsipyle’s language mirrors attitudes 
toward magic found elsewhere in Latin literature reveals that the issues Ovid raises 
are not peculiar to this situation but systemic and thus significant for the whole of the 
language of magic. 
We have seen this generally negative valence of magic represented in many of 
the works of this period. A more sweeping condemnation of magic, however, can be 
found in Ovid’s didactic works, which take the erotic relationships of elegy and treat 
them as a system of rules that can be taught. Integral to this shift in genre is the shift 
of narrative pose from the intimate and highly personal voice of elegy’s poet-lover to 
the more public, moralizing voice of the didactic teacher familiar from Lucretius and 
Vergil, especially the Georgics.92 Although magical practitioners are overwhelmingly 
portrayed in literature as women, the advice of Ovid’s didactic speaker is directed 
                         
 
92 On the position of the speaker in satire and didactic, see Rosen (2007) and Gellar-
Goad (2012: 35–133, 163–171). 
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almost exclusively at men.93 It is from this more public and socially normative context 
that the speaker decries the use of magic as antithetical to the elite male perspective. 
Ovid’s teacher explicitly and emphatically denies the efficacy of magic.94 In the 
Medicamina, a work ostensibly about women’s cosmetics, the speaker first advises the 
addressee that desire, not magical preparations, produces the burning passion of 
love.95 This statement prompts a categorical denial of magic’s ability to produce those 
commonplace results that are often listed as part of a practitioner’s credentials. Magic, 
the speaker claims, cannot burst snakes, nor turn back rivers, nor draw down the 
moon.96 Similar attitudes can be found in Ars Amatoria 2. Far from having a positive 
                         
 
93 In Ars Amatoria, the instruction is confined to the male-targeted second book. There 
is no mention of magic in book 3, which is ostensibly written for a female audience. 
And although the advice offered in Medicamina is presumably directed towards 
women, it swiftly devolves into a general and genderless indictment of magic. 
94 See also, Horace Epodes 5: 87–88 uenena maga non fas nefasque, non ualent | conuertere 
humanam uicem “magical poisons have no power to change right and wrong, and 
human vengeance.” 
95 “Love burns us thus rather than with strong herbs, which magic hand cut away with 
fearful skill. Don’t you place your trust in grasses or mixed juice, and don’t test the 
harmful slime of a mare in heat” (sic potius nos uret amor, quam fortibus herbis, | quas 
maga terribili subsecat arte manus. | nec uos graminibus, nec mixto credite succo, | nec 
temptate nocens uirus amantis equae, 35–38) 
96 “Snakes aren’t burst in two by Marsian songs, nor does water return backward to 
its sources; and although someone shakes Temesian bronzes, the Moon will never be 
shaken from her horses.” (nec mediae Marsis funduntur cantibus angues, | ne credit in 
fontes unda supina suos; | et quamuis aliquis Temesia mouerit aera, | numquam Luna suis 
excutietur equis, Med. 39–42). 
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effect, the speaker says, love charms can damage the mind and produce madness 
rather than love.97 Certain plants taken as aphrodisiacs ought rather to be considered 
poisons.98 In the speaker’s opinion, magic is not simply ineffective but 
counterproductive and potentially dangerous. By implication, those who practice 
magic are (at best) ignorant of the harm they might cause or (at worst) willfully 
deceiving those they claim to help. From the male perspective, therefore, magic 
becomes associated with ignorance, irrationality, and deception. 
This negative valence is particularly evident when the terminology for magic 
is deployed without specific connection to the extraordinary abilities that have 
previously defined its literary representation. For example, in Ovid’s Metamorphoses, 
Pentheus speaks to several old men of Thebes, who are hurrying to join the ecstatic 
worship of Dionysus, and scolds them for being overcome by—among other things—
womanly voices, drunken revelry, indecent gatherings, and “magical deceptions” 
(magicae fraudes 3.535). Ovid does not, however, use the language of magic nor of any 
                         
 
97 “Pale love-charms given to girls will do no good: love-charms harm minds, and 
have the power of madness” (nec data profuerint pallentia philtra puellis | philtra nocent 
animis, uimque furoris habebat, Ars 2.105–106). 
98 “There are those who advise taking harmful herbs, such as savory—these are poison 
in my judgment—or they mix pepper with the seed of stinging nettle and golden 
chamomile ground into aged wine” (sunt, qui praecipiant herbas, satureia, nocentes | 
sumere; iudiciis ista uenena meis; | aut piper urticae mordacis semine miscent, | tritaque in 
annoso flaua pyrethra mero, Ars 2. 415–418). 
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of its familiar commonplaces and associations. Instead, the adjective magicus is linked 
with other clearly negative terms such as femineus, insanis, obscenus, and inanis 3.536–
537). These words separate the old men from the restrained masculine authority of 
Pentheus and characterize them as womanly, depraved, and indecent. In this 
situation, the primary force of the label “magic” is negative, identifying the behavior 
of these men as beyond the limit of what is acceptable. Labeling something “magic” 
thus becomes a blanket pejorative that connotes ideas of effeminacy, foreignness, 
criminality, and irrationality, concepts that go against everything that an elite Roman 
male is supposed to represent. 
 
Conclusion 
In chapter 1, I identified as significant Cicero’s anecdote about Gaius 
Scribonius Curio, who blamed his sudden lapse of memory on the influence of carmen 
and uenenum. But it is only in retrospect that we can look back at this collocation of 
two word-families as a turning point in the creation of the Roman concept of magic. 
Cicero’s is only the first surviving literary evidence for the gradual convergence of 
terminology that marks this development. chapter 2 has traced the subsequent 
evolution of Roman magic as it was taken up by the poets of the Augustan age. 
Through Vergil, Horace, Tibullus, Propertius, and Ovid, the proto-magical collocation 
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of carmen and uenenum becomes a conceptual core around which other terms—deuotio, 
magus, and saga—accumulate, taking on new meanings as they do so. 
But, as we have seen, one author’s introduction of a word is not enough. New 
terms must be adopted by later authors and thus have their meaning reinforced. We 
may recall that Vergil’s use of the magus family in Eclogues 8 (a use which is not found 
in similar scenes in the contemporary works of Horace) is picked up slightly later by 
Propertius and thereafter remains an integral part of Latin magical vocabulary. 
Although Tibullus introduces saga and deuotio, it is Ovid who combines Tibullus’ 
innovations and thus makes them an integral part of the concept of magic. Likewise, 
the fact that these poets consciously respond to one another’s work—that is, the 
intertextual and self-referential nature of Augustan poetry—plays a particularly 
important role in the emergence of a distinctive concept of Roman magic.  
There is, however, more to the idea of magic than just the convergence of 
several independent word families. A broad range of images and concepts also 
gravitate toward this nexus of terminology. From the earliest poems of Vergil and 
Horace, magic is associated with complex ritual performances. As in most rituals, the 
materials used are primarily plant and animal matter; only their source is marked as 
exotic. These exotic sources are often identified with specific regions that were 
stereotypical centers of supernatural power in the Greek literary tradition. Similarly 
drawn from the Greek literary tradition are the mythic figures Medea and Circe, 
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whose names and homelands become bywords for magic. The association of magic 
with these pre-existing conceptual spheres (ritual, exotic foreignness, powerful 
mythic women) enriches the emergent concept. 
Further conceptual associations with magic are the result of generic 
conventions; this is most evident in elegy, through which magic becomes intimately 
linked with gender and status. The elegiac poets make magic a regular part of their 
portrayal of the sub-elite world of female sex-laborers. Though earlier works, 
especially those of Horace, associate (proto-)magic with women, it is through elegy 
that Roman magic develops an inextricable link with the feminine in the figure of the 
saga. Elegy’s elderly, sub-elite woman operating independent of male authority (and 
often passing her knowledge on to the next generation) is not inherently negative. In 
fact, the saga sometimes helps the elegiac poet-lover woo his beloved. Only when 
viewed from a particular elite and often male perspective does magic’s association 
with the female and the sub-elite as well as the foreign take on a pejorative and 
marginalizing force. This aspect of magic is seen most clearly in epic and didactic, in 
which high-status characters disapprove of and attempt to separate themselves from 
magic and those who practice it. 
Of course, the development of a consistent system of terminology with broader 
associations does not necessarily indicate the presence of an underlying conceptual 
core. That is, the regular appearance of certain words and ideas in close proximity 
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does not prove that the Romans would have recognized such patterns and 
connections as representing a distinct and identifiable concept. We may choose to see 
a system in these patterns and label it “magic,” but the Romans may not have. But, as 
I have shown, developments in the early works of Ovid point to the existence of a 
stable Roman concept of magic. The juxtaposition of Heroides 6 and 12—which depict 
Medea from a hostile, external perspective and a sympathetic, internal one, 
respectively—reveal the subjective nature of value judgments that depend on the 
language of magic. Ovid’s commentary on the bias inherent in such language requires 
the existence of a category “magic” that can be consciously deployed by a speaker in 
order to produce a certain effect. By commenting on magic qua magic, Ovid confirms 
that a concept of magic existed for the Romans beyond this set of intertexts by at least 
the last decades before the common era. In the next chapter we will see that later 
authors, aware of this concept of magic, develop it in new directions. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
The Expansion of Magic 
 
In the previous chapters, I described the gradual emergence of a distinct 
Roman concept of magic, from its origins in a group of semantically unrelated word 
families to its first full realization in the elegiac poetry of Ovid and its subsequent 
expansion in the great epics of the Augustan period. That is not, however, the end of 
the story. The concept of magic continues to develop throughout the imperial period 
as it is adopted and used by new authors in new genres for new purposes. Poetry 
continues to play a key role in this development; Lucan, Seneca, Martial, and Juvenal 
all employ the concept of magic for various purposes.1 At the same time, however, 
magic also begins to appear with increasing frequency in prose texts such as 
Petronius, Pliny the Elder, Tacitus, Suetonius, and Apuleius.2 It is not my aim in this 
                         
 
1 For example: Seneca’s tragedy Medea includes detailed scenes of magical 
preparations (e.g., 740–816); Martial’s epitaph for Philaenis the lena describes her 
ability to draw down the moon with a Thessalian rhombus (9.29.9); and Juvenal refers 
to women’s traditional association with magic and poison as a reason to avoid 
marriage (6.133–134, 610–612, 624–626). 
2 For example, Petronius’ Trimalchio describes strigae, knowledgeable women who 
come at night and can reverse natural order (63); Pliny the Elder writes extensively on 
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chapter to provide the same comprehensive and detailed analysis that I presented in 
the two previous chapters. Instead I will simply sketch out some of the main lines of 
development in the period down to the mid-second century CE, focusing on two 
broad issues and examining two sets of representative texts. 
I will first address how the literary construction of magic continues to develop 
once it has been established. This is not a question only of the changes in and 
expansion of magical terminology but also of the conceptual associations of magic 
discussed at the end of chapter 2. To investigate these particular developments, I will 
examine two representative literary texts that famously contain vivid, extended 
depictions of activities commonly regarded as magic: Lucan’s Bellum Ciuile and 
Apuleius’ Metamorphoses.3 Female magical practitioners—such as Lucan’s Erictho 
and Apuleius’ Meroe, Panthia, and Pamphile—play a prominent role in both of these 
                         
 
magic, including a history of the magi (30.1–20); and Suetonius describes how Nero 
employed magi to drive out the spirit of the murdered Agrippina (Nero 34). 
3 For general discussions of magic in Lucan, see Bourgéry (1928), Morford (1967), Ahl 
(1976), and Johnson (1987: 1–33). On the Erictho scene specifically, see Rose (1913), 
Fauth (1975), and especially Gordon (1987). For a detailed analysis, including 
connections to the magical papyri, see Graf (1997: 190–204). For magic in Apuleius’ 
Metamorphoses, see Fick (1985) and Martinez (2000). For magic as a theme in ancient 
novels, see Ruiz-Montero (2007). Frangoulidis (2008) analyzes the Metamorphoses as 
an essentially moralizing tale of religion vs. magic (or white vs. black magic?) but still 
provides useful intratextual examinations of the key magical scenes. 
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works, and their depictions reveal the continued marginality of magic through 
associations with gender, foreignness, social location, and criminality. 
Second, I will examine the extent to which the depiction of magic in literary 
texts begins to intersect with practices that can be identified as actually existing in the 
ancient world. The previous chapters have been primarily concerned with the 
construction of the concept of magic almost exclusively in a textual context.4 One of 
the most striking developments of the imperial period, however, is the increasing 
evidence of magic’s application to the real world. In order to investigate this 
development further, I will examine two texts that represent the role that magic could 
and reportedly did play in criminal trials: Tacitus’ Annals and Apuleius’ Apology.5 The 
Apology records Apuleius’ self-defense against a charge of magic, whereas Tacitus 
describes several trials in which accusations of magic play a central part, the most 
famous being the trial of Piso following Germanicus’ murder. In examining these 
cases, I will show how the literary construct of magic is deployed in the real world to 
describe and shape an audience’s perception of contemporary events. 
                         
 
4 Exceptions have primarily been in a legal context: the Twelve Tables, trials for 
poisoning and the lex Cornelia, the stories of Cresimus and Curio, and so forth. 
5 For discussions of magic in Tacitus, see Santoro L’Hoir (2002), Dickie (2010), Pollard 
(2014). The most detailed discussion of magic in Apuleius’ Apology remains Abt 
(1908). The commentary of Hunink (1997) is also useful on individual passages. See 
also Fick (1991, 1992), Bradley (1997), Graf (1997: 65–88), and Kippenberg (1997). Rives 
(2003: 322–328) examines the Apology in relation to the lex Cornelia. 
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Further Developments of Literary Magic 
We begin our examination of magic’s further development by examining the 
use of the six significant word families that have been the basis of my study. First of 
all, the carmen, uenenum, and magus families occur throughout Lucan’s Bellum Ciuile 
but appear particularly in book 6 in the famous Erictho passage. We also find many 
of the synonyms that are familiar from earlier epic poetry: herba for uenenum, uox or 
uerbum for carmen, and so forth.6 The magus family is used to refer to magical practice 
in all but three instances, where it instead refers to foreign priests.7 Both the saga and 
superstitio families are absent, and all instances of the deuotio family follow the pattern 
of earlier prose authors, referring either to the Decii or to someone as “devoted” to a 
particular cause or person.8 In Lucan’s Bellum Ciuile, therefore, the concept of magic 
                         
 
6 Collocations of the carmen and uenenum families occur, for example, at 6.581 (pollutos 
cantu dirisque uenefica sucis) and 685 (uox… cunctis pollentior herbis | excantare). 
Examples involving substitutions for synonyms appear at 491 (cantus herbasque), 501 
(diris uerborum obsessa uenenis), 768 (nec uerba nec herba), and 822 (carminibus magicis 
opus est herbisque). 
7 These exceptions are a description of Egyptians using writing to record their 
“magical language” (magicas… linguas, 3.224); an assertion that Thessalian prayers are 
more powerful than those of the magi (6.450); and the magi as a party to a treaty with 
the Romans. Lucan’s use of the magus family to refer to both magical practice and to 
Persian priests is peculiar among Latin poets, for which see Rives (2010: 70). 
8 In Lucan, the deuotio family refers to the self-sacrifice of Decius only once (2.308). 
Elsewhere it describes someone as devoted to a person or cause (3.311, 4.272, 4.533, 
4.695, 8.91, 8.112, 10.176). 
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is represented using only the carmen, uenenum, and magus families—a situation largely 
unchanged from that found in Vergil’s Aeneid. 
Apuleius’ Metamorphoses, however, is quite different. While superstitio remains 
absent, both the saga and deuotio families appear with meanings familiar from their 
use in elegy.9 Also like elegy is Apuleius’ avoidance of the uenenum family to describe 
efficacious substances in a magical context; instead, it refers only to substances that 
produce death or a death-like sleep.10 Instead, Apuleius uses terms such as poculum 
and herbula or simply names the specific substance being used. The carmen family, 
however, continues to describe efficacious utterances unproblematically. The magus 
family appears frequently but, unlike in Lucan, it is always used to describe magical 
practice, never Persian priests. Of particular interest is Apuleius’ use of the noun 
magia—apparently his own coinage—and phrases such as ars magica or disciplina 
                         
 
9 Uses of the saga family in Apuleius: Socrates describes Meroe as a saga (1.8); a corpse 
needs guarding from sagae mulieres (2.21); and the miller’s wife hires a saga to get 
revenge (9.29). Uses of the deuotio family with the meaning ‘curse’: Meroe punished 
the town with deuotiones sepulcrales (1.10); Zatchlas threatens a corpse with deuotiones 
(2.29); Lucius directs dirae deuotiones toward Photis (7.14); the miller’s wife directs dirae 
deuotiones toward her husband (9.23); the saga hired by the miller’s wife uses deuotiones 
(9.29). Elsewhere the deuotio family refers to devotion to a cause or person (5.13, 8.6) 
or to dedications made to Isis (11.16). 
10 Uses of the uenenum family in Apuleius: laurel roses that are deadly to animals (4.3); 
the venom of Psyche’s monstrous snake (5.17–18); the deadly bite of sheep (6.12); a 
sleeping drug added to wine (7.12, 8.11); the deadly bite of a rabid dog (9.2); and the 
poisons of the wicked stepmother (10.4–28 passim). 
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magica to describe magic as an abstract concept.11 As we saw in the previous chapter, 
Ovid is the first extant author to use ars magica to label the relatively new concept of 
magic. Apuleius’ use of this same phrase alongside his own term magia demonstrates 
the influence that those early poets had on the later tradition of magic. 
A new development found in Apuleius’ Metamorphoses is the incorporation 
into the vocabulary of magic of the maleficus family.12 This word family is by no means 
new to Latin; it is attested as early as Plautus’ comedies with the very literal sense of 
“evil-doing.”13 We saw maleficium in the context of magic previously in a fragment of 
Gnaeus Gellius, where Circe is described as causing transformations “with the evil-
doing of carmina” (carminum maleficiis), but as I noted, it is unclear whether the words 
                         
 
11 The new abstract noun magia occurs three times in Apuleius’ Metamorphoses: 3.16, 
3.19, and 6.26. The phrase ars magica (or its plural) is used at 2.1, 2.6, 2.21, 2.30, and 
3.22. The similar phrase disciplina magica appears at 2.20, and 3.18. Surely related to 
the latter is the phrase disciplina diuina (3.19). On Apuleius’ use of magia and related 
abstract terms (e.g., Pliny the Elder’s magice) see Rives (2010). 
12 Consisting of the noun maleficium and the adjective maleficus, -a, -um, which can be 
used substantively as a noun maleficus and also produces an adverb malefice. There is 
also the verb malefacio whose participle produces the substantive malefactum (both of 
which can be written with the male prefix separated). The most detailed discussion of 
the term maleficium is Taubenschlag (1928). Graf (1997: 55) says that maleficus had 
replaced magus in common use by the 4th century CE. Rives (2003: 322) argues the 
same for the replacement of ueneficium. See also Collins (2008: 148–150). 
13 For example: the adjective maleficus (Cas. 783, Ps. 938), the noun maleficus (Trin. 551), 
the adverb malefice (Ps. 1211), the abstract noun maleficium (Rud. 1247, Truc. 501), the 
verb malefacio (Mil. 892), and the derived substantive malefactum (Trin. 185). 
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belong to Gellius himself or to his paraphraser Solinus.14 A fragment of Verrius 
Flaccus, preserved by Festus’ second-century CE epitome, notes that strix was used to 
describe “evil-doing women” (maleficis mulieribus).15 Unfortunately, the fragmentary 
nature of these sources makes their connection to magic in these earlier periods 
difficult to assess. 
In Apuleius, however, there are clear indications that the maleficus family is 
associated with the concept of magic. We are told that Pamphile’s house has gained a 
reputation for “wicked learning” (maleficae disciplinae, 3.16), a phrase that recalls the 
very similar phrase magica disciplina that Apuleius occasionally uses to describe 
magic.16 Likewise, the saga hired by the miller’s wife is well-known for accomplishing 
anything by means of “deuotiones and evil-doing” (deuotionibus ac maleficiis, 9.29), an 
                         
 
14 For which, see chapter 1 (p. 35 n. 17). 
15 “The Greeks call the strix στρίξ, as Verrius says. The name was applied to evil-doing 
women, whom they also call ‘fliers.’ And so the Greeks are accustomed to drive them 
away, as it were, with these words: “cast out the strix, the night-shrieking strix, the 
nameless bird, from the people on the swift-moving ships” (stri(gem, ut ait Verr)ius 
Graeci στρίγγα ap(pellant…)t maleficis mulieribus nomen inditum est, quas uolaticas etiam 
uocant. itaque solent his uerbis eas ueluti auertere Graeci: στρίγγ᾿ ἀποπομπεῖν νυκτιβόαν | 
στρίγγ᾿ ἀπὸ λαῶν | ὄρνιν ἀνωνύμιον | ὠκυπόρους ἐπὶ νῆας, Campbell 859 = Festus 414 
Lindsay = 314 Müller). I give the reconstruction of Festus’ fragmentary text printed by 
Campbell (1993). On the association between the strix and female magical 
practitioners, see Tupet (1976: 78–79), Scobie (1978) and most recently Cherubini 
(2010). 
16 See p. 173 n. 11, above. Also of interest is Apuleius’ use of the phrase malae artes (2.5, 
3.29) which recalls magicae artes. 
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activity which the miller’s spirit labels as a whole “evil-doing” (maleficium, 9.31). The 
association of deuotio with maleficium confirms the unambiguously negative 
connotation of deuotio in magical contexts. Finally, Venus scornfully calls Psyche both 
a maga and an “arch evil-doer” (alta malefica, 6.16) after she successfully completes one 
of the goddess’ supposedly impossible tasks.17 Thus in Apuleius, the maleficus family 
is linked to the magus, saga, and deuotio families and thereby to the concept of magic 
more broadly. This is only one example of the increasingly prominent role that the 
maleficus family plays in the portrayal of magic in this period. The effect that this 
development has on perceptions of magic as illicit or illegal will be discussed below. 
The depiction of magical practice in Lucan and Apuleius is largely unchanged 
from that in previous authors, though the descriptions tend to be more elaborate as 
befits the extended narrative genres of their works. Magic continues to take place in a 
broadly religious sphere, with practices and practitioners connected to divine 
power.18 Ritual activity remains central to the depiction of magic, particularly animal 
                         
 
17 This reading relies on an emendation of the manuscript’s magna to maga, for which 
see Zimmerman et al. (2005: 487). The feminine noun maga is admittedly quite rare 
(attested only twice before Apuleius, at [Sen.] Herc. Oet. 523, 526), but Apuleius has 
unquestionably used it once in his text already (2.5) and the reading magna leaves 
malefica without a clear reference to magic, which would make it unique in the 
Metamorphoses. 
18 Note in particular the use of diuinus to describe magical practitioners and their 
activities. Meroe is called a diuina femina (Ap. Met. 1.8) and both Meroe and the saga 
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sacrifice. Lucan’s Erictho is said to perform her magic at altars using incense, and 
although she herself does not need to pray or offer entrails, it is implied that less 
capable practitioners do.19 In Apuleius, Meroe slits Socrates’ throat, collects his blood, 
and removes one of his internal organs—a process explicitly linked to animal sacrifice 
by the story’s narrator, Aristomenes.20 Apuleius’ Pamphile performs a ritual that 
involves reciting prayers over entrails, pouring libations, and burning incense along 
with the victim’s hair (3.18). Magic thus continues to be associated with Roman ritual 
practice. 
New to the depiction of magic in this period, however, is an element of violence 
and compulsion, particularly directed toward the gods. In Apuleius, magical power 
is several times linked to uiolentia, the use of violent or destructive force against 
                         
 
hired by the miller’s wife are described as diuini potens (1.8, 9.29); see Keulen (2007: ad 
1.8.2). 
19 “She does not beg the gods above nor call upon divine assistance with a humble 
cantus nor know entrails being offered” (nec superos orat nec cantu supplice numen | 
auxiliare uocat nec fibras illa litantis | nouit, 6. 523–525). 
20 “For Meroe also, so that she would not deviate—I suppose—from the ritual of 
sacrificing a victim, inserted her right hand through that wound all the way down to 
his guts and, having examined the merchandise, brought forth the heart of my poor 
roommate” (nam etiam, ne quid demutaret, credo, a uictimae religione, immissa dextera per 
uulnus illud ad uiscera penitus cor miseri contubernalis mei Meroe bona scrutata protulit, 
1.13). 
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others.21 Pamphile in particular is said to be able to control not only the spirits of the 
dead, the stars, and various features of the landscape (all familiar from earlier authors) 
but even the gods themselves (3.15). The theme of compulsion is more explicit in 
Lucan, where violence plays a central role in Erictho’s interactions with the gods. The 
gods are said to be unable to ignore the prayers of Thessalian women like Erictho 
(6.445–448), and Thessalian herbs assist in the coercion of the gods (440–441). Sextus 
Pompey describes Erictho’s magic as a kind of torture of the gods and the spirits of 
the dead (598–599). Likewise, during her ritual, Erictho threatens to unleash upon the 
gods a nameless entity who dwells in regions older and deeper than the underworld 
itself (730–749).22 Such threats of violence and acts of compulsion lend a sinister and 
explicitly impious tone to these passages and distance these scenes from normative 
ritual.23 
                         
 
21 For example: tacita numinum uiolentia (Ap. Met. 1.10); artis huius uiolentia (3.15); and 
caeca numinum coactorum uiolentia (3.18). 
22 The Egyptian necromancer Zatchlas in Apuleius similarly threatens to use deuotiones 
to turn the Furies against a reanimated corpse (2.29). 
23 The Psyllans, who parallel earlier depictions of the Marsians, are a notable exception 
to this paradigm. Though they are identified as a “magical race” (9.923) and make use 
of both words and specific plants (913–921), the Psyllans are never depicted 
performing magic in a ritual fashion, at an altar with offerings to gods. Instead their 
powers seem to be a “natural” result of their lineage and of the plants they employ in 
contrast with the “unnatural” violence of Erictho and Apuleius’ female practitioners. 
“Magic” remains an unstable category. 
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This change in the mechanics of divine interaction is strikingly illustrated by 
an unexpected interruption in Lucan’s narrative. In the midst of describing the powers 
of Thessalian women like Erictho, the narrator pauses to question why the gods 
answer the requests of magical practitioners at all (6.491–499):24 
 
quis labor hic superis cantus herbasque sequendi 
spernendique timor? cuius commercia pacti 
obstrictos habuere deos? parere necesse est, 
an iuuat? ignota tantum pietate merentur, 
an tacitis ualuere minis? hoc iuris in omnis 
est illis superos, an habent haec carmina certum 
imperiosa deum, qui mundum cogere quidquid 
cogitur ipse potest? 
 
What concern is there for the gods above of obeying cantus and plants, 
and what fear of ignoring them? What exchange of agreements has held 
the gods in obligation? Is it necessary for them to obey, or does it please 
them? Do these women merit it from unknown devotion, or have they 
forced it with silent threats? Do they have this power over all the gods 
above, or do these commanding carmina hold a particular god, who can 
force upon the world by himself whatever he is forced to do? 
 
Lucan’s narrator reveals the tension between a traditional understanding of 
communication with the gods and a new model based on compulsion. The former, it 
was thought, involved a contractual obligation but also depended on the whim of the 
                         
 
24 On this passage, see especially Korenjak (1996: ad loc.). For similar intrusions of the 
narrator to ask questions about natural processes and divination, respectively, see 
1.412–417 and 2.4–13. 
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gods and the relationship that a person had maintained with them.25 On this 
understanding, magic functions in the same way as other religious rituals. Magic like 
that practiced by Erictho, however, relies on the use of fear, threats, and commands 
to force the gods to obey. The sudden interjection of these questions into the narrative 
calls attention to this new ritual paradigm and explicitly marks Erictho’s practices as 
transgressive. Furthermore, the act of questioning itself is significant. In my 
discussion of Ovid’s Heroides, I emphasized how the two portrayals of Medea revealed 
magic as a distinct and separate discourse. The interrogation of magic by Lucan’s 
narrator continues in this trend by treating magic as a system with an internal 
coherence that can be examined and understood.26 
Compulsion is a new element in the depiction of magic, but the association of 
magic with various marginalizing categories that I identified in chapter 2—gender, 
foreignness, social location—remains consistent in Lucan and Apuleius. Magic 
continues to be mostly gendered, performed by women and targeted at men. Female 
magical practitioners are central to both narratives: Erictho in Lucan and Meroe, 
                         
 
25 Erictho explicitly rejects the practices of other Thessalian women as “excessively 
pious” (nimia pietas, 6.508). 
26 It is interesting to note that one of the distinctions that early modern scholars (such 
as Tylor and Frazer) made between magic and religion, were that the former coerces 
the divine, the latter entreats them. On this distinction, see e.g., Graf (1997: 14 and n. 
53). 
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Panthia, and especially Pamphile in Apuleius. Although Lucan does not use the 
gendered magical vocabulary that appears in other authors, he does consistently 
describe Erictho with the feminine adjectives Thessala and Thessalis, which link her to 
the stereotypical home of magic.27 Apuleius, on the other hand, deploys a wide range 
of gendered terminology for his female magical practitioners. Besides the usual saga 
and anus and one definite use of the exceedingly rare word maga, there are new 
coinages such as cantatrix, “songstress,” and ueteratrix, “doyenne,” as well as more 
descriptive phrases such as femina diuina, “godlike woman,” and omnis carminis 
sepulcralis magistra, “mistress of every funereal song.” Apuleius’ practitioners are also 
linked to fantastical creatures, most of which are also markedly female. They are 
called “evil Harpy” (mala Harpyia), “nighttime Fury” (nocturna Furia), “wickedest 
shape-shifter” (deterrima uersipellis), and “the well-known vampiress” (lamia illa).28 
Such associations reveal clearly the belief that female power is monstrous and often 
destructive. 
                         
 
27 Thessalis: 6.451, 452, 565, 605, 699. Thessala: 6.519, 628, 651, 762. 
28 Saga: 1.8, 2.21; anus: 1.7, 2.20, 2.30; maga: 2.5; cantatrix: 2.20, 2.30; ueteratrix: 9.29; 
femina diuina: 1.8; omnis carminis sepulcralis magistra: 2.5; mala harpyia: 2.23; nocturna 
furia: 1.19; deterrima uersipellis: 2.22; lamia illa: 1.17. On maga and malefica at 6.16, see 
pp. 174–175 and n. 17, above. For the child-stealing ‘demon’ known as the lamia in 
both Greek and Roman culture, see Johnston (2001) and Cappanerra (2016). On its 
appearance in Apuleius specifically, see Leinweber (1994). 
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The gendered nature of magic is also defined by its often-erotic aims, a theme 
that continues from the elegists. Female lust and the pursuit of men is put at the 
forefront of most depictions of magic in Apuleius.29 Unlike the saga of elegy, who 
performs magical rituals for the benefit of others, Apuleius’ magical practitioners use 
their abilities to fulfill their own desires. In this respect, they are more like Horace’s 
Canidia than the lenae of elegy.30 Meroe is said to be able to make any man, even exotic 
and far off Indians, Ethiopians and Antichthones, fall in love with her (1.8). Lucius is 
told by both Byrrhena and Photis that Pamphile uses her magic particularly against 
young men who happen to catch her eye. In fact, Pamphile’s abilities are twice 
identified as enticements or charms (illecebra).31 And the shapeshifting women who 
come to snatch body parts from corpses are said to do so out of lust (pro libidine, 2.22).  
                         
 
29 The erotic is almost wholly absent in Lucan; Erictho is associated with death and 
violence rather than with sex and desire. One passage, however, does depict a scene 
of perverted eroticism in which Erictho mounts the corpse of a dead relative, writhes 
on top of it, kisses its lips, and bites its tongue before whispering a message to the 
underworld in its mouth (6.564–569). This act of incestuous necrophilia does more to 
locate Erictho beyond the bounds of human society than to connect her with the erotic 
dimension of magic. For feminine lust as well as the violation of the human body as 
examples of abjection see Stratton (2014). 
30 The boy in Epodes 5 is buried alive in order to create a love charm (amoris poculum, 
37–38) that Canidia will use against Varus, who has been seduced by another woman 
(73–82). In the same poem Folia is described as having “masculine lust” (masculae 
libidinis, 41). On the inversion of Roman sexuality evident in Horace, Lucan, and 
Apuleius, see Stratton (2007: 71–96). 
31 Byrrhena warns Lucius about Pamphile’s abilities: “be very careful of the evil skills 
and criminal enticements of Pamphile!” (caue fortiter a malis artibus et facinorosis 
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That men are usually the targets or victims of magic rather than its practitioners 
further emphasizes the gendered nature of magic. Erictho chastises Sextus Pompey 
and his soldiers for reacting with fear as she begins her magical ritual (6.657–666). 
Lucius is famously transformed into an ass when he attempts to wield magical power 
himself, but his is the least violent outcome of male interaction with magic in Apuleius 
(3.24). Aristomenes is fortunate to escape dismemberment or castration by Panthia 
(1.13). Thelyphron, however, is not so lucky; his face is mutilated by shape-shifting 
women while he guards a corpse (2.30). Furthermore, at least three men are explicitly 
killed by magical practitioners: Socrates, the miller, and the aforementioned corpse.32 
The most striking example of the power that female magical practitioners wield, 
however, comes at the end of the attack on Socrates and Aristomenes, when Meroe 
and Panthia squat and urinate on Aristomenes (1.13). These depictions of violence and 
humiliation reverse the usual power dynamic in Roman society and thus mark magic 
                         
 
illecebris Pamphiles, 2.5). The narrator describes Pamphile’s desire for the sun to set “so 
that she can practice her magic’s enticements” (ad exercendas illecebras magiae, 3.16). 
Illecebra is also linked to magic at Apol. 34 and 41. Its use at Apol. 47 refers to the 
enticement of crops. 
32 Socrates has his throat cut and heart removed by Meroe (3.13), but Panthia closes 
the wound with a sponge, which keeps him alive until it falls out into a stream (3.19). 
The miller is murdered by a spirit raised by a saga (9.29). The corpse reveals, through 
an Egyptian necromancer, that he was killed by his wife (2.29). 
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as a force operating outside of traditional masculine structures, something to be 
feared and (if possible) controlled.33 
Ethnicity is another marginalizing aspect of magic. As I discussed in the 
previous chapter, earlier poets placed the origins of certain ingredients or practices in 
far off lands on the periphery of Rome’s empire, suggesting that the magical acts took 
place in the center, sometimes in Rome itself.34 Lucan and Apuleius, on the other hand, 
shift the magical acts themselves to the periphery. The Psyllans, whose powers over 
snakes and their venom recall earlier stories about the Italian Marsians, reside in 
North Africa.35 The primary foreign association with magic, however, remains 
Thessaly. The battle of Pharsalus takes place there, and Lucan introduces Erictho as 
she performs a ritual to ensure that the civil war remains in Thessaly so that she has 
access to fresh corpses. He also identifies Thessalian prayers and substances as more 
powerful even than those of Persia or Egypt, reinforcing Thessaly’s position as the 
quintessential land of magic (6.448–451). Apuleius continues in this tradition. Indeed, 
                         
 
33 On Erictho and the reversal of the idealized femininity of the Roman matron, see 
Schons (1998: 149–207). 
34 The setting of Horace Satires 1.8 is a pleasant garden on the Esquiline Hill, built atop 
an old cemetery (14). The Esquiline is also mentioned in Epodes 17, where it is given 
the epithet ueneficus (58). In Epodes 5, Canidia complains of Varus wandering the 
Subura despite her machinations (58), and Folia is identified as coming from 
Ariminum, a town in Umbria (42). 
35 Lucan 9. 890–937. For a detailed analysis of this scene, see Phillips (2001). 
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Lucius journeys to Thessaly precisely because it is world-renowned for its superior 
magic (2.1). He is so convinced of this fact that, as he travels through Thessaly, he 
imagines that all of his surroundings have been transformed somehow by magic.36 
This otherworldly quality emphasizes his physical and conceptual distance from 
Rome. 
Magic exists not only in a separate physical location but in a separate social 
space as well.37 A common trope for magical practitioners is that they gather 
ingredients from corpses, whether in tombs, graves, or atop funeral pyres.38 In fact, 
Lucius reports this fact to his aunt Byrrhena when she asks him for his first 
impressions of Thessaly (2.20). This is followed almost immediately by the story of 
Thelyphron, who agrees to guard a corpse from shape-shifting women who will try 
to steal pieces of its face for their magical rituals. They instead take what they need 
from Thelyphron’s face. The saga hired to murder the miller does so by summoning 
                         
 
36 “There was nothing in that city that I looked at that I believed was what it actually 
was, but I believed that absolutely everything had been changed into another form by 
deadly muttering” (nec fuit in illa ciuitate quod aspiciens id esse crederem quod esset, sed 
omnia prorsus ferali murmure in aliam effigiem translata, 2.1). 
37 On magic as a cause of political and social isolation in the works of Apuleius, see 
Baker (2011: 209–270). 
38 Canidia gathers various materials from cemeteries and tombs (Hor. Sat. 1.8.14; Epod. 
5.17–18; Epod. 17.47–48). The saga in Tibullus commands spirits and gathers bones 
from pyres (1.2.45–48). Dipsas summons the spirits of ancestors out of tombs (Ov. Am. 
1.8.17–18). 
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the spirit of a murdered woman, a procedure that elsewhere requires access to tombs. 
Such transgressive behavior pushes these women to the edges of human society. 
Lucan’s Erictho takes this behavior to a frightening extreme by actually living among 
the tombs and pyres, thereby rejecting the world of the living and instead communing 
with the dead.39 Because the dead are located (both physically and conceptually) on 
the edges of life, the women who so frequently interact with them share in this 
marginality. 
A new aspect of magic’s social location, however, is the often-repeated need 
for secrecy and concealment.40 Apuleius’ Pamphile, for example, remains very much 
a member of human society but always performs magic alone and in secret, often in 
her secluded workshop (3.20). Photis, who is at first reluctant to share her mistress’ 
activities with Lucius, refers to them as “hidden mysteries” or “hidden marvels” 
(arcana secreta… miranda secreta, 3.15). She furthermore tells him that her mistress 
always performs magic alone and in secret. The ability to transform into other forms—
                         
 
39 “As far as she was concerned it was wicked to lower her deadly head beneath a 
city’s roof or household gods. She inhabits the abandoned pyres and lays claim to 
tombs where the spirits have been driven out” (illi namque nefas urbis summittere tecto 
| aut laribus ferale caput, desertaque busta | incolit et tumulos expulsis obtinet umbris, 6.510–
512). On Erictho’s interaction with the realm of the dead, see Martindale (1980). 
40 On secrecy as a theme in the Greek magical papyri, see Betz (1995). 
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such as Pamphile’s transformation into an owl, or the shape-shifting tomb-raiders—
also suggests a desire or need for secrecy. 
Secrecy in turn suggests that there are negative consequences for performing 
magic, such as social stigma or criminal punishment.41 Byrrhena is aware that 
Pamphile is a magical practitioner and warns Lucius to be wary (2.5). Pamphile’s 
household has gained a reputation for magic, and Photis herself is well known to the 
town’s barber for stealing the hair of young men. In fact, after catching her, he 
threatens to involve the authorities if she doesn’t stop her criminal behavior.42 Meroe 
is nearly stoned to death when the people of her town turn against her (1.10). And 
murder (e.g., of Socrates or the miller) is certainly a criminal act.43 But theft of hair is 
unlikely to have been a crime either in Thessaly or in Rome. The barber would 
therefore presumably summon the magistrates in order to accuse Photis of practicing 
magic. The criminality of magic is further implied by the incorporation of the maleficus 
family. Disapproval of magic is not a new development, but its illegality is new to the 
imperial period. 
                         
 
41 On the lex Cornelia in Apuleius’ Metamorphoses, see Summers (1967: 74–75, 119–122). 
42 “Unless you finally put an end to this criminal behavior, I will immediately present 
you to the magistrates” (quod scelus nisi tandem desines, magistratibus te constanter 
obiciam, 3.16). 
43 Erictho murders to gather magical ingredients (554–563). A corpse reveals that he 
was murdered by his wife (3.29) as does the ghost of the miller (9.31). 
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This brief survey has shown that the literary depiction of magic discussed in 
previous chapters continues to develop along the lines established by earlier authors 
while also incorporating new associations. Although the particular choice of words 
may vary by author, the major word families remain in use in largely the same sense. 
The addition of the maleficus family, however, parallels a tendency for depictions of 
magical ritual in this period to incorporate elements of violence and compulsion 
toward the gods—a significant departure from normative ritual practice. 
Accompanying these changes is a more pronounced separation of magic from human 
society and a need for concealment, which in turn raise issues about the acceptability 
and legality of magic. These issues will be the focus of the following section. 
 
The Impact of Literary Magic on Real World Situations 
We turn now to the second major question: to what extent the literary depiction 
of magic intersects with the real world. Up to this point, I have been only tangentially 
concerned with practices that could be labeled magic existing beyond our written 
texts. I have noted the parallels between the literary representations of magic and 
normative ritual practice and have included historical context where this seemed 
necessary to our understanding of the texts (e.g., for the performance of deuotiones, the 
existence of Angitia, the legal status of ueneficium). I have not, however, sought out 
correspondences between specific textual practices and the wealth of documentary 
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and material evidence that survives for the historical practice of magic. For example, 
a recurrent theme in the previous chapter was the use of clay or wax figurines.44 
Horace offers the most detailed description, indicating how one figure is smaller and 
in a suppliant posture, while the other is larger and threatening punishment. Ovid 
adds that the body parts of the figures were pierced with needles (3.7.29–30).  
It has long been acknowledged that this description corresponds to a 
procedure recorded in the Greek magical papyri that prescribes both writing a curse 
tablet and piercing a figure with needles. A remarkable correspondence, indeed, and 
one that suggests a textual tradition common to both the anonymous writers of the 
magical papyri and to the greatest literary minds of the emperor’s court. Far more 
remarkable, however, was the discovery of just such a figure, along with a lead tablet, 
precisely as the papyrus formula describes.45 Such a discovery confirms not only the 
link between literary and documentary sources, but also a link between texts and 
actual practice. It opens the possibility that literary texts may not only reflect but also 
interact with the actual practice of magic in the ancient world. It is this possibility that 
I will explore in this final section, using two texts that claim to represent historical 
events: Tacitus’ Annals and Apuleius’ Apology. 
                         
 
44 See chapter 2 (p. 154 n. 81). 
45 On the use of such figures, see Tupet (1976: 49–50), Faraone (1989; 1991), Graf (1997: 
138–147), and Ogden (1999: 71–79). 
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First, let us examine the six word families in this new set of texts. As before, the 
carmen and uenenum families appear throughout both texts, and their collocation 
occurs particularly in passages that are concerned with magic.46 Apuleius’s Apology, 
in particular, contains several new or rare carmen words; incanto, obcanto, cantamen, 
and canticum are used in addition to the more usual carmen and canto.47 The magus 
family occurs in both works, but we shall return to its specific use in Apuleius later. 
In Tacitus, however, it combines the trends identified in earlier texts: the noun magus 
is used to describe a group of divination experts, but the adjective magicus describes 
what I have identified as magical practice.48 The saga family occurs only once, in 
Apuleius, to introduce a quote from Homer’s Iliad about Agamede, a Greek 
knowledgeable in the healing properties of plants.49 The deuotio family, on the other 
                         
 
46 Apuleius Apology: 69.4, 84.3, 90.1; Tacitus Annals 4.22. In Tacitus, the uenenum family 
is twice collocated with the deuotio family, which as a spoken formula is in fact a type 
of carmen (3.13, 4.52). See Abt (1908: 240–241). 
47 The forms incanto and obcanto are relatively rare, but both are significant for 
appearing in the Twelve Tables, for which see chapter 1 (pp. 28–29). Incanto is used 
only two other times before Apuleius (Hor. Sat. 1.8.49, [Quint.] Decl. 10. praef.). It 
appears in Metamorphoses where it refers to birdsong (8.20). Obcanto appears here for 
the first time since Plautus. 
48 magus at Annals 2.27, 2.32, 6.29, and 16.30; magicus at 12.59 and 16.31. For 
developments in the magus family after Pliny the Elder, see Rives (2010). 
49 Apol. 31.5, quoting Hom. Il. 11.741. 
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hand, occurs only in Tacitus, where it is always used in a magical context with the 
sense of “curse.”50 
Of particular interest is Tacitus’ use of the superstitio family, for which it is 
useful to examine his entire corpus. (It does not appear in Apuleius at all.) In nearly 
every instance, superstitio refers to religious beliefs that are considered peculiar or 
have a foreign origin or influence.51 Labeling a practice superstitio generally carries 
with it no official sanction, only a sense of Tacitus’ disapproval. But on two occasions 
an accusation of superstitio forms part of judicial proceedings. The first of these 
involves Pomponia Graecina, a prominent woman who in 57 CE is accused of a 
“foreign superstition” (superstitionis externae, 13.32).52 She is not, however, tried 
publicly. Instead, Pomponia’s husband assembles a tribunal of relatives to investigate 
the matter and ultimately finds Pomponia innocent. Although much attention has 
been given to the identity of Pomponia’s superstitio, of greater interest is the fact that 
                         
 
50 Deuotio: Tac. Ann. 2.69, 3.13, 4.52, 12.65, 16.31. 
51 Superstitio referring to religious beliefs: Ag. 11; Ger. 39, 43, 45; Hist. 1.11, 2.4, 2.78, 
4.54, 4.61, 4.81, 4.83, 5.8, 5.13; Ann. 1.28, 1.29, 1.79, 2.85, 3.60, 11.15, 12.59, 13.32, 14.30, 
15.44. In this sense it is used to describe Gauls, Germans, Britons, Egyptians, Jews, and 
Christians as well as Romans. (Tac. Hist. 3.58 refers to Vitellius’ sudden desire to be 
called Caesar, despite rejecting the title before.) On superstitio in Tacitus, see especially 
Davies (2004: 165–170). 
52 This superstitio is often identified as Christianity. For a recent analysis, including 
arguments against this identification, see Rodrigues (2009). 
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an accusation of superstitio was cause for an investigation. The implication is that 
accusations of superstitio could sometimes be dealt with in a manner similar to a 
criminal charge. Superstitio may not yet be illegal, but in some instances, it seems to 
have been treated as if it were a legal issue. 
The second incident is that of Statilius Taurus, a proconsular governor of 
Africa, who in 53 CE was accused by one of his legates of provincial extortion 
(repetundae) as well as “magical superstitions” (magicas superstitiones, 12.59).53 The case 
was tried before the senate. Presumably a guilty verdict was expected, because Taurus 
killed himself before it was returned. The charge against Taurus must certainly have 
been repetundae, which was a serious enough offense to be tried in the senate.54 
Magical superstitions, therefore, were likely included in order to malign Statilius 
Taurus’ character, a typical technique in Roman lawcourts. Indeed, Tacitus tells us 
that his suicide prevented his suffering further undeserved humiliation. As in 
Pomponia’s case, Taurus’ magicae superstitiones are never identified. One possibility is 
consulting fortune-tellers (who are sometimes labeled magi by Tacitus) concerning the 
                         
 
53 Tacitus says that the charges were brought at the instigation of Agrippina the 
Younger, because Taurus was rich and she wanted to confiscate his gardens. 
54 Dickie (2010: 86–87) doubts that magicae superstitiones was part of the actual charge. 
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imperial family—a charge leveled against several individuals.55 The identity, 
however, is not as important as the fact that the term superstitio is here clearly 
associated with criminal charges. 
This passage is also the first example of the concept of magic being linked to 
the concept of superstitio. Cicero had previously connected the saga family to 
superstitio, but at that point, no explicit connection had been made between the saga 
figure and the (then) nascent concept of magic. That link was made by the elegists, 
who did not include the superstitio family in their depictions of magical practice. The 
collocation of the magus and superstitio families does not constitute a merging of the 
two concepts but rather a conceptual overlap, inasmuch as both can refer to foreign 
and unacceptable practices or beliefs. A key consequence of this overlap is that magic 
is connected for the first time to the long-standing discourse about the boundary 
between religio and superstitio and the limits of proper religious activity. This sets the 
stage for the later identification of magic with religious deviance.56 
Let us turn then to Tacitus’ Annals and examine how magic is represented in 
his historical account of Rome under the early principate. Magic appears always in a 
                         
 
55 Libo Drusus (2.27–32); Aemilia Lepida (3.22–23); Servilia (16.30–33). On prohibitions 
against divination, especially astrology, in the imperial period, see Cramer (1954: 276–
281). For a more recent and nuanced analysis, see Ripat (2011). 
56 See Rives (2006: 64–67). 
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legal context, and the most high-profile and detailed of these involves the murder of 
Germanicus.57 Following his victories in the west, Germanicus was sent by Tiberius 
in 17 CE to settle matters in the east, where he came into conflict with Calpurnius Piso, 
who had been appointed governor of Syria. When Germanicus fell ill and died in 19 
CE, suspicion fell on Piso and his wife Plancina. Tacitus tells us that Germanicus 
himself believed he had been poisoned, and that after his death, a number of 
disturbing items were found in the walls and floors (2.69):  
 
et reperiebantur solo ac parietibus erutae humanorum corporum 
reliquiae, carmina et deuotiones et nomen Germnici plumbeis tabulis 
inscriptum, semusti cineres ac tabo obliti aliaque malefica, quis creditur 
animas numinibus infernis sacrari. 
 
And there were discovered in the floor and walls disinterred human 
remains, carmina, deuotiones, lead tablets inscribed with Germanicus’ 
name, ashes half-burnt and smeared with decaying matter, and other 
wicked things which were believed to consecrate spirits to the 
underworld divinities. 
  
Many of these objects are familiar from literary depictions of magic. Words in the form 
of spells (carmina) or curses (deuotiones) are central to the concept of magic, though 
                         
 
57 Damon (1999) analyzes Tacitus’ narrative in light of the senatus consultum de Cn. 
Pisone patre. For the SCPP in general, see Damon & Takács (1999). Rives (2006: 55–59) 
discusses the poisoning of Germanicus and the subsequent trial of Piso as it informs 
our understanding of the lex Cornelia. For commentary see Goodyear (1981) on Annals 
book 2 and Woodman & Martin (1996) on book 3. 
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their existence as objects rather than utterances is new. Ashes and human remains 
recall the frequent depiction of magical practitioners such as Canidia and Erictho 
snatching ingredients from tombs and funeral pyres.58 The lead tablets inscribed with 
Germanicus’ name, however, do not appear in the prior literary tradition of magic.59 
The lead tablets found in Germanicus’ wall are presumably to be identified with the 
curse tablets (defixiones or κατάδεσμοι) that have been found throughout the Greek and 
Roman world beginning in the fifth century BCE. These small sheets of lead are 
inscribed with short texts cursing a rival (in business, love, etc.) and often include 
strange symbols or nonsense words.60 Even though Tacitus’ account clearly seems to 
have been shaped by the well-established literary tradition of magic, it also includes 
elements that seem to reflect real world practices that were not (so far as we know) 
part of the literary tradition. In other words, the concept of magic has expanded 
beyond the literary sphere and is being applied to contemporary practice. 
                         
 
58 For literary examples, see chapter 2 (p. 111 n. 16 and p. 158 n. 90) and chapter 3 (p. 
185 n. 39). References to human remains are exceedingly rare in the Greek magical 
papyri, but they do occur. A handful of procedures call for blood as ink (PGM 4.52–
85, 4.2145–2240) but animal blood is much more common in this sense. I find only one 
ritual that requires a human bone for use in a love charm (4.1872–1927). Some 
procedures have a spoken component that describes lurid violence (esp. 4.2441–2707) 
despite the fact that the ritual itself is quite benign. 
59 Apuleius describes “sheets inscribed with mysterious letters” in Pamphile’s 
workshop. These are also found amidst human remains (Met 3.17). 
60 See introduction (p. 1 n. 1). 
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Tacitus’ description of the trial of Piso also exhibits signs of being influenced 
by the literary tradition of magic. First of all, Tacitus focuses on the charge of 
poisoning, leaving aside the numerous other charges.61 We are told that the 
prosecution attempted to bring as witness a notorious Syrian uenefica named Martina, 
who died mysteriously upon her arrival in Italy.62 The fact that a woman from the 
edge of the empire was summoned to bear witness to ueneficium is consistent with the 
literary tradition of magic. The prosecution’s inability to prove the charge of 
poisoning also agrees with the literary tradition, particularly the conflicting reports 
Tacitus finds concerning the state of Germanicus’ body.63 Finally, Tacitus’ portrayal 
                         
 
61 “Finally, that he himself had murdered using curses and poison; then rituals and 
unspeakable sacrifices—his and Plancina’s” (postremo ipsum deuotionibus et ueneno 
peremisse; sacra hinc et immolationes nefandas ipsius atque Plancinae, 3.14). Compare, for 
example, the senatus consultum that was issued following the trial, which makes no 
mention of these aspects. 
62 She is first sent at Annals 2.74, and her death is reported at 3.7. Poison is said to have 
been found concealed in her hair, but her body showed no signs of taking it. Tacitus 
does not explore the implications this fact has for the lack of visible signs of poisoning 
on Germanicus’ body. 
63 Tacitus gives his account at 2.71 and records Tiberius’ speech at 3.12. For the 
uncertainty in identifying victims of poisoning, see chapter 2 (pp. 147). Suetonius 
offers three signs that Germanicus had indeed been poisoned: his body was covered 
in bruises, he foamed at the mouth, and his heart was not burned by cremation (Cal. 
1.2). Pliny the Elder (NH 11.187), using a speech that was still extant in his day, says 
that the prosecution tried to prove that Germanicus was poisoned because his heart 
would not burn at his cremation. Pliny says that Piso’s defense was to claim that it 
was a result of Germanicus’ illness. 
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of Piso as increasingly isolated and the senate and people’s increasingly hostile 
attitude toward him reflects the power of accusations of magic to marginalize 
individuals. Although Tacitus’ focus on ueneficium in his account of Piso’s trial may 
reflect the influence of the literary tradition of ‘magic,’ there is some evidence that it 
was an element in the actual trial. 
The trial of Piso is not the only legal case involving magic that Tacitus reports: 
Libo Drusus is accused of plotting a revolution, in part because he made use of 
magical rituals (magorum sacra).64 Numantina is accused of using magic (carmina et 
ueneficia) to drive her ex-husband mad, after which he pushed his new wife out of a 
window. Claudia Pulchra is accused of committing adultery, using curses (deuotiones), 
and preparing poisons against the emperor (ueneficia). Mamercus Scaurus is likewise 
accused of adultery and magical rituals (magorum sacra). Lollia Paulina is accused of 
consulting magical practitioners (magi). Statilius Taurus, as we have already seen, is 
accused of repetundae and magical superstitions. Lepida is accused of cursing the 
                         
 
64 Interestingly, evidence against Libo is supplied in part by Fulcinius Trio—later the 
first to accuse Piso—who hires a necromancer named Junius, “to summon 
underworld shades with songs” (ut infernas umbras carminibus eliceret, 2.28). Trio’s use 
of necromancy is not cause for punishment or even disapproval from Tacitus, perhaps 
because his divination was not directed at gaining information about the imperial 
household. 
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younger Agrippina (deuotiones). And Servilia is accused of both magical rituals (magica 
sacra) and curses (deuotiones).65  
What nearly all these cases have in common is that accusations of magic are 
made in addition to more actionable charges such as murder or adultery. In most 
cases, Tacitus suggests that the charges were fabricated because the accused posed 
some threat (real or imagined) to the imperial family. Magical practice seems never to 
be the principal charge per se but rather as a slander—that is, a means to discredit the 
accused and damage their character, a common tactic in Roman forensic oratory. The 
marginalizing associations of magic, which I have analyzed in previous chapters, 
combined with the fuzziness of the category, made it an ideal tool for this purpose. It 
also proved to be very effective: only Numantina is acquitted;66 most choose to end 
their lives rather than face certain conviction. When Lollia Paulina is merely exiled, a 
military tribune is sent to ensure her demise, which suggests that her death was the 
                         
 
65 Libo Drusus (16 CE): 2.27–32. Numantina (24): 4.22. Claudia Pulchra (26): 4.52. 
Mamercus Scaurus (34): 6.29. Lollia Paulina (50): 12.22. Statilius Taurus (53): 12.59. 
Lepida (54): 12.64–65. Servilia (66): 16.30–33. In her discussion of these trials, Garosi 
(1976: 79–83) points out that, in this period, a person accused of using magic is 
automatically assumed to have done so for illicit purposes. Dickie (2001: 141, 191–194) 
focuses on Numantina, Libo Drusus, and Servilia. Stratton (2007: 96–104) reads the 
trials through the lens of imperial ideology about women. Pollard (2014) focuses on 
the social implications of these trials, especially given women’s increasing role in 
Roman political life. 
66 It is interesting to note that Numantina’s is also the only trial in which the imperial 
family has no vested interest, at least according to Tacitus. 
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principal object all along. An accusation of magic thus seems tantamount to a death 
sentence. Accusations of magic, like charges of maiestas, thus becomes another tool for 
the imperial family and ambitious delatores to remove personal or political enemies.67 
The only sustained defense against an accusation of magic in Tacitus comes 
from Servilia (16.31): 
 
“nullos,” inquit, “impios deos, nullas deuotiones, nec aliud infelicibus 
precibus inuocavui, quam ut hunc optimum patrem tu, Caesar, vos, 
patres, servaretis incolumem. sic gemmas et vestis et dignitatis insignia 
dedi, quo modo si sanguinem et vitam poposcissent. uiderint isti, 
antehac mihi ignoti, quo numine sint, quas artes exerceant: nulla mihi 
principis mentio nisi inter numina fuit. nescit tamen miserrimus pater 
et, si crimen est, sola deliqui.” 
 
She said, “I called upon no wicked gods, no curses, nor anything with 
unfortunate prayers, except that you, Caesar, and you, senators, 
preserve this best of fathers unharmed. For this reason, I sold my jewels 
and clothes and the tokens of my status, just as I would have given my 
blood and life, if demanded. Let those men—previously unknown to 
me—look out for what they’re called, what arts they practice. I made no 
mention of the emperor except when included among the gods. But my 
most pitiable father knows nothing of this, and if it is a crime, I alone 
committed it.” 
 
Although she admits to paying for magical rituals, she vehemently denies that they 
were malicious in nature. Her defense implies that magical rituals were commonly 
                         
 
67 On delatores, and the use of trials de maiestate in the imperial period, see Rutledge 
(2001). 
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assumed to be connected to such nefarious purposes, a fact supported by the 
accusations of others. Servilia goes on to challenge the nature of the accusation itself, 
saying that it is not her concern what the practitioners are called or what methods 
they employ, only whether her use of them threatened the emperor, which she denies. 
She boils the issue down to one of means as opposed to ends. Is magic itself to be 
considered criminal, or the outcomes it attempts to achieve?  
Servilia’s argument draws upon a fundamental aspect of the language of 
magic: its use as a label to marginalize and stigmatize certain practices and people. 
Indeed, one could argue that Servilia’s defense is Tacitus’ commentary on the 
development of the new tactic of using charges of magic to discredit opponents. 
Tacitus makes this young girl, on trial before the senate, a mouthpiece for a debate 
that goes back to the Heroides. Like Ovid’s portrayal of Medea, Tacitus’ portrayal of 
Servilia is sympathetic. He says that he believes her and attributes her actions to her 
love for her father and to the folly of youth. Also like Medea, Servilia is unable to 
escape the stigma of magic. No dragons and murderous revenge for Servilia, though: 
suicide is the only escape. In the Julio-Claudian period, therefore, it seems that some 
have begun to draw on the literary tradition of magic to include charges of magic in 
actual trials, not so much as legal charges as a means of exploiting its marginalizing 
force. 
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Although Tacitus’ historical work suggests that in the early imperial period the 
concept of magic had moved from the textual world into the law courts, Apuleius’ 
Apology provides a detailed document attesting to that development. Furthermore, 
while only in the case of Servilia does Tacitus elaborate on the issues at stake in these 
charges, Apuleius offers a glimpse of what an extended, well-informed, and 
presumably successful defense against an accusation of magic might look like.68 This 
speech contains a wealth of information on the practices and perceptions of ancient 
philosophy, medicine, religion, and magic, but I will focus specifically on three 
interrelated questions: first, to what extent the practices he describes correspond to 
evidence from other sources; second, how literature influences Apuleius’ depiction of 
magic; and finally, how Apuleius manipulates the concept of magic to serve his 
purposes. 
Before turning to these points, however, some brief context is required.69 The 
trial, which took place in either late 158 or early 159 CE, concerns Apuleius’ marriage 
to a wealthy widow named Aemilia Pudentilla, whose eldest son Apuleius had 
                         
 
68 For evidence and various opinions on the outcome of the trial, see especially 
Hijmans (1994: 1714–1715). 
69 For a basic introduction of the trial, see Hunink (1997: 11–27) and Harrison (2000: 1–
38). While some have suggested (or at the very least mentioned) that the Apology may 
be a work of complete fiction, most scholars agree that a trial did take place. On the 
historicity of the speech, see especially Hunink (1997: 11–12, 25–27) and Rives (2008). 
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befriended while studying in Athens. Their marriage seems to have been undertaken 
at least in part to help Pudentilla’s sons secure their father’s estate, which was being 
withheld by his family in an attempt to coerce Pudentilla to marry her former brother-
in-law. When Pudentilla instead married Apuleius, a learned man fifteen years her 
junior, her former in-laws began to slander Apuleius publicly, accusing him of using 
magic to seduce Pudentilla and of murdering her eldest son. When the issue came to 
trial, however, Apuleius tells us that the charge of murder was abandoned, which left 
only the charge of magic (magiae, 2.2).70  
Throughout the Apology, Apuleius describes practices that do not often appear 
in literary sources but instead bear a striking similarity to practices recorded in the 
Papyri Graecae Magicae. For example, Mercury is included among a list of magical 
deities; although he is never invoked in literary depictions of magic, Hermes is 
prominent in the papyri.71 When answering the charge of procuring a fish for some 
                         
 
70 Elsewhere the charge is described as “magical wrongdoing” (magicorum 
maleficiorum, 1.5), for which see Hunink (1997: 13). Apuleius is also called both a magus 
and a ueneficus (78.2) by Herennius Rufinus, the father-in-law of Pudentilla’s eldest 
son and reportedly the chief instigator of the accusations. It is interesting to note that 
Apuleius focuses almost entirely on the accusation of magus and mentions ueneficium 
only a handful of times (32.8, 41.6, 84.3, 91.4, 102.1, 102.3), presumably because it was 
a much more difficult term to turn to his advantage due to its associations with 
clandestine murder. Its absence also makes it clear that Apuleius was not charged 
with ueneficium. 
71 Hermes is invoked in the following procedures: PGM 4.2241–2358; 5.172–212, 370–
446; 7.540–578; 8.1–63; 13.1–343; 109.1–8. Note that the statuette which figures in the 
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magical use, Apuleius recites a litany of fish names in Greek: “σελάχεια, μαλάκεια, 
μαλακόστρακα, χονδράκανθα, ὀστρακόδερμα, καρχαρόδοντα, ἀμφίβια, λεπιδωτά, 
φολιδωτά, δερμόπτερα, στεγανόποδα, μονήρη, συναγελαστικά” (38.9). This list may seem 
to be simply another showcase of Apuleius’ vast knowledge of rather obscure animal 
lore, but it is also a conscious reference to the use of so-called uoces magicae in magical 
texts.72 Apuleius himself acknowledges this similarity, anticipating his opponents’ 
objections to apparent magical words like those used in Egypt and Babylon, two lands 
famous for magic in the ancient world.73 
The most striking similarities occur in the discussion of an incident involving 
an epileptic boy named Thallus. Apuleius’ opponents claim that he performed a 
clandestine ritual using a lamp and a small altar in which Thallus collapsed under the 
                         
 
accusations against Apuleius is of Mercury (61–65). On the connection between this 
statuette and magical practice, see Hunink (1997: 165). 
72 See chapter 1 (p. 35 n. 16). Voces magicae occur through the PGM, indeed some are 
found in multiple spells. For example, the Harpon-Knouphi formula (named after its 
first two words) is used in the invocation of this procedure to summon a spirit as an 
assistant: “good farmer, good spirit, harpon knouphi brintaten siphri briskulma arouazar 
bamesen kriphi niptoumikhmoumaoph.” (ἀγαθὲ γεωργέ | ἀγαθὲ δ[αί]μων, ἁρπον [κνου]φι 
βριντατην σιφρι | βρισκυλμα αρουαζαρ β[αμεσεν] κριφι νιπτουμιχμουμαωφ, PGM 1.27–29). 
Variations on this same formula are found at 3.435–436; 4.2433; 7.1023–1025; 36.219–
220. 
73 “Now you will cry that I’m going through magical names in the Egyptian or 
Babylonian fashion (iam me clamabis magica nomina Aegyptico uel Babylonico ritu 
percensere, 38.7). 
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influence of a carmen and then awoke in a daze. Apuleius himself says that his 
opponents should have gone further and claimed that the boy predicted the future as 
well.74 He also asserts that such a ritual is attested in the works of learned men such 
as Varro and Nigidius Figulus, both of whom allegedly used magic to inspire 
prophetical responses in boys.75 But similar rituals can also be found in the magical 
papyri; in fact, six separate ritual procedures involve a boy as the medium for 
divination.76 Two of these also call for the use of a lamp, and several call for offerings 
to be made, though there is no specific mention of an altar.77 Two of these procedures 
                         
 
74 “They lied, saying that some boy had been affected by a carmen with no observers 
in a hidden place with a little altar, a lamp, and a few companions as witnesses; that 
he had collapsed where he had been affected by the carmen; and that he did not know 
himself when roused. They didn’t even dare to proceed further with the lie; for to 
round out the story, this also should’ve been added: that the same boy predicted many 
things by foreknowledge” (confinxere puerum quempiam carmine cantatum remotis 
arbitris, secreto loco, arula et lucerna et paucis consciis testibus, ubi incantatus sit, corruisse, 
postea nesciente<m> sui excitatum. nec ultra isti quidem progredi mendacio ausi; enim fabula 
ut impleretur, addendum etiam illud fuit, puerum eundem multa praesagio praedixisse, 42.3–
4). See Abt (1908: 160–165). 
75 “And this marvel with boys is confirmed not only by common opinion but also by 
the authority of learned men” (nec modo uulgi opinione, uerum etiam doctorum uirorum 
auctoritate hoc miraculum de pueris confirmatur, 42.5). Varro is said to describe a 
“magical inquiry” (magica percontatione) whereas Nigidius Figulus used a “spell” 
(carmine). Unfortunately, no such work survives from either author, though a 
fragment of Varro does mention king Numa’s use of hydromancy to see images of the 
gods (Res div. 1 app. IV Cardauns = August. C.D. 7.35). 
76 PGM 4.88–93, 850–929; 5.1–23; 7.348–358, 540–78; 62.24–46. 
77 A lamp is used in PGM 5.1–53 and 7.540–78. The use of lamps in divination 
(lychnomancy) is quite common in the PGM. Apuleius is also familiar with the 
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also insist that the boy used in the procedure be pure and healthy, a fact Apuleius 
himself calls attention to, since an epileptic boy hardly meets these requirements.78 
The procedure that most closely resemblance the accusation against Apuleius, 
however, is the “Charm of Solomon that produces a trance,” in which a formula 
whispered into a boy’s ear causes him to collapse and speak the truth.79  
Apuleius’ defense confirms a general trend toward closer and more exact 
correspondences between literary depictions of magic and practices found in non-
literary sources. One reason for this development is the ever-increasing detail and 
complexity of literary depictions of magic, which allow us to identify specific practices 
rather than more general themes. On the other hand, some practices described in 
literary sources are too fantastical and find no parallel in non-literary sources. Despite 
                         
 
procedure, since it makes an appearance in his Metamorphoses, where Pamphile 
forecasts the weather by means of a lamp (2.11–12). Offerings are specifically called 
for in PGM 4.850–929 and 7.540–578. Although the word ‘altar’ is not used, both call 
for the offerings to be made on grapevine wood, which could indicate an offering table 
made of that material. 
78 Apuleius says that the boy must be handsome, healthy, intelligent, and eloquent for 
the ritual to work (debet ille nescio qui puer prouidus, quantum ego audio, et corpore decorus 
atque integer deligi et animo sollers et ore facundus, 43.4). Purity, especially sexual purity 
is emphasized throughout the PGM, and in particular in 4.850–929 and 7.540–578. The 
latter insists that the boy be “uncorrupt, pure” (ὁ δὲ παῖς ἔστω ἄφθορος, καθαρός, 544). 
79 “Then say the formula seven times just into the ear of such-and-such man or little 
boy, and right away he will fall down.” (εἶτα οὕτως εἰς τὸ οὖς | τοῦ δεῖνα ἀνθρώπου ἢ 
παιδίου ἐπίλεγε ζ´ | τὸν λόγον, καὶ εὐθέως πεσεῖται, PGM 4.909–911). For further 
correspondences between Apuleius’ speech and the magical papyri, see Abt (1908). 
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its literary pedigree, there is no curse tablet or magical papyrus that claims to 
reproduce the Thessalian trick of drawing down the moon. It is interesting to note 
that the more fantastical practices are generally found in the more fictive narratives 
such as Lucan’s Bellum Ciuile and Apuleius’ Metamorphoses. In more historically-
minded texts, however, where magic is represented in real-world contexts, the 
depictions become increasingly similar to practices that can be identified outside of 
the literary realm. This suggests that the concept of magic increasingly encompassed 
real world practices rather than literary tropes while still retaining its negative and 
marginalizing valences. 
In his defense, however, Apuleius strategically ignores this development. He 
uses the collocation of the carmen and uenenum families, familiar from literary texts as 
early as Cicero, as a synonym for the newer and thus less familiar term magia.80 He 
claims that his accusers brought up the epileptic boy only because such a procedure 
had been written about previously and thus was commonly known and already 
believed.81 In response to the accusation of seeking a fish for a love charm, Apuleius 
                         
 
80 These collocations are: carminibus et uenenis (69.4); cantaminibus et ueneficiis (84.3); 
carminibus et uenenis (90.1). It is worth noting that Apuleius uses this terminology 
despite the fact that he has not been charged with ueneficium and likely would not 
want to bring such associations to mind. 
81 In introducing the accusation, Apuleius says: “And they themselves knew… that 
something better had to be made up from material that was more well-known and 
already believed. Therefore, according to the rule of opinion and rumor…” (scierunt 
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ridicules his opponents’ inconsistency by showing that their claims do not follow the 
people’s well-known beliefs about magic.82 Had they read their Vergil, he says, they 
would know that a love charm requires “soft ribbons, rich foliage, masculine incense, 
multicolored threads; furthermore brittle laurel leaves, hardening clay, softening 
wax,” a list drawn directly from Eclogue 8.83 He goes on to quote lists of magical 
ingredients from Vergil’s Aeneid (4.513–516) and the poet Laevius.84 Apuleius thus 
                         
 
et ipsi… potius aliquid de rebus peruulgatioribus et iam creditis fingendum esse. igitur ad 
praescriptum opinionis et famae, 42.2–3). After discussing Varro and Nigidius Figulus, 
Apuleius mentions reading about such rituals with boys in many sources: “Indeed I 
read these and other things about magical practitioners and boys in many authors, 
but I am in doubt as to my opinion of whether I should say that they can occur or not” 
(haec et alia apud plerosque de magiis et pueris lego equidem, sed dubius sententiae sum, 
dicamne fieri posse an negem, 43.1). That Apuleius is unsure of the credibility of these 
sources suggests that they are not from the philosophical side of magic to which he 
subscribes. 
82 The phrase Apuleius uses is rather insulting: uulgi fabularum (30.3). At 25.5 he says 
anilis fabulas, echoing, it would seem, Cicero’s anilis superstitio. See chapter 1 (pp. 70–
72). 
83 Soft ribbons: uittas mollis (Apul. 30.7) = molli uitta (Verg. Ecl. 8.64); rich foliage: 
uerbenas pinguis = uerbenas pinguis (65); masculine incense: tura mascula = mascula tura 
(65); multicolored threads: licia discolora = diuersa colore | licia (73–74); brittle laurel 
leaves: laurum fragilem = fragilis laurus (82); hardening clay: limum durabilem = limus 
durescit (80); and softening wax: ceram liquabilem = cera liquescit (80). See Hunink (1997: 
100–101) and Abt (1908: 70–85). On the quote from the Aeneid see Abt (1908: 85–92). 
84 “They bring out all the love charms from everywhere: that pain-killer is sought, 
small wheels, fingernails, ribbons, little roots, grasses, twigs, alluring two-tailed 
lizards, the sweetnesses of the neighing animals” (philtra omnia undique eruunt: | 
antipathes illud quaeritur, | trochiscilli, ung<u>es, taeniae, | radiculae, herbae, surculi, | 
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treats accounts of magical practice in classic works of literature as authoritative in 
order to construct a clever reductio ad absurdum argument. His accusers have deployed 
a concept of magic that he recognizes as being literary in origin. He therefore argues 
that the specific content of the charges ought to conform to literary depictions as well. 
The credibility of such a defense depends upon the increasing dissociation between 
the concept of magic and its specific literary content. 
Apuleius’ defense further suggests that the concept of magic is no longer a 
purely literary phenomenon but had begun to inform the opinions that ordinary 
people had about magic. Some people therefore believed that the concept of magic 
that had first taken shape in the works of Vergil, Tibullus, Ovid, and others was a real 
phenomenon occurring in the real world. Such people, Apuleius says, imagine a 
magical practitioner as “one who through spoken communication with the immortal 
gods achieves everything he wishes by the particularly amazing power of cantamina” 
(26.6) and the rituals that such a person performs as “secret no less than offensive and 
dreadful, usually held late at night, concealed in shadows, away from witnesses, and 
muttered in carmina, to which few are admitted, not just slaves but even free people” 
(47.3–4). Nocturnal rituals invoking the gods with powerful words are familiar from 
                         
 
saurae inlices bicodulae, hin- | nientium dulcedines. 30.13 = Laevius 27 Courtney). On this 
fragment of Laevius, see Tupet (1976: 212–219) and Graf (1997: 38–39). 
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even the earliest portrayals of magic in Horace and Vergil. Of particular interest, 
however, is the prominence of secrecy and coercion—elements that, as we have seen, 
were not prevalent in earlier works but are central to depictions of magic in later 
authors. Apuleius plays upon such associations when he argues that no one would 
confront someone they truly believed to be a magus because there is no defense against 
their unseen, divine power (26.7–9). Just as real-world practices began to influence the 
literary depiction of magic, so too did the literary depiction of magic begin to influence 
real-world perceptions about the actual practice of magic. 
We see a particularly striking example of this development in one of Apuleius’ 
main defense strategies, his manipulation of the very terms used to accuse him. Early 
in his speech, Apuleius offers two definitions for the word magus and thus lays out 
two different types of magic: one a benign branch of philosophy originating from the 
Persian Magi, and the other a malevolent pursuit of power constructed in part from 
literary sources (25.5–27.4).85 His aim is twofold: to prove that his own activities are 
firmly in line with the philosophical type of magic, and to show that his opponents 
are woefully ignorant of the popular type of magic upon which their accusations 
depend. We have already seen how Apuleius ridicules his opponents for claiming 
                         
 
85 See especially Hunink (1997: 88) on the distinction between “good” and “bad” magic 
with scholarship. Stratton’s (2007: 143–176) examination of magic in the Babylonian 
Talmud offers an interesting parallel for Apuleius’ two opposing definitions of magic. 
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that he sought out fish for a love charm. He also mocks them for leaving out portions 
of the well-known divination ritual with a young boy and for suggesting that an 
epileptic boy could be used when the ritual demands perfect health. Finally, he 
pointedly asks why they do not fear him, if he is a powerful magus as they claim. By 
portraying his opponents as having fundamentally misunderstood the generally held 
popular concept of magic, Apuleius undercuts their credibility and the authority of 
their accusations. 
In addition to rejecting the basis for the accusations against him, Apuleius 
offers a concept of magic that is much more philosophical in nature. On this view, he 
says, he is following in the priestly tradition of the Persian magi and the intellectual 
pursuits of wise men such as Epimenides and Pythagoras, who sought a deeper 
understanding of the universe (26.1; 27.2). For example, in explaining why he was 
seeking out certain fish, Apuleius produces texts of natural philosophy and medicine 
that demonstrate that his own interests align with those of Aristotle and other 
philosophers who studied the anatomy of animals (36–41). Texts are again important 
to Apuleius’ objections concerning the episode with the epileptic boy. He claims to be 
well-read on the subject and cites two venerable republican scholars (Varro and 
Nigidius Figulus) but then suggests that he finds their particular claims dubious. By 
repeatedly demonstrating the depth of his learning and his indebtedness to previous 
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scholars, Apuleius constructs an alternative concept of magic as a harmless 
intellectual pursuit.86 
By offering these two concepts of magic, Apuleius redefines the terms of his 
own trial and leaves his opponents with two equally undesirable options: either admit 
that they do not know anything about magic (thus rendering their accusations 
baseless) or persist and accuse Apuleius of being what is essentially a philosopher, 
which is no crime. In this way, Apuleius’ manipulation of the language of magic 
recalls Ovid’s portrayal of Medea in the Heroides and Tacitus’ portrayal of Servilia in 
the Annals. In each case, certain actions are described by one side as magical and 
therefore malicious but by the other as non-magical and benign. Magic was in this 
way revealed to be a subjective label that could be used to characterize behaviors as 
aberrant or dangerous and thus represent their practitioners as worthy of exclusion 
or punishment. Apuleius explicitly states the arbitrary (artificial?) nature of 
accusations of magic, arguing that his opponents’ success would set a dangerous 
precedent: everyone would have cause to fear false and baseless accusations of magic, 
because anything that a person has ever done could be held against them (54.6). 
                         
 
86 On Apuleius’ demonstration of learning as part of his defense, see especially Rives 
(2008). 
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At the same time, Apuleius’ defense also differs from that of Medea and 
Servilia. He challenges not only the accusation of magic but the definition of magic 
itself. Apuleius thus adroitly turns the accusation back on his opponents—they accuse 
him of magic; he accuses them of not knowing what magic is. He variously deploys 
the different definitions of magic in mocking and refuting his opponents’ claims. In 
so doing, Apuleius further reveals how malleable the concept of magic is. Depending 
on one’s perspective, magic can range from what is essentially natural philosophy to 
the malicious practices described by Horace and Lucan, of which he himself is 
accused. It is possible, he argues, to admit to performing magic and yet still be 
innocent of wrongdoing.87 Apuleius goes on to claim that there is in fact nothing his 
opponents could offer as proof of malevolent magic that he could not explain away 
as an example of philosophical magic.88 The concept of magic has thus matured to the 
                         
 
87 “Then, even if I really were a magical practitioner, I will nevertheless show that 
there was neither any cause nor any opportunity for them to find me in some evil 
deed” (dein etsi maxime magus forem, tamen ostendam neque causam ullam neque 
occasionem fuisse, ut me in aliquo maleficio experirentur, 28.4). 
88 “I leave it up to you: just contrive anything you want, think up and invent something 
that may seem magical: in any case I would fight the issue out with you. Either I would 
argue it is a substitute, or that it serves as a remedy, or that it fulfills a religious 
purpose, or that it has been commanded in a dream. There are a thousand other 
reasons which I could adduce from common practice and from the most widespread 
customs to refute the charge in truth” (tibi adeo permitto, finge quiduis, [r]eminiscere, 
excogita, quod possit magicum uideri: tamen de eo tecum decertarem. aut ego subiectum 
dicerem aut remedio acceptum aut sacro traditum aut somnio imperatum. mille alia sunt 
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point that it can admit of multiple definitions. Indeed, Apuleius’ defense depends on 
his ability to convince his judges that there are different types of magic, or perhaps 
different magics altogether. Such a nuanced argument illustrates the extent to which 
the discourse of magic had evolved since Curio’s excuse for his faulty memory two 
hundred years earlier. 
 
                         
 





I began this study by examining six unrelated ideas, each represented by a 
family of etymologically linked Latin words: a category of efficacious utterances 
(carmen), a particular form of military vow (deuotio), an ethnonym for a Persian 
priestly caste (magus), a term for knowledgeable old women (saga), a nebulous concept 
of impromptu preternatural knowledge (superstitio), and a group of substances with 
dramatic physiological effects (uenenum). I have traced the development of these word 
families from the late third century BCE to the second century CE, revealing the 
process by which these unconnected ideas gradually came to be used in conjunction 
with each other to form an emerging Roman concept of magic. The carmen and 
uenenum families first appeared together in Cicero to describe a sudden loss of 
memory. Vergil was the first to set these terms in a ritual context and describe the 
result with the magus family. Tibullus developed further the idea of the deuotio family 
as representing curses and the saga family as female magical practitioners. Lastly, 
Ovid was the first to draw all five of these word families together to elaborate a 
distinctive concept that we can recognize as “magic.” Parallel to the emergence of 
magic is the development of the superstitio family to describe excessive religious 
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behavior. Though this concept did not merge with magic in the period under 
investigation, the two are regularly associated in later periods, with Tacitus providing 
the first example of the intersection of these concepts. 
In addition to the development of a language of magic, I have also traced the 
development of several characteristic features of the Roman concept of magic that 
shaped people’s ideas of what it was and how it was used. From the very earliest 
sources, we saw how the terminology of magic was linked both to an established 
Greek literary tradition as well as to contemporaneous Roman ritual practice. The 
generic conventions of Latin love elegy influenced the development of magic by 
linking it to issues of gender and social status. As a result, magic becomes strongly 
associated with the feminine and sub-elite world of elegy and begins to be used in a 
pejorative sense, to marginalize the individuals associated with it. This trend 
continues into the imperial period, during which magic is increasingly depicted as 
violent and criminal and thus as something that needs to be kept secret. 
These factors combine to make the idea of magic a powerful and flexible tool 
for those seeking to marginalize and delegitimize the behavior of others. Ovid is the 
first to bring attention to this aspect of magic through his double portrayal of Medea—
she is either a skillful healer or a conniving witch, depending on one’s perspective. 
This self-consciousness about the subjectivity of magic raises a fundamental question: 
are Medea’s actions objectionable because they are magic, or magic because they are 
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objectionable? Tacitus’ accounts of trials involving magic suggests the latter—that 
people began to employ the concept of magic as a particularly useful tool for doing 
what parties in legal cases had always tried to do: discredit and defame their 
opponents. This is certainly how Apuleius presents the charges leveled against him, 
but he takes the malleability of magic one step further, claiming that his accusers are 
ignorant of the true nature of magic and proposing his own philosophical definition 
of magic.  
Apuleius provides a natural and necessary endpoint for my study, for after the 
second century CE, the Roman world and Latin literature both undergo a radical 
transformation as the influence of Christianity began to spread increasingly rapidly 
through the empire. In a world of increasing social, political, and religious tensions, 
however, magic remains a powerful discourse for negotiating the ensuing conflicts.1 
Christians, Jews, and so-called “pagan” Romans each turn the language of magic 
against one another in an attempt to mark the boundary between acceptable and 
unacceptable religious practices.2 But magic was just as effective against insiders as 
                         
 
1 For the role of magic in late antique religious conflict see e.g., Thee (1984), Flint 
(1999), Janowitz (2001), and Fraser (2009). 
2 Origen’s Contra Celsum is a famous example of a Christian text which labels 
traditional (i.e., pagan) Roman religious practices as magic. Stratton (2007: 107–141) 
discusses how early Christianity leveraged the discourse of magic in its own conflicts 
for legitimacy and authority, by flipping the gender paradigm and representing male 
pagan magic users victimizing Christian women. 
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outsiders; indeed some Christian writers use magic to discredit their opponents 
within the church, labeling their practices and beliefs as at once heretical and magical.3 
Nevertheless some authors continue to use the language of magic in literature, co-
opting its supernatural efficacy as a powerful metaphor even when the practices 
themselves would be objectionable.4 The flexibility of magic—its fluid definition and 
subjective application—ensured that it could be adapted to these changing 
circumstances and continue to be an effective and evocative concept even to the 
present day. 
                         
 
3 For example, Irenaeus’ Aduersus Haereses and the story of Simon in Acts 8:9. 
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